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Hayes for the State of Washington, Waldo F. Wheeler, John J.
Goen, and Leo J. Steffen for the Iowa State Commerce Commis
sion, and Ronald L. Anderson, Jack L. Chestnut, Walter F.
Mondale, Oliver A. Ossanna, Elmer Petersen, Paul Rasmussen,
and Otto A. Ratke for the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Com
mission, John L. McKeon, John C. Sheehy, William P. Myfich
and Paul T. Smith for the Board of Railroad Commissioners of
the State of Montana, and Robert Y. Thornton, Lloyd G. Hammel
and John F. Weisser for the Public Utility Commissioner of Ore
gon, interveners in opposition.
Arvid M. Falk and Keith M. Stidd for the city of Minneapolis
(Minn.), Richard P. Gallagher for the city of Mandan (N. Oak.),
Anthony C. Gospodar for the city of Breckenridge (Minn.), Daniel
A. Klas for the city of St. Paul (Minn.), Alva C. Long for the
cities of Auburn and Sumner (Wash.) and the Auburn (Wash.)
Chamber of Commerce, Toby E. Markewicz for the city of Su
perior (Wis.), R. G. Nerison for the city of Jamestown (N. Oak.),
Thomas E. Plante for the city of Duluth (Minn.), Bernard J. Gal
lagher for the Spokane (Wash.), Anti-Merger Association, George
Kargianis for the Seattle (Wash.) Improvement Council, Thomas
Kennedy for the Missoula (Mont.) Civic Group, C. W. Leaphart,
Jr., W. R. McGee, and Webb Sullivan for the Livingston (Mont.)
Anti-Merger Committee, Harry C. Munger for the Duluth (Minn.)
Volunteer Committee Opposing Merger, and Robert D. McMullan
for the Clark County (Wash.) Anti-Merger Association, inter
veners in opposition.
Edward J. Hickey, Jr., James L. Highsaw, and William G.
Mahoney for Railway Labor Executives Association, and E. L.
Dirks, Charles B. Falconer, Robert Lee Kelleher, Ernest Mon
roe, J. H. McLaughlin, Paul E. Peterson, and C. W. Wellnitz,
for various other organizations of railway employees, inter
veners in opposition.
Joseph R. Dudley for the Minnesota Motor Transport Associa
tion, Clifford Ferguson for Ed Benedict, and Samuel R. Freeman
for Wheat Producers Transportation Committee, interveners in
opposition.
A. Wilford Larson and Richard V. Maves for the Public Service
Commission of Wisconsin, A. C. Stoddard and John E. Tormey
for the Michigan Public Service Commission, Louis B. Dailey
for Northern Pacific Stockholders' Protective Committee, Philip
H. Porter for the Wisconsin Manufacturers Association, and
Oliver L ee Stewart for Southwest Oregon Shippers Traffic Associa
tion, interveners seeking imposition of specified conditions.
328 I.C.C.
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

Commissioner:
By joint application filed February 17, 1961, authority is sought
by Great Northern Railway Company (Great Northern),2 of St. Paul,
Minn., Northern Pacific Railway Company (Northern Pacific), also
of St. paul, Pacific Coast R. Co. (Pacific Coast), of Seattle,
Wash., Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company (Burling
ton), of Chicago, Ill., and Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railway
Company (SP&S), of Portland, Oreg., common carriers by railroad
subject to part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, and Great
Northern Pacific & Burlington Lines, Inc. (New Company), not a
carrier, of Wilmington, Del., to consummate certain transactions
under section 5(2) of the act, to issue certain securities and
assume obligation and liability in respect of securities under
section 20a of the act, and to effect certain extensions and aban
donments of lines of railroad under sections 1(18) to 1(20),
inclusive, of the act.
The several docketed applications are described fully and
correctly at pages 7-10, inclusive, of the recommended report.
These applications are interdependent parts of a proposal for the
unified operation, control and management of the Northern lines
(Great Northern and Northern Pacific), Burlington, and S P&S.
Extensive public hearings were held beginning October 10, 1961,
and ending July 10, 1962. The examiner's report recommended
approval of the merger and related transactions, subject to various
conditions, and was served August 24, 1964. Exceptions to the
recommended report and replies thereto were filed by numerous
parties. Oral argument 'before the Commission was held on June
16, 1965.
WEBB,

CHARGES OF LACK OF A FAIR HEARING

Before considering this proceeding on the merits, we made an
exhaustive examination of the record to determine whether there
was any substance to the charges concerning lack of a fair hear
ing. We are convinced that such charges are totally lacking in
merit. Our reasons for reaching this conclusion are explained
fully in the Report of the Commission on Petitions for Rehearing
served concurrently with this report.
21n this report reference to applicants and interven.erS and others men
tioned will be by the distinctive names in their respective corporate titlesor
by the designa~ion shown in parentheses.
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Year

1951 - - - - - - 1952 - - - - - -1953 - - _. - - 1954 - - - - - -1955 - - - - - - 1956 - - - - - -1957 - - - - - - 1958------1959 - - -. - - 1960·· -. - - -

Oil and gas

Timber

Other mineral s

$695,520
851,253
987,017
1,327,019
1,686,153
3,209,362
6,004,294
7,074,439
7,618,894
7,387,183

$677,224
851,253
615,771
J ,023,063
1,400,000
1,914,538
1,343,951
2,036,313
3,950,927
3,584,685

$551,890
511,449
599,160
1,023,711
1,001,885
1,224,277
1,326,927
752,639
519,881
517,457

Total
$1,924,634
2,144,076
2,201,948
3,373,793
4,088,038
6,348,177
8,675,172
9,863,391
12,089,702
11,489,325

Burlington's railroad operations are conducted on 8,648 miles
of road, of which 5, III are main lines and 3,536 are branch
lines. Its principal main lines of railroad are located in 11
States9 and extend from Chicago, Ill., northwesterly to St. Paul
and Minneapolis, and from Chicago westerly and southwesterly
to St. Louis and Kansas City, Mo., Omaha and Lincoln, Nebr.,
Denver, Colo., and Billings and Huntley, Mont. Connecting main
lines extend to Peoria and Rockford, Ill., Des Moines and Sioux
City, Iowa, Deadwood, S. Oak., and via the line of a subsidiary
(Paducah & Illinois Railroad Company) to Paducah, Ky. It main
tains an extensive branch line system, principally for grain in
Nebraska and Kansas. Its principal points of interchange are at
Chicago, Peoria, and East St. Louis, ill., St. Joseph, Kansas City
and St. Louis, Mo., Omaha and Grand Island, Nebr., Council Bluffs
and Sioux City, Iowa, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Denver, Billings,
Laurel and Paducah. 10
Pacific Coast's railroad operations are all located within King
County, Wash., and comprise 32 miles of road, all of which it owns.
Pacific Coast provides freight service only. It does not own any
motive power, rolling stock, or major maintenance eqUipment.
Such items of eqUipment as it reqUires are leased from Great
Northern.
SP&S road operations are conducted in Washington and Oregon
on 599 miles of road, of which 515 are main line. The main lines
of SP&S extend from Spokane westerly along the Snake and
Columbia Rivers to Portland, and from Willbridge, Oreg., to
Seaside, Oreg. The principal points of interchange are at Spokane,
Pasco, Vancouver, and Wishram, Wash., and Portland, East Port
9Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,

Colorado. Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,

South Dakota, Wisconsin. and Wyomlng.

10 A
that

more
of its

detailed description of
subsidiaries

and

Burlington's property and equipment and

affiliates

may be

found

at pages

34-38

and

land, North Portland, Willbridge, Bowers Junction, and Linnton,
Oreg. 11
The SP&S is owned jointly by the Great Northern and Northern
Pacific. Its main line provides the most direct route from Spokane
to Portland. Since Spokane lies on the main transcontinental
routes of the Northern Lines and Portland is an important termi
nal for both, the strategic importance of the SP&S is obvious ....
Through ownership of the SP&S the Northern Lines have been able
to deny to their chief competitor, the Milwaukee Railroad, access
to Portland. If the line of the SP&S did not eXist, Great Northern
would be reqUired to reach Portland from Spokane via Everett,
Wash., and the Northern Pacific via Auburn, Wash.
To summarize,. applicants' operations are conducted primarily
in the Midwest and South Central Plains, the northern portions of
the Central Plains, the Great Plains, Mountain and Pacific Terri
tory. The major transcontinental routes of Great Northern and
Northern Pacific operate generally through the same northern
States between the Twin Cities (St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.)
and Puget Sound, and the Pacific Northwest. The major trans
continental routes of Burlington are between Chicago and the Twin
Cities, and between Chicago and Kansas City, Omaha and Denver.
The lines of SP&S form part of the through routes of Great North
ern and Northern Pacific on traffic to and from northwest coast
terminals.
The main lines of the two Northern Lines are geographically
parallel but the greater part of the mileage of the Northern Pacific
is on the western part of its system, While most of the mileage
of the Great Northern is on the eastern part of its system. Since
the Northern Lines serves the same Pacific ports, the same lake
ports, the same large eastern terminals, and the same tier of
States over paralleling lines, each line is the most agressive and
important competitor of the other. The Northern Lines have
controlled the Burlington for more than 60 years through the
ownership in equal amounts of approximately 97 percent of the
Burlington's total capital stock. There is no substantial com
petition, however, between the Burlington and either of the North
ern Lines. Their operations are essentially complementary rather
than competitive.

~

ItA more detailed description of the property and equipment of SP&S and
that of its subsidiaries and affiliates may be found at pages 39-40 and in
appendix E of the recommended report.

in
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A PPLICA NTS' TRAFF IC

GREAT NORTH ERN

The States served by the Northe rn Lines produc e a vast quantit
y
of forest, agricu ltural, and minera l produc ts. The consis
t and
vol ume of traffic of the Great Northe rn and Northe rn Pacific
are
simila r. Their traffic differs to some extent, howev er, becaus
e
the lines of the Great Northe rn and Northe rn Pacific are
widely
separa ted at some points. The traffic consis t of the Burling
ton
differs from that of its parent s in that forest produc ts compr
ise a
much smalle r propor tion of the total while manuf acture
rs and
miscel laneou s traffic is larger than that of either of the
two
Northe rn Lines.
The area served by the Burlin gton is more heavily popula
ted
than the territo ry served by the Northe rn Lines. The Burlin
gton's
servic e area is comple mentar y to that of the Northe rn Lines
and
provid es an import ant marke t for the raw and semi-fi nishecl
--
produc ts of the fields, forest and mines served by the two North
ern Lines. Burling ton has connec tions at Chicag o and Peoria
,
Ill., and St. Louis with other trunk and termin al lines
servin g
large steel, machin ery, and manuf acturin g plants that
find a
marke t in the Pacific Northw est. In additio n, Burlin gton serves
many packin ghouse center s of the midwe st, includi ng Omaha
,
Denve r, Chicag o, Kansas City, St. Louis, and St. Joseph . Burlin
g
ton serves the commo n termin als of Twin Cities, Sioux City,
and
Laurel , at which commo n points a large volume of freight is
inter
change d with the Northe rn Lines.
The tables below indicat e for the three major applica nts, total
carloa dings, gross freight revenu es and the percen tage of system
revenu e derive d from each of the princip al commo dity groupi
ngs
for 1960 and for 1963, the latest year for which compa rable
data
is availab le. 12 In thiS report , we have taken officia l notice
of
certain data contain ed in or based on carrie rs' report s
to the
Comm ission for years subseq uent to 1960 or 1961. Pursua
nt to
the provis ions of section 7(d) of the Admin istrativ e Proced
ure
Act, any party challen ging such officia lly noticed facts will
be
afforde d an opport unity to set forth its objecti ons.
12Comm odity

data for
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1964-65

is reported pursuan t to the new commod ity
classiri cation prescrib ed by the Commis sion's
order- in Commod ity Classi
fication for Reportin g Purpose S, 323 I.C.C.
131, which is not compara ble with

that of earlier years.

Carload S

Group.

I Gross freight
revenue

Percent of systems
carload revenue

Product s of agricult ure

1960· - - - - - -. - - - - -. - -- - - - - - -
1963' - - - - - - • - - - - - .•• - - - - - - -.

216.3 L3
216,574

$70.219 .799
67,844,3 02

31.68
30.86

1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - - - 
1963' - - - - - - • - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

21,447
17,529

3,896,59 9
3,340,23 7

I. 76
I. 52

1960 - - . - - - - . - - - -. - - - - - - - - - -
1963·- ------- ------- ------- Product s of forests
1960 -' - - - - - -. - - - - -. - - - - - - - -
1963' - - - - - - •• - - - - -. - - - - - - - --

418,697
338,993

40,250,4 58
35,160,8 11

18. 16
15_ 9 9

119,037
12 I ,934

37,900,3 27
39,975.0 08

17, 10
18,18

Animals and products

Product s of mines

M.anufac tures and miscella neous

1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
251,799
63,831,9 64
1963' - - - - - - - - - . - - - _. - - - - - - - 252,414
68,528,7 65.
Forward er traffic
1960· -. - - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - - -
15,97G
5,572,12 7
1963" - - - - - - -. - - - - - -. -. - - - - -15,063
5,013,14 0
Total carload traffic
1960 - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1,043,2 691221
,671,27 4
1963" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - -962,507
219.862 .263

28.80

3 J. 17
2.50
2.28
100.00
100.00

"1963 data obtained from carriers Q annual
reports.

NORTH ERN PACIF IC
Group

Carload s

freight
I Gross
revenue

Percent of systems
carload revenue

Product s of agricult ure

1960 - - - - - - - .. - - - - -. - - - - - - - -
1963" ------- •• ------- -------

134,272
144.677

$32.022 ,139
35,326,7 11

20.58
21.59

20,136
15,020

4,090,62 3
2,974,14 5

2.63
I. 82

-.
--

100,780
95,494

12,707. 165
12,683,.3 4.3

8.17
7.75

- -
--.

167.330
168.543

46,301,8 43
47.349.0 16

29.76
28,l14

221,780
226.246

58,013,4 82
63,301,3 23

37,29
38.69

- - - -
-----

7.131
5,558

2.435,38 2
1,987,08 2

l. 57
1.21

- - - -
- - - -

651.429
655,538

155,570 ,634
163,621 ,620

100.00
100.00

Animals and products

1960 - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1963· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Product s of mines

1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - 1963" - - - - - - - - • - - - - .• - - - - Product s of forests
1960 - - - . - - - -. - .. - - - - - - - - 1963· - - - - - - •.• - - - - . - - - - - -

Manufac tures and miscella neous

1960 - - -' - - - .• - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1963" - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Forward er traffic

1960· - - - - - - - - - - - ..• - - - 1963" - - - - - - •. - - - - - ••• - Total carload traffic
1960 - - - - - - - _. - - - - - -. - - 1963" - - - - - - -. - - . - -- -. - -.

·1963 dala oblained from carriers ' annual
reports.
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The general balance sheets giving effect to the proposed mergers
of August 1961 and income statements comparing the years 1958
60 with 1964 for the three major applicants are attached hereto as
appendix A. As noted in the recommended report at page 50, the
excess of current assets over current liabilities as of August 31,
1961, produced a net working capital position for Great Northern,
Northern Pacific and Burlington of $32.6 million, $73.4 million,
and $28.9 million, respectively, or a combined total of $134.9
million before adjustments and elimination of intercompany ba
lances. The net working capital position for Great Northern,
Northern Pacific and Burlington which exceeds by $18.2, $62.6
and $13.9 million, respectively, the mean monthly average of their
respective operating expenses, less depreciation, for the first
was found by the examiner to be "more than adequate to meet nor
mal requirements." We agree with that conclusion.
Income statements for the Great Northern, Northern Pacific, and
Burlington for the years 1958-1965, inclusive,14 show the following:
Great Northern
Railway operating revenue

Year

Net income Operating ratios

$251,671,504 ~27,577,798
254,559,530 26,51\8,273
246,024,650 20,723,214
18,632,420
232,951,918
238.940.423 25,018,986
242,810,448 29,273,689
28,866,329
250,387,871
26" 629 "04 36.409 825

1958· -1959--1960- -1961- -1962- _.
1963- -1964- -196"- --

75.04
77.43
78.87
79.44
78.60
76.75
77.86
75.70

Earnings pe r sh are

4.52
4.35
3.41
3.07
4.12
4.80
4.71
---------------- 

Northern Pacific

Year

Rai lway operating revenue

---

$179,107,731
183,608,782
174,915,492
165,412,453
174,262,934
179,604,511
184,300,791
197,913,432

1958- -1959- -1960--1961--1962- -1963--1964--1965- --

14Figures for the years

Net income
~22,01I,976

23,781,165
18,547,194
16,313,322
20,300,535
24,592,470
23,500,657
28,032,787

Operati ng ratios

79.87
79.74
84.54
86.60
86.02
84.98
85.32
82.70

Earnings per share

3.68
3.97
3.10
2.72
3.39
4.09
3.90

-- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - .
~

1961-1964, inclusive, were taken from

the

carriers'

annual reports filed with the Commission, except for 1965 data which is taken
from

the carriers'

Quarterly reports of revenues expenses and selected

income

ile ms (Forms R & E, lBS) lor the Iourth quarter of 1965. showing cumulative
figures lor theyear.
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!?urlinqton
Year

Net income

Operating ratios

$258,027,700 $19.491,732
17,696,143
263,072,883
251,135,890
12,493,138
254,160,812
14,408,666
263,434,538 20,412,904
2fi 1,713,684
21,367,648
267,379,529 20,355.342
16,693,090
270,453,376

77.61
79.78
81.2 !
79.44
78·92
79.69
8 J .25
82.00

Railway operating revenue

1958- -
1959- -
1960- -
1961- -
1962- -
1963- -
1964- - 
1965- -

Earnings per share

1 1. 4 1
10.36
7.31
8.43
11.95
12.51
11. 9 1
----------------

Comparison3 between railroad earnings in recent years and
those of 3 or 4 decades ago must be drawn with care. For
example, the examiner noted that the combined net railway
operating income of the three major applicants in 1960 was only
about half of what it was in 1926. On the basis of such a compari
son, the examiner concluded that the financial condition of the
applicants has steadily deteriorated and that their economic future,
in the absence of merger, is bleak. A comparison of applicants'
earnings in one of the worst railroad transportation years in
recent history With their earnings 35 years before, when rail
carriers held a virtual monopoly in surface transportation, may
be statistically correct but it does not suPPOrt the examiner's
pessimistic conclusion.
ALLEGED BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED UNIFICATION

The prospective benefits of the proposed unification as viewed
by the applicants, supporting shipper witnesses, and supporting
interveners are reviewed in considerable detail at pages 146-169,
171-189, and 323-340, respectively, of the recommended report.
Accordingly, we will merely summarize the examiner's findings
on this aspect of the case.
In general, applicants contend that the consolidation of their
properties under single ownership and management would result
in better utilization of equipment, elimination of duplicate facilities
at common points, and more expeditious transportation service.
As a res ult of savings expected to be derived from the proposed
unification,l5 applicants hope to meet more effectively the com
petition of other modes of transportation.
15See pages 58-63, ;.n/ra.

328 I.C.C.
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Anticipated improvements in freight schedules are based mainly
on the consolidation of terminal facilities at common points and
the use of the shortest of most efficient internal routes available
to the unified company. Applicants indicate that the New Company
would establish through transcontinental freight routes over the
shortest available lines and the most favorable grades. Appli
cants gave numerous examples of improved freight schedules
that could be established follOWing consummation of the mergers.
For example, applicants indicated that the fastest schedule of
the Great Northern from Seattle to Chicago would be reduced by
the New Company from 94 hours and 15 minutes to 82 hours and
30 minutes or 11 hours-~d 45 minutes faster than the present
schedule. The fastest transcontinental eastbound train of the
Northern Pacific leaves Seattle at 9:00 p. m. and arrives Chicago
12: 15 p. m. on the 5th day, a total elapsed time of 97 hours and
15 minutes. After unification, the departure time would beE':30
p.m. and arrival time at Chicago would be 10:30 a.m. on the
morning of the 8th day, a total elapsed time of 84 hours, or 13
hours less than present sche'dule.
-c
,
After the hearings, however, applicants announced faster trans
continental freight schedules in response to faster schedules
established by the Milwaukee. In their reply to exceptions, appli
cants note that the eastbound schedule time for the Great Northern
from Seattle to Chicago has been reduced to 67 hours and 35
inutes, and that the time for Northern Pacific tla"s been--redu~~
to 69 hours and 35 minutes. It would appear, therefore, that
corIT-peution between the Northern Lines and the Milwaukee has
eSulted in a considerably faster service than that claimed as
ne of the advantages of unification. In fairness to the applicants,
however, it should be pointed out that the expedited schedules
, reqUire the use of shorter and lighter trains than those contem
plated in their direct evidence. We recognize that the proposed
unification could result in generally faster freight service but,
as the post-hearing freight schedules indicate, the extent of such
improvement is speculative and competition is a more important
factor than consolidation.
cants a so con end that follOWing unification, shippers
would have not only the routes presently available under published
tariffs, but additional routes involVing the lines of the component
railroads in any combination except where undue circuity would
reSUlt. Such benefits would be derived by opening up the inter
mediate junctions to form cross-over routes between Northern

j:

U
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.~_~~~h~rnwe~ of Twin Cities and new routes
between them and Burlington at Billings and Sioux City. As pointed
out by the examiner, those routes have been historically closed in
order to preserve ~ _ I)
.: .__~
"fmnrrmum haUls. The economic advantages envisioned by appli
Klfrr~-a Wider choice of routing include the extension of
transit and stop-off priVileges at numerous additional points, and
increased opportunities for diversion of shipments to meet
shippers' reqUirements.
Ordinarily, traffic on one of the component railroads today can
be given transit privileges only at points on the same railroad
en route to primary markets. The basic reason for SUch a
restriction is that the railroad which provides service to the
primary area thereby protects its long haul and the revenues
therefrom. The propriety of a railroad protecting its long haul
is specifically recognized in section 15(4) of the Interstate
Commerce Act.
The expanSion of transit privileges would benefit the producers
and processors of numerous commodities, as would the expansion
of tariff provisions enabling shippers to stop through shipments
for additional loading or for partial unloading at an intermediate
point between origin and destination, at the through carload rate
plus a charge for the service of stopping the car.
In the general area served by applicants, shortages of freight
cars, especially general purpose boxcars, have been chronic
and severe in recent years. Applicants claim that substantial
saVings will result from more efficient utilization of freight
cars by the merged company and from unifying the car fleets of
the component lines. 16 Today, when 2 or more of applicants
serve the same point and obtain traffic from the same shipper,
each tries to hold sufficient cars to protect the loading reqUire
ments. New Company would do the same thing, but the total
number of cars held would be reduced in proportion to the number
of component companies serving the common point. These saVings
cannot be reliably estimated but they would be derived solely
from the elimination of competition.
As pOinted out by the examiner, applicants have given no
ass urances that freight rates would be reduced follOWing unifi
cation. However, applicants anticipate that the economies from
16 As indicated at page 93 of this report, infra, benefits flo"",,ing from improved
freight car utilization would be offset by the loss of competition which nOW
encourages applicants to satisfy the demands of shippers at CommOn Points.
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unification will tend to hold down the amount of rate increases
in future years.
The tracing and location of shipments and the ordering of
empty cars would be facilitated under unification, since the records
would be maintained and be readily available under centralized
control and responsibility. Similarly, the processing of claims
by shippers for loss and damage would be simplified. Because
of the reduction in the number of switch movements through
elimination of interchange among the applicants and through
improved yard facilities, some reduction in damage to cargo from
switching should reSUlt.
Prior to the filing of the applications, extensive public relations
efforts were instituted by applicants to publicize the advantages
of the proposed unification. Officials, counsel and other repre
sentatives of applicants participated in meetings of trade asso
ciations, industry promotion groups, chambers of commerce, and
other persons in the territory involved. Interested persons
were asked to support the applications by offering testimony at the
hearings, and to forward letters and resolutions endorsing appli
cants' objectives.
Partially as a result of this public relations campaign, 307
witnesses (237 shippers and receivers of freight, 39 representa
tives of shipper associations, and representatives of various busi
ness and civic organizations) testifi~d in support of the proposed
unification. Of the total number of shipper and other public
witnesses, the great majority supported the proposal. Their
testimony reiterates the prospective public benefits asserted by
applicants, is fairly summarized in the recommended report,
and need not be further discussed in this report.
Almost 400 individuals, firms, associations, civic groups, and
municipalities intervened in support of the proposed merger,
although some urged that particular conditions be imposed. A
total of 292 of these intervening parties were shippers or
receivers of freight, or others directly interested in trans
portation services. Their position, as well as that of intervening
shipper associations and chambers of commerce, is generally
the same as that of the applicants.
POSITION OF GOVERMENTAL AND RAILWAY LABOR INTERVF.NERS

A total of 11 States or State regulatory commissions intervened.
Only the States of Nebraska and Missouri supported the merger
328 I.C.C.
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17 Ore gon. Minnesota, Montan a and Wash ington.
The Governor of Wash inglon.
then newly·elected. advised the Commission on the eve of oral argument that
he d-oes not oppose the merger.
18 North Dakota, M ic h igan, Iowa, and South Dakota.
W isco ns i n ne ither sup
ported nor opposed the merger and recommended no specific conditions.
Al
though the Governor of the State of Iowa testified generally in SllPPOtt of the
merger, the ]owa Commerce Commission strongly opposed the merger except
with conditions vigorously opposed by applicants.
j9E.g., Superior and Milwaukee,
Minn., and Auburn, Wash.

328
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The Department of Justice contends that the only benefits from
the proposed unification and the elimination of competition as
between the two Northern Lines would be increased revenues to
applicants at the expense of competing and connecting railroads;
that applicant lines are in a sound, healthy financial condition;
that the Northern Lines compete vigorously with each other; that
important advantages of rail competition would be lost if the
merger is approved; and that such approval would contravene
the policy of the anti-trust laws and cannot be found to be con
sistent with the public interest within the meaning of section 5(2)
of the act.
More specifically, Justice contends that the proposed merger,
if approved, would (1) destroy the competition which now exists
among and between Great Northern and Northern Pacific; (2)
seriously damage and eventually jeopardize the existence of
intervener
1
au ee;
result in a rail monopoly in a geo
grap cal market area extending from Twin Cities to the north
west Pacific coast along the northern tier of States; (4) seriously
injure other competing railroads and other competing carriers by
diverting freight revenues from them; (5) deprive many com
munities and shippers of the advantages and benefits of competitive
rail. service; (6) impair adequate transportation in a growing
region of the country; (7) impose an unnecessary hardship on
many communities and shippers; (8) have an adverse effect upon
Federal establishments and would not benefit national defense;
and (9) would stimulate new merger applications by and among
railroads competing with applicant lines and each other in order
to attempt to offset the power of the New Company.
The Railway Labor Executives Association (RLEA) intervened
in opposition to the merger and to protect the interests of affected
employees. The examiner found that the merger would eliminate
approximately 8,072 jobs and would require 2,900 employees to
change their present job locations to other points where the
merged company would operate. Thus, the examiner found that
the merger would result in a net loss of 5,172 jobs. This loss
would not be fully realized, however, until after 5 years
following consummation. The examiner also found that at July 1,
1960 price and wage levels, payroll costs would be reduced
approximately $32,670,000 annually as a result of consummation
of the proposed merger. In other words, he found that approxi-·
mately 81.9 percent of the saVings anticipated from the merger
would be derived from reductions in the labor force.
328I.C.C.
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The examiner found that apprOXimately 80 percent of the
employees losing their jobs as a result of the merger could be
re-employed by the merged company within 1 year, and at the
same location, in jobs created by normal attrition. He also found
that another 908 could be re-employed within 1 year by transfer
to jobs for which they are qualified at other poir.ts. Applicants
estimate that the cost of providing protection to adve rsely affected
employees would be $4,961,728.
In general, RLEA contends (1) that applicants have failed to
show clearly any public gain to be derived from the proposed
unification; and (2) that the unific ation "will not onl y res ult in no
public gain but will do positive injury to the public interest."
Moreover, it contends that the adverse effect on employees in
volved, their families and the communities in which they live,
when coupled with other adverse effects, warrants denial of the
applications as not consistent with the public interest. It argues
that thiS would be no merger of the weak with the weak, or the
strong with the weak, but a three-way merger of the strong With
the mighty.
RLEA also fears that the proposed unification, by adversely
affecting other carriers through diversion of traffic, would also
injure numerous employees on other railroads. Accordingly,
RLEA asks, if the merger is approved, that protection be afforded
employees of all carriers adversely affected by the proposed
unification.
In view of our ultimate conclusion that the proposed unification
is not consistent with the public interest, it is not necessary to
discuss the contentions of RLEA and applicants relative to the
conditions that should be imposed for the protection of adversely
affected employees.
POSITION OF' RAILROAD INTERVF'NF:RS

Ten major railroads 20 intervened in order to secure routing
and other traffic conditions designed, in general, to prevent undue
diversion of traffic not presently handled by the applicant rail
roads. In Detroit, T. & I. R. Co. Control, 275 I.C.C. 455 (1950),
the Commission prescribed a set of conditions for the pro
tection of connecting carriers. Since then, conditions is subL;VSanta Fe, Milwaukee, North

\Vestern,

Rock Island,

Denver and Rio Grande

Western Railroad Co., Illinois Central, Son Line-, Southern Pacific, Union

Paei~

fic, ann Western Pacific:.
The Denv~r Rio Grande and the 1I1illois Central did
not participate in the hearings or oral argument.

328I.C.C.
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stantially the same form have been imposed in numerous pro
ceedings under section 5(2) of the act and have become known
as the "standard routing conditions." See Pennsy lvania R. Co.
Control-Lehigh Valley R. CO.,317 I.C.C. 139, 151.
In their
application, applicants proposed 6 conditions similar to the
conditions imposed by the Commission in other merger or control
transactions.
During the hearings, applicants offered certain clarifying
changes in their proposed conditions. These changes were incor
porated in a stipulation entered into between applicants and Union
Pacific. Subsequently, the Rock Island, Southern Pacific, Western
Pacific, Santa Fe, and Soo Line, concurred in the form and sub
stance of the general conditions contained in the stipulation
between applicants and Union Pacific. Those conditions deal
with such matters as the continuance of operating arrangements
between applicants and connecting carriers and the continued
application of existing rates over joint routes generally used
between the origins and destinations involved.
Special traffic conditions were urged by Southern Pacific,
Western Pacific, Santa Fe, and Soo Line; were accepted by appli
cants; and were approved by the examiner. The special condi
tions involved these 4 carriers are opposed by the Department of
Justice. 2l For the reasons stated by the examiner at pages 236
and 237 of his recommended report, we do not agree with Justice
that the stipulations in question are unjust, unreasonable, and con
trary to the public interest. In general, these agreements
respecting special traffic conditions, by reducing anticipated
diversion of traffic, eliminated opposition by intervening carriers
to the merger as originally proposed. In view of our ultimate
conclusions herein, no detailed discussion of the special traffic
conditions is necessary. 22
CONDITIONS SOUGHT BY NORTH WESTERN AND MILWAUKEE

Whether the proposed merger is consistent with the public
interest depends to a considerable extent on the conditions Which
are necessary to enable the North Western and the Milwaukee to
compete successfully against the New Company. The former is a
21The Milwaukee excepts to Condition 9(b) of the examiner'S report On the
ground that Southern Pacific would be required to solicit against it on traffic
moving through the Portland gateway.
22A full discussion of these matters may be found at pages 226-237 of the
recommended report.
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substantial competitor of the Northern Lines and the Burlington,
while the latter Would be completely engUlfed by the lines of the
.~ew Compal!Y.' Neither liitel=ve~o?tf1el(lew~
"pany in terms of size, earnings, financial strength and economic
capability. Neither can provide the quantity and quality of service
made possible by the proposed merger. In fact, if the Milwaukee
and the North Western were protected only by the standard routing
conditions proposed by applicants, the North Western Would be
materially weakened and the MilwaUkee's ability to survive would
,be highly doubtful. BotFit1ieNOrth Western and the Milwaukee
~ntial and efficient rail service to hundreds of
comm unities that would not be served by the New Company.
If all the conditions sought by the North Western and the
Milwaukee were to be imposed, the benefits derived by applicants
from the proposed merger would be minimal. In fact, applicants
indicate in their pleadings that imposition of all the sought condi
tionsmight preclUde consummation. Failure to impose a number
of the important conditions sought by the North Western and the
Milwaukee would preclude a finding that the merger is consistent
With the public interest. The balance of this section of the report
will be devoted to a discussion of thiS aspect of the proposed
merger.
The importance of the conditions sought by the North Western
and the Milwaukee is reflected in the position of numerous
parties who intervened on behalf of a large segment of the general
pUblic. Such interveners, who are now opposed to the merger as
proposed or whose support is qualified, would favor approval of
the transaction if it were conditioned substantially as proposed by
the North Western or the Milwaukee. These interveners include
or represent the States of Iowa, North Dakota, Michigan, Wisconsin
and South Dakota; and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
For many years the operations of the North Western have been
marginal in nature and its earnings erratic. From 1952 to 1961,
it suffered serious losses in all but 5 years, its cumulative net
loss amounting to about $6 million. As the examiner noted, at
the time the record in this proceeding was closed, the North
Western had made no dividend payments on common stock since
1950 and no payments on preferred stock since 1954. During the
past several years, the North Western has enjoyed a modest net
income. However, it is unlikely that the North Western's earnings
in the reasonably near future will equal in size and consistency
the earnings of anyone of the 3 major applicants.
;\:2S I.C.C.
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hold all such interline traffic not now handled by the Burlington.
In addition, we believe that applicants and the examiner overlooked
the tremendous solicitation advantages that would be enjoyed by
the merged company. Scores of shipper witnesses testified con
cerning the advantages of single-line service and, in the light that
testimony, it would be naive to think that North Western's com
petitive position on traffic moving through the Twin Cities gate
way would not be adversely affected. And finally, applicants'
opposition to conditions designed to improve North Western's
interchange operations with the New Company at Minneapolis
indicates that the amount of diversion would exceed their con
servative estimates.
In estimating diversion of traffic from the North Western,
the examiner failed to include traffic handled at such major
terminals as Twin Cities, and Head-of-the-Lakes by the Northern
Lines in SWitching service only and carried beyond by the North
Western. Today, the North Western handles a considerable volume
of such traffic in competition with one or more of the major appli
cants. After merger, however, the originating carrier will be
able to handle a considerable volume of 'traffic in line-haul move
ments which is handled today in switching service. The North
Western estimates that it would lose $453,557 in revenue from
this type of traffic.
For the reasons set forth above, we are pers uaded that the
North Western's loss of traffic to the New Company would be
much closer to its estimate of $4,375,600 per year than to appli
cants' estimate of $2,518,688.
To offset the adverse impact of the merger, the North Western
requested that the following conditions be composed :25
1. That the New Companybe required to open the gateway at Crawford, Nebr.;
2. That the New Company be required to open the gateway at Oakes, N. Oak.;
3. That the New Company join with the North Western in the following
operational arrange ments_ 26

(a) New Company to del1ver interchange traffic to the North Western at the
latter's Lyndale and E. Minneapolis Yards, and accept interchange traffic
from the North Western at the New Company's Lyndale and Union Yards;
25Clarification of Condition I of applicants' Standard Traffic Conditions, reQuested by North Western, would also affect Milwaukee.
26Three of the eight operating conditions originally proposed by North Western
were denied by the examiner and no exceptions were taken to that action. In
formation

concerning those

three

operating conditions may be· found

at pages

320 and 321 of the recommended report.
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(b) New Company to cance INorth We ste rn' s contractua1ob ligation re specting
rental of tracks and facilities which would no longer be used by North Western
following unification;
(c) New Company to sell or lease to North Western Great Northern's Union
Yard trackage at Minneapolis;
(d) New Company to rescind contractual obligations requiring North Western
to pay for use of Great Northern's Minneapolis passenger station and related
facilities no longer used by North Western;
(e) Northern Lines to withdraw objection to direct inte rchange of traffic
between North Western and Duluth, Winnepeg & Pacific Railway at Head-of
the-Lakes; and

4. That Condition 1 of the StandHd Traffic Conditions offered by applicants
be clarified.

The examiner recommended that the requested conditions
designated above as Conditions 1, 3(a), and 3(b) be granted and
.that requested Condition 4 be denied. We have reviewed the
exceptions and replies of the parties respecting these findings
and conclusions of the examiner and we find the conclusions of
the examiner to be correct in all material respects. Accordingly,
no further discussion of the North Western's requested con
ditions identified above as Conditions 1, 3(a), 3(b), and 4 is
necessary.
However, we do not agree with the examiner's recommended
denial of conditions identified above as Conditions 2, 3(c), and
3(e). If such conditions were imposed, in addition to the others
recommended by the examiner, it does not appear that the North
Western would be opposed to the merger. Imposition of these
requested conditions, other than Condition 3(d), would be essential,
in our opinion, if the proposed merger were approved. Our
reasons follow.
As indicated, the examiner denied the North Western's re
quest for the establishment of a new gateway at Oakes, located
in southwest North Dakota. Facilities at Oakes can accommodate
a substantial increase in traffic without additional investment.
Operations at Oakes are simple and conducted in an uncongested
area, in contrast to the complex interchange, at the Twin Cities.
Presently the average daily interchange between the North
Western and Northern Pacific at Oakes in 6 cars. North
Western's present service to and from Oakes is limited, since
the volume of traffic in recent years has permitted North
Western to operate trains only 3 days a week, except. when
livestock traffic justifies additional train service. The average
328 I.C.C.
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consist of trains to Oakes is 3 loads and 11 empties per trip.
Similarly, the light traffic has not required more than minimum
track maintenance. The grades and curves to and from Oakes
are not excessive and North Western could handle a considerable
increase in traffic over the line with its present facilities.
Northern Pacific now provides 6-day a week service to and from
Oakes, where it also connects with the Soo Line. Tariff provisions
applicable to transcontinental traffic interchanged with Great
Northern and Northern Pacific restrict the use of routes via Oakes,
with minor exceptions, to a small area adjacent to that gateway.
The practical effect of those tariff provisions is the North Western
receives a maximum haul of 404 miles between Twin Cities and
Chicago, instead of a haul of 759 miles via Oakes.
North Western seeks opening of the Oakes gateway to the extent
routing will be available to New Company through Twin Cities or
through the Dakotas and Minnesota. North Western estimates that
opening of' both the Oakes and Crawford gateways would enable it
to increase its revenues by $1,256,559 a year. The examiner
recognized that the conditions he recommended, including opening
of the Crawford gateway, would not make the North Western
whole. The traffic which North Western seeks to interchange with
the merged lines at Oakes can now be interchanged at Twin
Cities or at the Missouri River crossing point of Sioux City, Iowa.
After unification, North Western, under the standard routing con
ditions, could obtain that traffic for interchange at Twin Cities
or Sioux City. The additional gateway at Oakes would enable it
to obtain on a shipment, for example, from the Twin Cities, a
route via Oakes, 355 miles west of Twin Cities.
The examiner concluded that opening of the Oakes gateway
would provide no significant advantage to the shipping public or
to the carriers involved. We do not agree. Obviously, the re
quested condition would benefit the North Western by enabling
it to make more efficient use of its tracks in competing with a
much larger competitor. Imposition of the Oakes gateway con
dition would tend to neutralize the adverse impact of the merger
on North Western.
In declining to recommend that the Oakes gateway be opened,
the examiner gave little or no weight to the testimony of shippers
that they would benefit. In recommending approval of the Craw
ford gateway condition but disapproval of similar condition for
Oakes, the examiner apparently applied the criteria in section
15(3) of the act and found that North Western had failed to demon
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strate a substantial shipper need. However, the applicable
standard for determining whether routes should be opened as a
condition to a merger is whether the condition is just and reason
able. Atlantic Coast Line R. Co. v. United States, 284 U. S. 288,
295 (1932). In fact, the Commission has reqUired gateways to be
opened without citing shipper benefits and solely for the purpose
of minimizing traffic diversion. Seaboard Air Line R. Co.-Merger
Atlantic Coast Line, 320 I.C.C. 122,208(963).
One reason given by the examiner for not opening the Oakes
gateway was that the requested condition would res ult in inefficient
transportation service by the carriers involved. Mileages over an
Oakes-North Western route between representative points would
be longer in most instances than mileages via the shortest New
Company route or via Minneapolis-North Western. The range of
circuity, however, is almost de minimis. Whatever additional
interchanges might result from opening the Oakes gateway would
be more than offset by the simplicity of interchange at Oakes as
compared with the complexity of interchange operations at the
TWin Cities.
Assuming, arguendo, that the merger is otherWise consistent
With the public interest, we believe the examiner erred in rejecting
North Western's proposed condition relative to the sale or lease
of Great Northern's Union Yard trackage. The tracks in question
are required by the North Western to reduce the time reqUired to
move cars through the Twin Cities in competition with the improved
single-line service made possible by the merger. Applicants
contended that consideration of operating conditions at Minneapolis
was premature and that, at some appropriate time follOWing con
summation of the merger, they would work out improved inter
change arrangements with the North Western. The examiner
accepted this argument. However, if the competitive instincts of
the two Northern Lines now preclUde coordination and improvement
of their own interchange operations and facilities at Minneapolis,
assurances that the New Company would help a competitor are
entitled to little weight.
Finally, and again assuming that the proposed merger should be
approved, we believe the examiner erred in failing to recommend,
as a condition to the merger, the Withdrawal of the Northern Lines'
objection to direct interchange between the North Western and
the DW&P at Head-of-the-Lakes. If the North Western could make
such interchange using Northern Pacific tracks, it would elimina te
328 I.C.C.
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the time and expense involved in effecting such interchange via an
intermediate carrier, Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer Railway.
LST&T is owned jointly by the Northern Lines, North Western,
and the Soo Line. The requested condition would enable the North
Western to compete on more equal terms with the New Company.
Although LST&T is used today to interchange cars between Great
Northern and Northern Pacific, the services of that intermediate
carrier will not be used on the movements in question by the New
Company.
Approval of the merger would combine the two strongest trans
continental railroads operating between the Twin Cities and the
Pacific Northwest and the strongest midwestern carrier. The
chief competitor of this giant combine would be the Milwaukee
Whose financial condition, even today, is anemic. Milwaukee
and the New Company would serve 11 States in common: Idaho,
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin. It is far from
c~rtain that the Milwaukee, almost entirel encircled'~
o
e. ew ompany, could survi~~bsen~ecialcondit~s to
~lTretiU1'ate the-1ffipacroIfuerner~r.ltrS1nc~atthe

merger cou
e approved without reasonable assurance that the
essential transportation services of the Milwaukee would be
continued.
Comparison of Milwaukee's net income and total railway operat
ing revenues With that of the major applicants shows for the years
1960, 1964, and 1965:
Railway operating

Net income

reve nues

1960

-I

Milwaukee - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bur 1 i ng ton - - - - - - - - - - - - ,. ,. ,. - .... ,. - - - ,. - 
Northern Pacific ------------"------
Great Northern ---.--.-.-.--.--.----

Millions

Millions

230.4
251.1
174.9
246.0

1.3
12.1
18.5
20.7

228.2
267.4
184.3
250.4

5.3
20.4
23.5
28.9

241.3
270.4
197.9
265.9

7.3
16.7
28.0
36.9

1961,
M i lw aukee ,. - ,. ,. - - ,. - ,. - - - - - - .. - - ,. - _ .. -,. 

Burlington" -. - -,.,. - -,. _ .. ,. .. - _ .. - - -,.,.,. -,.
Northern Pacific ------------------.
Great Northern ----------------- .•.

1965
Milwaukee - - - - - -,.
Burlington - - - - - -,.
N orthe rn Pac i fie G re at Nor l hern - - -

-

-

--,.
---

- - -,.
-,.,.,.
-------

-

-

- - - - - -,.- - - - - _ ...
-- ~ -- -- 
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The decline in the Milwaukee's share of traffic in the Pacific
Northwest is reflected in a decrease in railway operating revenues,
1960 uncle!' 1951 of apprOXimately $30 million compared to de
creases of apprOXimately $15 million for the Burlington, $2
million for the Great Northern, and an increase of $1 million for
the Northern Pacific. VVhen the earnings of the Milwaukee and
applicant railroads, including other income, are carried through
to net income, the Milwaukee's inability to keep pace is brought
into sharp focus.
The three major applicants steadily improved their working
capital position in the pe riod 1951-60 except for the year of 1960.
On the other hand, the working capital position of Milwaukee
steadily declined. The trend in working capital is particularly
significant in appraising the ability of the Milwaukee to continue
prOViding efficient transportation service as a competitor of the
New Company.
The net additions and betterments on the Milwaukee for the
1951-60 period have not been as great as those made by the Great
Northern, Northern Pacific or Burlington, despite the fact that
the miles of road owned and operated by Milwaukee exceeds sub
stantially the miles owned and operated by any of the three major
applicant railroads.
Burlington has not experienced a deficit nor missed a dividend
in 35 years. Great Northern has had only 3 years (1932-34 ~
inclusive) of deficit operations, and Northern Pacific only 2
(1932 and 1939) since 1926. While, beginning in 1942, applicants
have been able to pay increasingly larger amounts in diVidends,
the Milwaukee has experienced deficit operations in every year
but 2 from 1926 to and including 1940. During the war years,
its net income was erratic. Since 1952, and until very recently,
its net income has been declining. Milwaukee's diVidends during
the 5 years 1956-60 were lower than those during the preceding
5 years.
The examiner correctly found that "artificial and geo~l
handicaps limit Milwaukee's ability to'" participate in traffic to
'"1rTrGIrom the grOWing PacIfIC NortFiWest. """Milwaukee traffic
. vtrJ:tt-rrre-01J~f Twin CTrresantlL1ie-Mi~er-
has failed to keep pace with ttLClL.ow.u;...competitors * * *"
'-Thtrlil'resOl the Milwaukee total 10,596 miles in 13 Northwestern
. and Midwestern States. 27 The Milwaukee's main lines extend
27Mileages in those:: States. where indicated by the record. are in parenthe~is:
Michigan (178), Indiana. [liinois, Wisconsin (1,520\, Missouri, Iowa (1,781).
Minne,;ota(1.329', Nebraska. North Dakota (366', South Dakota (1.738\, Montana
(1.251), Idaho, and WashingtonCI.063>
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from Chicago west to Twin Cities, Sioux City, Omaha and Kansas
City, serving a territory comparable to that served by Burlington,
and from Chicago west via Sioux City, Twin Cities, Aberdeen,
S. Oak., Miles City, Forsyth, Butte and Missoula, Mont., Plummer,
Idaho, Spokane and Marengo, Wash., to north Pacific points,
including Seattle, Tacoma, Everett, and Longview, Wash., serving
a territory comparable to that served by the Northern Lines.
Milwaukee opposes the applications on the ground that the merger
would seriously threaten its competitive position and even its
surVival. It contends that approval of the proposed unification
would be adverse to the public interest unless the public is
assured effective rail competition by the imposition of conditions
adequate to enable Milwaukee to realize its full service potential.
The record clearly shows that the Milwaukee now provides an
essential and efficient rail transportation service in the area where
it is a principal competitor of the applicant railroads. Evidence
to that effect was adduced by the testimony of 6 of Milwaukee's
officials, 1 consultant, public witnesses called by it, at least 86
of the shipper witnesses called by applicants, 18 independent
interveners representing various Federal and State agencies, and
by a number of associations of shippers. We agree with the fol
lowing summary of this evidence by the examiner:
In spite of wide divergence of position expressed on the proposed unification,
each of the intervening Federal and most state agencies, as well as numerous
important shippers, whose shipments approximate many thousands of carloads
annually, called by both applicants and interveners, forcibly evidenced the
vital importance of and dependence upon the Milwaukee both at points competi
tive with one or more applicant railroads, and at stations and areas non
competitive with applicant railroads. They look to the Milwaukee for active,
vigorous and healthy railroad competition both in rate negotiations and in
quality of service to the shipping public.

As found by the examiner, freight traffic on Milwaukee's lines
east of St. Paul and Sioux City compares favorably with density
per mile of road on Burlington during the period 1956-60, but on
its lines west of St. Paul and Sioux City, ...........
Milwaukee's density was
---..
only about half that of the Northern Lines and only
about half of
~
tfla+-or MHwaukee"s lmes east of those cities: In the six States in
w~Ortl'lern~-nd Milwaukee each
operate, Milwaukee in 1960 handled a smaller percentage of total
ton miles for the State than its percentage of total miles of road
in that State. On the other hand, applicants handled a greater
328I.e.c.
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percentage of ton miles than their percentage of total miles of
road.
Since Milwaukee's lines do not reach portland or Bieber, the
Milwaukee has no direct connection With Southern Pacific or with
Western Pacific. Since applicants and Union Pacific do not
participate in through routes and joint rates with each other or
with Milwaukee at junctions which prOVide them with less than a
maximum paul, Milwaukee cannot participate in alternate trans
continental through routes via junctions west of TWin Cities and
the Missouri River gateways to and from all major west coast
terminals. Nor can it participate in north-and-south traffic
between major west coast cities.
Traffic originating at Milwaukee points east of Twin Cities or
Sioux City or originated by its connections at points east of
Chicago and Kansas City, and moving westbound to points in North
Dakota, Montana and west served by the Northern Lines, routed
for line-haul delivery over those lines, must be interchanged at
Twin Cities or Sioux City regardless of whether such traffic
could have been carried to a more westerly junction as efficiently
by Milwaukee. The restrictive routing applies not only to such
traffic going to Northern Pacific, Great Northern or SP&S points
not served by Milwaukee, but to traffic in which they participate
as line-haul carriers to destinations served directly by Milwaukee,
such as Great Falls, Missoula, Spokane, Seattle, or Tacoma. It
also applies where the Northern Lines, including SP&S, are
overhead or intermediate carriers between Twin Cities and Port
land, Bieber, or Sumas.
Such routing restrictions prevent Milwaukee from participating
in westbound movements over its lines west of Twin Cities where
there is a stop to part unload or complete load or a noncompeti
tive Great Northern or Northern Pacific point. Presently,
Milwaukee, Northern PaCific', and Great Northern each can pro
vide three stops on its single-line route between TWin Cities and
its Pacific north coast terminals. However, each of the three
northern routes now has certain geographical advantages and dis
aCl\raneages1i1Pi'OVJ:diIlga~l)r-stop-p01nts
on a singie
raIlroact:"~
-
Although Milwaukee participates in westbound transcontinental
routes with Northern Pacific and Great Northern to all points on
their lines west of TWin Cities or Sioux City, and on their Western
connections, whether common with Milwaukee or not, from all
points on Milwaukee and its eastern connections, enabling Great

'----
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Northern and Northern Pacific to obtain their long haul from
Twin Cities, the latter lines do not generally reciprocate with
respect to eastbound traffic byroutes via western junctions to
PQrnts east of TWin Cities, a"i'i"Cf1lli1O case to "~o and~nts
east and south thereof, affording Milwaukee a long haul over its
western Lines. Thus, traffic cannot go off one line for transit or
stopoff at a point on another line west of Twin Cities or Sioux
City. Even at some points jointly served by Milwaukee and one or
more of applicant lines, there may be no track connection or
interchange for local switching service.
There are some exceptions to such general routing practices
between Milwaukee and the Northern Lines. Eastbound lumber can
move at joint through rates via junctions with Great Northern,
Northern Pacific or SP&S west of Twin Cities but those routes
are limited to traffic destined to points served directly by the
lines of Milwaukee and not by lines of either of the Northern Lines,
or by any other connection. Traffic routed via those western
junctions cannot be reconsigned to points off the lines of Milwa ukee,
which limits their use to shipments for which no other route is
available.
Because Milwaukee is unable to participate in transcontinental
routes over its long haul route west of Twin Cities to and from
Oregon and California on volume movements, it must hold traffic
originating or terminating at points local to its lines, to its own
long haul and does not participate in transcontinental routes via
Portland, Bieber or other California gateways. It fears that to do
so would drain much of the traffic from' its lines without any
reciprocal long haul routes. Other transcontinental lines terminat
ing on the Pacific Coast have reciprocal routes which permit
participation east and west in both long and short haul routes via
western junctions.
Traffic to or from Milwaukee's points in Montana, Idaho, and
Washington reqUires a two or three-line haul when coming from
or going beyond Longview Junction or to Oregon or California.
Traffic to and from British Columbia via Sumas generally reqUires
a three- or four-line haul. Due to frequent interchanges with rail
roads north of Portland, service is often inadequate to attract
traffic for movement over Milwaukee, except for traffic from points
local to Milwaukee. Moreover, Milwaukee must obtain the con
currence of Great Northern, Northern Pacific or Union Pacific as
an intermediate carrier to establish joint rates to or from all
points served by Milwaukee west of Twin Cities on the one hand,
328 I.C .C.
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and, on the- other, Vancouver, Wash., Portland and points south,
which handicaps, Milwaukee in obtaining traffic to move over its
lines.
The limitations on Milwaukee's routes west of Twin Cities and
Sioux City, together with the fact that Milwaukee is short hauled
at the Twin Cities gatew~Tona large volume of traffic, has
§everely limited Milwaukee's traffic potential, and has impaired its
competitive position in relation to applicant railroads. Conse
quently, Milwau!<ee's participation in substantial movements of
transcontiental traffic over its lines west of Twin Cities is limited
to that which moves to or from a point served directly by the lines
of Milwaukee and to those movements within Mountain-Pacific
territory to points beyond its lines, which originate or terminate
at local points on its lines not served by applicant railroads. On
the other hand, the ability to participate in traffic to and from
Oregon and California has been an important factor in the ability
of the Northern Lines to improve their relative participation in
traffic over their lines west of Twin Cities. Numerous shippers
have indicated that the rate and serVice limitations on Milwaukee
routes have prevented them from making full use of the latter's
service potential, to their detriment as well as the Milwaukee's.
Another factor which discourages the movement of traffic over
Milwaukee's lines and the location of industry on its lines is the
dual basis of switch charges. One type of switch charges is the
nonabsorbed switch charge which is added to the line haul rate of
the delivering carrier. The other type is the absorbed switch
charge. For competitive reasons, nonabsorbed switch charges
usually apply when the movement originates or terminates at a
noncompetitive point not reached in line-haul by the switching
carrier or its line-haul connections. When the line-haul movement
is from or to a competitive point served in line-haul by the switch
ing carrier or its connections, the competing carrier must absorb
the switching charge in order to be competitive. In the territory
west of Twin Cities, the switching tariffs of all carriers prOVide
that where the switch charge of the switching carrier is to be
absorbed by another line-haul carrier, a substantially higher per
hundredweight charge must be absorbed for exactly the same serv
ice as performed for the noncompetitive charge.
To minimize the adverse effect of the proposed merger on its
operations, the Milwaukee proposed the following routing and
328I.C.C.
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traffic conditions in addition to the standard conditions offered by
the applicants: 28
1. That 11 gateways in the west,29 presently closed to the Milwaukee, be
opened;
2. That the New Company grant to Milwaukee, upon fair and reasonable terms,
entry into Portland over their lines between Longview Junction, Wash. and
Portland, with the right to serve all intermediate points;
3. That the New Company grant to the Milwaukee, upon fair and reasonable
terms, trackage rights over certain of their lines to enable the Milwaukee to
conduct efficient operations to and from the international gateway at Sumas,
Wash.;
4. That Billings, Mont., be treated as a station on the Milwaukee;
5. That the New Company join with the Milwaukee in abolishing the dual
system of switching charges at all terminals where now in effect; and
6. That the New Company join with the Milwaukee in re-establishing rate
relationships via all routes with the Milwaukee, when by reason of the
merger, the relationships of such rates with rates via other routes of the
merged lines are disturbed.

The examiner recommended that conditions 2, 3, and 5 be im
posed, but that the Milwaukee's request for conditions 4 and 6 be
denied. We have considered the exceptions and replies of the
applicants and of the Milwaukee relating to the examiner's
recommendations on conditions 2 through 6. We find that excep
tions in question are lacking in merit; that the findings and con
clusions of the examiner are proper and correct in all material
respects, except to the extent that traffic diversion and other losses
of the Milwaukee attributable to the proposed merger were
underestimated; and that said findings and conclusions should
be, and they are hereby, affirmed and adopted as our own, assuming
arguendo, that the proposed merger should be approved.
With respect to the Milwaukee's losses of traffic resulting from
the proposed merger, the examiner found:
In summary, the evidence shows that of the four categories of presently
enjoyed traffic, after adjustment for switching, claims, corrections, et cetera,
based on 1960 movement of traffic, from which Milwaukee anticipates diversion
and concomitant adverse effect as a result of the proposed unification, it would
suffer loss of revenues in only three; interline traffic $1,487,482, lumber and
plywood traffic $741,195, and a substantial portion of Montana grain traffic
$1,549,176, or a total of $3,777,853.
28Although not formally offered as a cond ition. we would agree with Milwau
if the merger were approved, applicants should be required to improve
and expedite interchange of freight with Milwaukee at the Twin Cities.

kee that,

29Fargo and Linton, N. Oak.; Miles City, Judith Gap, Great Falls, Lombard.
Butte, and Missoula, MonLi and Spokane~ Seattle, and Tacoma, Wash.
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An additional loss that would be proximately caused by the
merger was summarized by the examiner in these words:
In addition, to meet the faster proposed schedules of the merged company,
Milwaukee asserts that it would be necessary for it to reduce the number of
cars and tons handled in its present single daily scheduled transcontinental
train to the extent that a second train daily in each direction would have to be
operated between Twin Cities and Seattle, which, on 1961 data, after allowance
for such extra trains as were operated, would have resulted in 857,678 additional
train miles, and added cost of $3,010,450. That figure when combined with
the figure representing loss of traffic to be competitive aggregates $6,788,303.
Applicants do not challenge Milwaukee's estimate, but offered without support
ing evidence a weak and unconvincing surmise that Milwaukee could meet the
New Company's faster schedules without running a second train in each direc
tion on each operating district daily.

Both the applicants and Milwaukee disagree with the examiner's
conclusion. Applicants assert that the examiner oversrated the
traffic diversion losses of the Milwaukee, improperly included the
anticipated extra expense to the Milwaukee of operating a second
transcontinental train, and understated the increased revenues that
would be derived by Milwaukee from special conditions recom
mended by the examiner.
We agree with applicants that the added costs, estimated to be
$3,010,450, of the Milwaukee's second train to the Pacific Coast
cannot be regarded as a loss attributable to the merger. Although
the Milwaukee argued that the faster service offered by the merged
company would reqUire it to speed up its own schedules, there is
some indication in the record that motor carrier competirion over
newly completed portions of the Interstate Highway System would
have required faster schedules. In addition, as Justice states in
its exceptions, the Milwaukee prOVided faster and additional trans
continental train service follOWing the close of the hearings to
match improvement in transcontinental service contemplated by
the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific. The Milwaukee
contends, however, that the merged company will further shorten
its schedules by eliminating interchange delays, while the Milwau
kee can make no further improvements. In our opinion, further
improvements in transcontinental freight service are speculative,
are not directly related to the proposed merger, and should not be
considered in estimating the financial impact of the merger on the
Milwaukee.
In addition, the examiner found that the Milwaukee would suffer
traffic diversion losses of $3,777 ,853, a sum disputed by both the
328 I.C.C.
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The record in these proceedings is replete with concern for the
maintenance of vigorous intra modal competition among rail
carriers serving the Pacific Northwest and the Northern tier of
States east of Washington. The Milwaukee's lines were built at a
cos t in excess of $240 million between 1905 and 1909, primarily
to provide ef~nve competition for the Northern Line? The
Milwaukee does not have sufficient traffic to justify this large
investment. That condition was a strong factor in driving the
Milwaukee into receivership in 1925. See Chicago, M. & st. P. R1/.
Co. Investigation, 131 I.C.C, 615 and Chicago, M. & St. P. Reorga
nization, 131 I.C.C. 673. It is obvious that, with only one regular
transcontinental train in service in addition to the extra train
recently added, the Milwaukee has enormous excess capacity.
If conditions to the merger were framed solely with a view toward
making the Milwaukee whole, the area most vitally affected by the
proposed merger would have no reasonable assurance of even a
modest degree of rail competition.
Viewing Milwaukee's condition 1 in the light of the impact of the
proposed merger on the Milwaukee, the value of intramodal
competition, and the benefits that the condition would bestow upon
the shipping community, we are unable to agree with the examiner's
rejection of that condition, If the merger were consistent with the
public interest, we believe that imposition of the condition would
be necessary and proper.
As preViously indicated, Milwaukee's condition 1 seeks the
opening of gateways at 11 western junctions, At the present
time, shipments originated by either of the Northern Lines at
points on their respective lines west of Twin Cities, receive a long
haul over their lines to the Twin Cities and are there interchanged
with a connecting line designated by the shipper, Milwaukee seeks
to require the New Company to join with it in establishing new
gateways so that Milwaukee could move shipments originating on
the New Company's lines west of the eleven gateways over Mil
waukee's lines either as a bridge or terminating carrier,
Similarly, the New Company would be able to short haul Milwaukee
by taking a shipment, originating on Milwaukee west thereof, at
the gateway, either as a bridge or terminating carrier. The short
haul proposal would apply both eastbound and westbound. In other
words, the condition contemplates that a shipper could route traffic
at joint through rates with interchange between the Milwaukee and
the New Company at Twin Cities or Sioux City, or at anyone of
the eleven North Dakota, Montana or Washington gateways.
328 I.C.C.
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Milwaukee does not propose that there be more than one alternate
western junction on the same movement. Thus, it would permit
Milwaukee to solicit for its longest practical haul over its lines
west of TWin Cities or Sioux City traffic which must now be
surrendered or received at those points. Corr.espondingly, New
Company would have the same opportunity. The condition would
also permit shippers to select alternate routes, according to their
needs, over the lines of the Milwaukee and the New Company. In
addition, shippers and receivers using Milwaukee would gain the
advantage of diversion and recosignment, stop-off and transit
privileges available to shippers and receivers using the New
Company. The examiner found that at each of the points proposed
as an open gateway, there are adequate facilities for the inter
change of traffic.
Imposition of Milwaukee condition 1 was favored by 38 shippers
or receivers of various types of freight and also by the Depart
ment of Agriculture. The Department stressed the importance of
maximum fluidity and flexibility in the transportation of agricul
tural commodities. If unification is approved, Agriculture urges
that additional gateways, including those requested by Milwaukee,
be opened, and that through routes and joint rates be established
between applicants and competing railroads to afford shippers
access to all markets and sources of supply.
The examiner's rejection of the ll-gateway condition was
based primarily on an unsound legal theory and to a lesser extent
on his failure to give sufficient weight to supporting shipper
testimony. His basic error was discussed in connection with the
denial of the Oakes gateway condition requested by North
Western,30 The examiner's error is revealed in the folloWing
statements on page 273 of the recommended report:
The Commission has defined, and uniformly followed certain principles in
evaluating similar rshipperJ testimony in routing cases brought under sections
15(3) and 15(4) of the act, and since the various sections of the act must be
applied in harmony with one another, these principles are relevant.
The term "public interest" as used in section 15(3) requires more than a
showing of the desire of shippers for additional routes; it requires instead a
real, specified and substantial need. Proof justifying the establishment of a
through route on one commodity may not justify the establishment of through
routes on other commodities via the same gateway. Cf. Denver & R.G.W. Ii.
Co. v. Union Pacific R. Co., 287 I.C.C. 611. The opening of a route via a par
ticular junction for movements to or from one area does not open the junction
for movements between other areas. Cf. Thompson v. United States, 343 U. S.
30S ee page 38, supra.
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549. General statements in support of routes sought do not afford a sufficient
basis for a finding that the present routes are inadequate or that the public
interest requires the establishment of the routes sought. Cf. American National
Livestock Association v. Atchison T. & S. F. Ry. Co., 298 I.C.C. 245,249.

The standard of section 15(3) of the act- "a real, specified and
substantial need" -is not applicable in determining whether routes
should be opened as a condition to approval of a merger. The
Supreme Court so held in Atlantic Coast Line R. Co. v. United
States, supra. In a section 5 proceeding, the standard is whether
suggested conditions are "just and reasonable."
In such a
proceeding, the protection of a carrier's long-haul must be far
less important than the need to minimize traffic diversion and to
insure vigorous competition with a merged company. Such needs
are especially strong in the case of the Milwaukee and, as we have
indicated, its ll-gateway condition has substantial shipper support.
Finally, we do not share the examiner's concern that the "gate
ways sought by Milwaukee would place the latter in a positIOi1"to
'~~ny on substantial transcontinental
tiarffC, [anq] place New Company in the unevia:ble position Of
having to maintain adequate plant facilities and equipment not only
to serve its traditional long-haul routes but to originate or
terminate traffic via the many short-haul routes created if the
gateways requested are established." In the first place, the gate
ways condition would be reciprocal. Thus, New Company could
short-haul Milwaukee. And secondly, the solicitation efforts of
the Milwaukee would be puny in comparison with those of the
New Company.
We have appraised the conditions requested by the North Western
and the Milwaukee merely to place a merger of the major appli
cants in its most favorable posture. Viewing the merger with the
conditions that appear to us to be sound, we must determine
Whether the benefits to be derived by applicants and the shipping
public from such a merger are outweighed by the disadvantages of
such a merger to a portion of the shipping public and railroad
employees, and in terms of lessened competition. Before making
this ultimate evaluation, however, consideration must be given
to the monetary savings that applicants would realize from con
summation of the merger and to the competitive aspects of the
merger, assuming that it would be conditioned as indicated above.
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AP'?LICANTS FROM THE

PROPOSED MF:RCER, ApPROPRIATELY CONDITIONED

On December 1, 1957, the original report of Wyer, Dick & Co.,
titled "Report on Economics of Proposed Consolidation," Was
completed and delivered to the Northern Lines. This report in
dicated that annual increased net income to be realized from Con
solidation might run as high as $46,479,246, less a 12 1/2 perCent
allowance for contingencies. After submission of the Wyer report,
merger negotiations between Great Northern and Northern Pacific
continued.
In 1960, following agreement of the two Northern lines that
unification should be accomplished, but before final action Was
taken by the respective boards of directors, changes had occurred
in cost levels, operating conditions and physical facilities which
had existed during the 1955-56 period on which the original
operating study was made by Wyer, Dick & Co. In July 1960, the
firm was requested to review its studies and update its report
to reflect not only changes in cost levels since the original report,
but also changes in operating conditions and physical facilities
which had occurred in the interim. The original studies were
reviewed and revised to reflect current conditions to the extent
necessary and rates and costs were adjusted to the levels of
July 1, 1960. Additional studies were made concerning the potential
saVings from consolidation of certain passenger trains between
Chicago and St. Paul, and potential saVings in Federal income
taxes on the Burlington dividends.
The supplemental report of the consultants was submitted to the
presidents of the two Northern Lines on November 8, 1960. The
combined original and supplemental reports of the consultants,
inclUding numerous maps, embraced twenty studies, which are
analyzed and described at pages 97-144 of the examiner's report.
The follOWing table is the examiner's recapitulation of the twenty
studies which, as hereinafter modified, we find to be a reasonable
estimate of saVings attributable to the proposed merger:
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Study

I

Common points - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

II
III

o uP lie a le

line 5 - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Line s retai ned-e ffee t of Cons 01 id alien

IV

Duplicated freight train service - - - -
Duplicate passenger train service

expenses - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.

V

St. Paul-Chicago . . . . - - . - - - - - - - 
Car load freight-shortest Or most
economical point routes - - - - - - - _.
Car load freight-longerhauls-------
Less car load rre ight-Ioad ing

VI
VII
VIII

patterns - . - - - - - - _. - - - - _. - - - - - -

IX
X
XI

Equipment pools- - - - - - - - -. -. - - . - - -.

XII

Foreign line freight charges on
company material·· - - -. - - .. - - .. Communication facilities -. - - .. - - - - Traindispatchers ----------.----Special agents .. ---------------...
Dining Car departments .-.--.--.--System revenues - - .. - - - .. - - -. - -' - System Expenses·-···-·--··-·----·
Labor contracts .. -- . . . . --------.-Taxes -- .. -.----.--.-------------

General repair (acilities -._ . . --._-
Materials & supplies stocks and pur
chases &: stores organization----

XIII

XIV
XV
XVI

XVII
XVIII
XIX

XX

1
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Total savings - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - _. - ~ -
Less: 121/2 percent allowance ror
contingencies
_.
Estimated Savings before income taxes - - - - -4_

••

--

Total Net. cash represented

••

----------

Estimated

INet cash realized

savings

(cash required)

$15,846,802

($26.206.751)

::~:~:~~;1----.(-2--~~::~~~)
490.856' - -. - -- --- - - - -
3.630.910,-------.-----
10.561.178 .- .. --------

3 .~;~:~~~ , - - - - - -;'-1'0-6-,'1;~
2,194,535

1,043.187

1.336.3191

4,667.173

167.321
560,114
330,809
124.463
80.136
(1.958.705
10.586.135
(885.360)
(4,639.766)

- - .. - - - - - - -'- -
(423.720)
--------.----
--.--.- .. ----.
94,492
- - - - - - - .. - - - -
-----.-------
(2,768.808)
-------.-----.

45.605337
5. 700

l2ll-' _. ---...---

~9;;_0~.670

- -- -- -- -- - - ---

as realiz
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We do not agree that coordination of yards would be impracti
cable merely because the Great Northern and Northern Pacific are
directly competitive. Coordinations of this type could benefit
both carriers by permitting faster handling of through traffic and
reducing operating expenses. On the other hand, we realize that
coordination of routes of competitors is ordinarily impracticable.
As to other forms of cooperation, however, the close relationship
of the applicants indicates that a portion of the savings estimated
to be derived from merger can be achieved without merger.
The Wyer report discloses that the proposed operating changes in
Study I, relating to common points now served by two or more of
. the applicants, would produce the largest saVings, totaling
$15,846,802. Of the 39 common points at which such saVings are
anticipated, 85 percent would be derived from consolidation of
facilities at Twin Cities, Duluth-Superior, Portland-Vancouver,
Seattle and Spokane.
While the precise amount of saVings that might be achieved from
coordination of facilities cannot be determined from the record,
we believe that not less than one-third, or apprOXimately $5,282,267,
of the estimated saVings totaling $15,846,802 could be realized
without merger. The one-third reduction is purely a jUdgment
figure, but we are satisfied that it is conservative. With this
adjustment, the saVings to be derived from the proposed merger
would be estimated as follows:

( 18.922.329)

able ror consolidation-(cash required) -,- - - - -' - - - - -.-

The Department of Justice contends that many economies claimed
for the proposed merger are possible without merger. For
obvious' reasons, the Department was not able to identify specific
pro jects which applicants could undertake without merger. We
recognize that applicants cannot achieve by voluntary coordination
saVings that approach those which could be achieved by merger.
However, even if the applicants continued to compete, it would be
feasible for them to coordinate certain facilities and to realize
therefrom substantial savings. Today, applicants operate joint
passenger facilities at six common points. Both freight and
passenger stations and forces are operated jointly at Portland
Vancouver and Sidney, Mont. In light of these successful
operations and the potential saVings involved, it seems likely that
the program of voluntary coordination could be extended to such
common points as the Twin Cities, Spokane and Seattle, where
separate freight facilities are now operated.
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Total estimated saVings (as estimated
by the examiner and adjusted herein)
Less: reduction attributable to common
points

$34,410,741

5,282,267
$29,128,474

Less: 12 1/2 percent for contingencies

~,641,059

Estimated savings as further adjusted

$25,487,415

Applicants estimated that $43,224,540 total annual saVings,
after allowance of 12. 1/2 pt'rcent for contingencies, would be
realized by the 10th year after consolidation. On the same basis
the examiner, after certain adjustments, concluded that $39,904,670
is a conservative estimate. However, the examiner failed to recog
nize in his recapitulation of estimated saVings the effect of the
Southern Pacific stipulation. In addition, his computation is based
on a smaller amount of traffic diversion from the Milwaukee and
328 I.C.C.
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the North Western. And finally, the examiner's computation does
not reflect revenues that applicants would lose as a result of the
imposition of conditions which we have found to be appropriate
but which he did not recommend. We have made no other changes
in the examiner's recapitulation of estimated savings set forth
in the above table.
The table below sets forth in greater detail our adjustments in
the examiner's computation of estimated savings:
Examiner's
report

Estimated savings before
allowance for
contingencies
Less: studies VII and
XVIII (net)
6

Total

Adjustment

$45,605,337

_

-------------1

8,602. 473

$45.605.337

1-------------1

37,002,864

37.002.864

8,602.473

--.--------.-

504.260

-------------

3,777.853
()

.Q A 1

--------

1.534.077

4,375,600

I

• n

1::1"1(")

c")n~

"}

0f'l".:l

an'l

40,2U6.767

-

Total savings as
adjusted --.-------
Less: 121/2 percent for
contingellc ies __ - __ I
.
.
b
E stlmated
saVings e
fore income taxes - --

I

-

-

-

-

-

-.---------"J.V~V·

._ ..
_ AA. 0,.

35.180.:~:

1 ___
.

I
I

504.260
5,146.699

900,000
11,622.206

8.602.473

$1,368,846

'" ,')::\

15.726,109

8,602.473

I

2,902,923

·_~:~:5_~~.

18.629.032

1,256,559
11,622.206
8.342.390

~,~d~L~~O

I

8.698,949

21.221.155

1"'=1'. .
I

r',796.026)

, --_ •• --_.-.--

I ---.---------

0 ....

5,282,267

I

1_--------.---1
I
\ _-----------.

(2.592.123)

29.128.474
3.641.059
25,487,415

() denotes loss.
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COMPETITIVE ASPECTS OF THE PROPOSED 'UNIFICAT ION

The most significant issue in these proceedings is the effect of
the proposed merger on the competitive balance of transportation
service and facilities in the terri tory served by the Northern Lines.
Nearly all of the parties opposing the merger stress the importance
of retaining the Vigorous competition that now exists between the
Northern Lines. Opponents of the merger contend that it will
create a rail transportation monoploy within the States of Min
nesota, North Dakota, Montana, and Washington, and will result
in serious harm to the shipping public. While the applicants do
not deny that some loss of competition would occur, they assert
that unification will not substantially lessen competition or tend to
create a monopoly of transportation services. Applicants contend
that the proposed merger will promote competition by enabling
the New Company to compete mare effectively with other forms
of transpo"rtation. Applicants also state that, with few exceptions,
all points now served by more than one railroad will continue to
be served by more than one railroad after merger.
The question of competition and competitive relationships
among the applicants themselves and with other carriers, and the
changes in these relationships which would come about if the
merger were consummated, have been extensively argued by all
parties to these proceedings. We shall consider the question in
the light of the applicable legal standards, intermodal competition,
and intramodal competition.
ApPLICABLE STANDARDS

Under section 5(2) of the act, the Commission is authorized to
approve proposed mergers which are found to be consistent with
the public interest. In empowering the Commission to authorize
mergers Congress "d~ene:u!.lpolic~.L!J:!e
antitrust laws as a measure» of the permissibility of Such an
~l'Tuckm!7CO. v.uniTed states. 321 U~,
8S-:--~s recognized, however, that because competition among
carriers is a significant factor in the attainment of the objectives
of the national transportation policy,
* * *the Commission must estimate the scope and appraise the effects of the
curtailment of competition which will result from the proposed .consolidation
and consider them along with the advantages of improved serVice, safer
:\2k I.e.e.
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operations, lower costs, et cetera, to determine whether the consolidation
will assist in effectuating the overall trans.portation policy. McLean, supra, 87

Since the Me Lean case requires an appraisal of adverse com
petitive effects following the merger, Justice and other opponents
of the merger assert that it is appropriate, if not necessary, to
determine the areas of effective competition through an analysis
of the relevant geographic and product markets, as those terms
are used in antitrust cases. ct. Brown Shoe Co. v. United states,
370 U.S. 294 (1962). The Supreme Court in Seaboard Air Line
R. Co. v. United States, 382 U.S. 154, in reversing Florida East
Coast Ry. Co. v. United States, 242 F. Supp. 14 (M.D. Fla. 1965),
clearly held that the Commission need not determine whether the
proposed merger, absent Commission approval, would violate
section 7 of the Clayton Act, and that in appraising the competitive
effects of a proposed rail merger the Commission need not apply
yardsticks developed for the purposes of the antitrust laws. The
market criteria of Brown Shoe can be applied here, if at all,
only with great caution and substantial qualification, Clearly, the
Supreme Court's decision does not preclude us from measuring
the competitive consequences of a proposed rail merger by
transportation standards which mayor may not overlap the
market criteria employed in antitrust cases.
In our discussion of competition at various places in this
report,31 we wish to emphasize that we have not appraised the
proposed merger by the standards of the antitrust laws. Whether
the proposed merger, but for the provisions of section 5(11) of
the Interstate Commerce Act, would violate the antitrust laws
is a question upon which we make no finding and express no
opinion.
In Seaboard Air Line Railroad Co., supra, the Commission e
valuated the competitive effects of the merger, but did not find
whether the merger, absent the immunity accorded by section
5(11), would violate the antitrust laws. As indicated, we make no
such finding here. On appeal, a three- judge district court held
that "the Commission is required to decide whether or not section
7 of the Clayton Act would be violated by the proposed merger."
F lorida East Coast Ry. Co. v. United States. 242 F. Supp. 14, 20
(M.D. Fla. (1965)). In vacating the judgment of the district court,
the Supreme Court held that the Commission was not required to
3 1 S ee pages 67-84, 90-92, and 96-98, infra.
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determine whether the merger might otherwise violate the anti
trust laws. Seaboard Air Line R. Co. v. United States, 382 U.S.
154 (1965). SpecificallY,theCourtheldthatthethree-judge district
court erred in its interpretation of the directions of the Supreme
Court in the McLean case andinMinneapolis & St. Louis R. Co.v.
United States, 361 U.S. 173 (1959), and particularly in failing to
interpret properly the following directive at page 186 of the
Minneapolis case:
Although §5(1l) does not authorize the Commission to 'ignore' the antitrust
laws, McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 321 U.S. 67, 80, there can be
'little doubt that the Commission is not to measure proposals for [:icquisitions/
by the standards of the antitrust laws'. 321 U.S., at 85-86.

The Inter state Commerce Act and other legislation dealing
specifically with transportation problems constitute the immediate
frame of reference within which this Commission operates and the
policies expressed therein must be the basic determinants of our
action.
Me Le an case, supra, at pages 79-80.
Under those
policies, carrier participants in appropriate mergers are relieved
from the reqUirements of the antitrust laws. ibid., page 85.
But in executing those policies the Commission may be faced
with overlapping and at times inconsistent policies embodied in
other legislation enacted at different times and with different
problems in view. As the Supreme Court explained in the Me Lean
case thiS "* * * poses a problem of accomodation of the Transporta
tion Act and antitrust legislation * * *" In explaining what was
meant by "accommodation" the court noted that the Transportation
Act is late:r in time and constitutes not only a more recent but a
more specific expression of policy. As to competition it has said
in the Minneapolis case, supra, at page 187:
Against this background, no other inference is possible but that, as a factor in
determining the propriety of [railroad acquisition~l the preservation of com
petition among carriers, although still of value, is significant chiefly as it
aids in the attainment of the objectives of the national transportation policy.
321 U.S. at 85-86.

In this proceeding we have made the prescribed accommodation,
neither ignoring the antitrust laws nor using their standards to
measure the proposed consolidation.
:\:2k I.e.c.
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THE TOTAL TRANSPORTATION MARKET-INTERMODAL
COMPETITION

Applicants emphasize that competition from other modes of
transportation has made serious inroads on their traffic and
earnings. They contend, in effect, that intermodal competition is
so strong and pervasive that any lessening of rail competition can
not be regarded as a serious obstacle to merger, Although appli
cants are highly prosperous by railroad standards, they profess
to be pessimistic regarding their ability, individually, to cope with
the progressively stronger competition prOVided by other modes,
Of course, the rapid growth of highway, barge, and pipeline
carriers has affected the traffic and revenues of the applicants.
Through unification, applicants hope to recapture a large volume
of traffic that has been lost to other modes of transportation,
inclUding private and exempt for-oire carriers. The rapid growth
of motor, water, and pipeline carriers, and the intensification of
inter modal competition are matters of common knOWledge. As the
rail monopoly on surface transportation was broken by newer
forms of transportation, it would naturally follow that the rail
carriers' share of total intercity freight traffic would decline.
However, the intermodal competition faced by applicants is not as
strong as that which exists in other parts of the country. 32
Although the railroads' share of the transportation market fell
from 45 percent in 1959 to 43.02 percent in 1963,33 long-term
trends are favorable. For rail carriers generally ton-miles
have shown an absolute increase. During the period 1960-1964,
the ton-miles transported by the major applicants in this proceed
ing increased substantially. The major applicants have made a
successful transition from the role of a jack-of-all-trades to the
performance of transportation services better reflecting their
inherent advantages.
In general, the examiner agreed with applicants' thesis that
their decline and fall can be arrested only by merger. For
example, the examiner found at page 55 of his recommended report:
"Within the last decade the financial condition of the applicant
r ~ d ~ a ~(fy deterioration." The examiner at
triJ3ufe(f this condition to intermoaarcompeillion 34 and concluded

cr".

3"2
Southern paci;ic Co.-Control-Western Pac. R."Co., 3;'; I.C.C.387(1965).
33Data for 1963 are taken from the Comm ission's 78th Annual Report to the
Congress (1964), pages 34-35.
34Recommended Report, page 425.
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at page 404 of his report that "unless they [iipplical1tsj are
~ stabiliz~_ thS:r;c--J2.Q@iQ.n~ol!&..12~~tion>there c~
e.::~__ ~~ to believe t~clining..__trend ~ contlnue:"- A
r'cOntinuing threat" to applicants' ability to survive-wa-s-found by
the examiner to be the impact of intermodal competition on
manufactures and miscellaneous traffic. 35 As shown by the table
set forth at page 470, supra, this gloomy prediction of the applicants
and the examiner was soon contradicted by the actual movement of
traffic in the manufactures and miscellaneous category.
Applicants also contend that inter modal competition has placed
a ceiling on many rates and compelled reduction of many others,
With the result that their netrailway operating income has declined
far more sharply than their volume of traffic. This contention,
~hich was accepted by the examiner, is illuStrated by the following
table appear ing on page 196 of the recommended report;
Net railway
operating
inr:omC'!

Per<..:ent
of

B1Lr~in..$Jton..

1947--------·
1960----·· .. --

Percent.

Carload s

of
change

change

:f:31.780.9081-------------_·;
16.632.498'
'47.67 i

I

~:;~;:;~; 1------------:;;.-;1

Great ,Vo1"'thern

1947- - - .. - - -
1960- - - - - - - --

23,815.730
1$,43,•. 448

J 947· - - -. - ... 
1960---- --.--

18.000.493
10,115.540

1--------·------:

I

-22.59 i

1.214, 8051- - •• - - - - - - . - - - - .- 
1,043,269
-14.12

Northern Pacific

L.--_ .. __ . __ ... i

I

-43_82 i

820. 084 1
651.'t29

-20.57

The table above is apparentlY intended to show Some correlation
between applicants' traffic volume and revenues, and the growth of
intermodal competition. The attempted correlation is specious
because changes due to long-term shifts in traffic from the rail
roads to other modes of transportation were not distinguished
from those attributable to cyclical changes in the economy. It is
well known that the railroad industry is hi hly susce tible to
frrtctuation~ t e general level oreconomic~.
' ~ e below is based on applicants' annual reports for the
years 1960 through 1965. It shows a mixed trend rather than one
of continuing decline.

--

;15){\'('OltllllPl1dC'd ){PlJorl..

;l:2S 1.('.C'.

IJngp~ -t

I-..{fi.
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Net ra.ilway
operating
income

I

Percent
of
change
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Percent
of

Carloads

change

Burllington

1960. - - -  - - - 
1961--------
1962----- ---
1963- -- - - - - - 
1964--------
1965---·- ---

i

$16,632,498
18,918,081
24,339,952
25,080,623
24,000,218
20,423,802

.. -- .. ---  _.. - _ .... 
13.74
28.66
3.04
-4.31
-17.51

.. - _. - .... - - .... - - - ........

1,313,382
1,312,590
1,369,875
,369,589
1,410,667
1,368,631

-0.06
4.36
-0.02
3.00
-3.07

J

Great Northern

1960-- - - - - - -  ;
1961- - - - - - - - 
1962- -- - - - - -  .
1963---------1
1964--------
1965- - - - - - - -

18,435,448
. 16,762,401
23,173,124
26,998,371
25,466,676
33,040,261

1960- - - - - -- - 
1961-- - - • -- -
1962 - - - - ---
1963- - - - - - -- 
1964--------
1965--------

10,115,540
8,585,776
13,820,180
14,154,478
12,879,463
18.153,299

i

---------_.---
-29.62
38.24
16.51
-9.38
22.92

J'~~~:7g~ i .---.---.. ---_~:~~
961, 225 1
962,507
988,477
992,233 .

-1.02
0.13
2.70
.38

I

Northern Pacific

'-15.12
60.97
2.42
-9.01
29.05

r---

651,429
622,414
626,290
655,538
695,928
698,330

- -- ....  _......  - - " " -
-4.45
0.62
4.67
6.16
.34

Although the data shown in the above table tends to follow national
economic trends, the effect of intermodal competition and the
extent of applicants' successful retaliation are not separable from
general economic effects. Although such a correlation is possible,
that made by the applicants is not reliable.
Although applicants have lost a significant amount of traffic in
recent years to other modes of transportation, much of that
traffic can never be recaptured. We believe that diversionary
losses to intermodal competition have been more than offset by
increases in traffic resulting from exploitation of the rails'
inherent advantage in high-volume, long-haul movements. And,
as preViously stated, the intermodal competition faced by appli
cants is not as strong as that which exists in other parts of the
country. The extremely long-hauls of the applicants greatly
reduce effective motor carrier competition. The examiner
recognized that the long-haul, lower-rated production of the west,
principally agricultural, forest and mineral products, is generally
not attractive to motor carriers" and "is entirely dependent
upon rail transportation." 36 However, he failed to consider that
l<

36Recommended Report. page 43.
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applicants also enjoy a similar advantage on interterritorial
movements of manufactured articles. The only inland waterway
of any consequence in the territory served by the Northern Lines
is the Columbia River. Tonnage moving on the Columbia is
extremely small in relation to that moved over the inland water
ways in other parts of the country.
To counteract diversion of traffic by other modes, applicants
have improved their services and ha ve made many rate innovations
and adjustments. It is abundantly clear that applicants have been
successful in preventing avoidable diversion of traffic and in
diverting from other modes traffic that is better adapted to
transportation by rail.
The record, therefore, does not establish that inter modal com
petition poses such a threat to the future successful operatiOns
of applicants that the only means of preserving the advantages of
rail transportation in the area is to permit the merger here pro
posed. However, for the reasons hereinafter indicated, we believe
that the market for rail transportation and intramodal competi
tion are also relevant in weighing the public interest aspects of
this proceeding.
INTRAMODAL COMPETITION

Although the applicants have lost some traffic to other modes,
a substantial amount of their present traffic is either substantially
noncompetitive or falls in a competitive "tWilight" zone and is
thus available to that mode best able to exploit its inherent
advantages of cost and service. In the for mer category are
heavy loading, low-value bulk commodities and unfinished com
modities in which traffic the applicants predominate. The mOst
conspicuous example of the latter is traffic moving in increasing
quantities under various piggyback (trailer-on-flatcar) plans.
Regardless of the type of traffic involved, applicants have a
decided competitive advantage in many long-haul movemen ts.
In this case, rail transportation must be considered a distinctive
market in its own right. Cf. Interstate Com merce Commission v.
Nell' York, N.H. & H. R. CO,,372 U.S. 744 (963); Schaffer Transp.
Co. v. United States. 355 U.S. 8,3, 91 (1957); Eastern-Central
Motor Carriers Ass 'no v. United States, 321 U.S. 194 (1944); Santa
Fe Trail Stages, Inc., Can/man Carrier Application,
21 M.e.C.
725 (1940). See also 1',,1eyer, Peck, Stenanson, and ZWick, The
3~S
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Economics of Competition in the Transportation Industries, (1960)
pages 240-41 and Conant, Railroad Mergers and Abandonments,

(1964) pages 25-41.
As noted by the examiner, the physical lines of the major
applicants limit to some extent the amount of competition
between them. For example, although the lines of the Great
Northern and the Northern Pacific meet at a number of common
pOints, portions of their main lines are many miles apart. To
support their contention that the competitive impact of the pro
posed merger would be negligible, applicants adduced eVidence
showing traffic flow patterns for 1960. Using a proposed unified
system station inventory as a base, this evidence shows traffic
data for the total system, for each railroad, each station classifi
cation by commcdity group classification, States served, car
loadings, revenues, and shipping classification. A total of 4,479
stations on applicants' lines were broken down into the following
four classes:
Class 1 - stations commonly served by two of the applicant
carriers and no other rail carrier - - - - -  - - -  -  - - - 
Class 2 - stations commonly served by two of the applicant lines and
at least one nonapplicant carrier - - - - -  - - -  -  - - - - 
Class 3 - stations served by one applicant line only - -  - - -  -  - 
Class 4 - stations served by one applicant line and one or more
other rail lines - -  - -  -  - -  - -  - -  -  -  -  -  - - - 
Total
- All 4 classes - -  - - -  -  - -  - -  - - - -  - -  - - - -  - 

141
236
3,397
705
4,479

As indicated above, applicants' tabulation purports to show that
only the 141 class 1 stations 37 would be materially affected by a
lessening of rail competition since, after merger, the New Com
pany would prOVide serVice in lieu of competitive service now
provided by applicants. Competition would also be reduced at
236 class 2 stations, but these stations would continue to be
served by at least one other railroad.
Applicants stressed the fact that at 4,102 stations, or 91".58
percent of the total, there would be no change in the number of
railroads serVing a particular point after unification. Rail
service at those stations is now prOVided solely by one of the
applicants (3,397 stations-class 3) or by two or more railroads
inclUding only one of the applicants (705-class 4) which in 1960
originated or terminated 74.91 percent of the total carloadings

and accounted for 68.59 percent of the total system revenues.
The examiner agreed with applicants that the proposed consolida
tion would not result in any significant lessening of competition.
In reaching that conclusion, the examiner declined to treat the
Northern tier of States separately for the following reason: 38
Again, the fact of the matter is simply that Burlington is decidedly an integral
and important part of the proposed unification, and there is no real justification
for excluding Burlington from consideration as to the competitive effect.

The Department of Justice contends that the examiner erred in
limiting his appraisal of competitive effects to the area in which
all applicants operate, since the Burlington's lines are comple
mentary to rather than competitive with those of the Northern
lines.
We do not agree with the examiner's conclusion. Of cour se,
the Burlington is an integral and vital part of the proposed
transactions. However, inclusion of the Burlington in the merged
company does Bot substantially lessen competition. The rail
competition which would be destroyed is largely that which now
exists between the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific. In
other words, the most relevant and significant area of rail com
petition in this proceeding extends from the Twin Cities and the
Great Lakes across the Northern tier of States to the Pacific
coast because this is the area where Vigorous intramodal com
petition exists and is threatened. In this area, the lines of the
Great Northern and Northern Pacific run generally parallel and
serve in common five major terminals: Head-of-the-Lakes,
Twin Cities, Spokane, Seattle, and Portland. These five terminals
include 35 stations on the Great Northern and 60 stations on the
Northern Pacific. Including the SP&S, the breakdown of class
1 and class 2 stations by States is as follows:

Class 1
Mi.nnesota-  - - - - -  -  -  - - - - - -  -  - - - - -  \
North Dakota
- --- ---- --
Montana
- _- -  - - - -  - - -  - - 
Washington-------------------------- \

38Recommend'ed Report. page 394.
37IncJuded among these stations are Grand Forks, N. Oak., Billings, Laurel,
and Helena, Mont., and St. Cloud, Moorhead, Fergus Falls, and Anoka, Minn.
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Without some indication of the amount of traffic generated at
stations within the Northern tier of States, the mere recitation of
the number of common pOints at which competition will either
be reduced (class 2) or eliminated entirely (class 1) by the
unification, does not indicate whether the effect of the proposed
merger on competition would be substantial or insignificant.
Since both the applicants and those opposing the transactions
have relied upon aggregate data in estimating the degree to which
competition would be curtailed, the record contains only a limited
amount of evidence as to the distribution of traffic among the
four classes of stations. However, such evidence is the best
available and, despite certain infirmities therein,39 is adequate
in making a realistic appraisal of the competitive effect of the
proposed merger.
The following tabulation reflects the revenue contribution of
classes 1 and 2 stations in the Northern tier States of Washington,
Montana, North Dakota and Minnesota in relation to classes 3 and
4 stations:
Northern Lines

Class 1

(including SP&Sj

Stations -  -  - -  - - -  -  -  - - - 
Cars - -  - -  - - -  -  - -  -  - - - 
Tons - - -  -  - -  - - - - - -  - - - - 
Revenues

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -

4.25
6.60
5.60
6.16

(including SP&Sj

.Stations - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Cars --------------------
Tons --------------------
Revenues

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7.47
32.67
27.81
37.71

N orthem Line s

1 &2

(including SP&Sj

Revenue - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Northern Lines
(inc:l·uding SP&Sj

Stations 8e.28
Cars ----------------60.73
Tons - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ 66.59
Revenue - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ 56.13
¥

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

••

-

-

-

-

_

_

_

_

_

_

Thus, the Northern lines are competitive at points accounting
for apprOXimately 43 percent of their gross revenues and 34
percent of their total tonnage. However, these common point
statistics do not show competition for overhead traffic which
accounts for at least 12 percent of the revenues of the NOrthern
Lines. The competitive impact of this transaction may be
measured also by market shares of traffic within the area involved
and by the distinctive traffic flows which are competitive, given
common points, routes and other competitive factors. See
generally Massel, Competition and Monopoly, pages 194-244.
The NOrthern Lines are each other's principal competitor for
long-haul freight traffic between the Pacific Northwest and the
Twin Cities, embracing the Northern tier States and the State of
Oregon. Within this area, competitive rail service is also
provided by the Union Pacific via Omaha, Nebraska and Salt
Lake City, Utah to POrtland and the Milwaukee via TWin Cities
to Seattle. The record reveals that, as to east-west traffic to
and from the Pacific NOrthwest moving through four representative
gateways: Troy, Mont. (Great Northern); Paradise, Mont. (north
ern Pacific)j Avery, Idaho (Milwaukee); and Huntington, Oreg.
({,}nion Pacific) for the years 1957-60, the following market
~
shares exist among the four carriers:
!

Total classes

Stations - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cars - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tons - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total classes
:; & 4
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Northern Lines

Class 2
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1957

I

11.72
39.27
33.41
43.87

39 For example, tonnage moving between stations on one line is credited to
each station. Also, bridge traffic is excluded since it does not terminate at any
station on line. However, the percentages of tonnage and revenue totals at the
various classes of stations are revealing even though the totals do not exactly
correspond to actual tonnage and revenues.
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Northern Pacific:
I
Total cars 1_ ________ ;
Percent of total· . -"
Great Northern:
Total carS 1. . . . . . . "
Percent of total····.
Milwaukee:
Total cars 1. . . . . . '"
Percent of total· ..•.
Union Pacific:
Total carS I. . . . . . . . .
Percent of total·.··.
All roads:
Total cars···.·· ....
Percent- - - - - - - - - - - - t

!

1958

188,646
28.2

184,394
28.9

206.348
30.9

I

I

1959

I

1964

197,792
29.7

193,883
30.9

197,156
30.9

199,528
30.0

188,325
30.1

79,645
11.9

75,519
11.8

84,151
12.7

75,948
12.1

194,242
29.0

181,414
28.4

183,569
27.6

168,453
26.9

668,881
100.0

638,483
100.0

665,040 I
100.0 !

626,609
100.0

ITotal cars, East and Westbound.

328 I.C.C.
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Since cOmpetitIon from Canadian transcontinental lines or the
circuitous routes of the Southern Pacific would be generally
ineffective, the above table clearly shows that tne New Company
would reign supreme over this important transportation market.
Further evidence of such dominance is shown by the number of
miles of line operated and the ton-miles produced within the
Northern tier States by applicants, excluding Burlington, and the
Milwaukee and Union Pacific.
Miles of track

Percent of
total l

operated 1
Minnesota:
Milwaukee - -. - - _. - - - - ---- - - - - - - --

3,20 I
1,330

38.96
15.98

North Dakota:
Appl icants-· - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Milwaukee- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - _. --

3,508
367

67.45
7.06

3,415
143
1,251

67.63
._----------------
24.77

491
233
233

12.70
3.64
8.20

735
1,119
0

15.83
35.34
0

3,696
1,022
1,063

63.74
17.62
18.33

Appl icants-·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - -

Montana:

Appl icants- - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - - - -'
Union Pacific - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. -
Mi lwaukee - - - _. - . - - - - - _.. - - - - - -. -Idaho:
App 1ic ants- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Union Paciric--------------------
Mil waukee - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Oregon:

Applicants-· - - - - •• - - - -. _. - - - - - _. -
Union Pacific - - _. -. - - - - - - - - - - - _. -
Milwaukee - - _.- -. - - - - _.- - - - - - -- ---

Washington:
Appl icants- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Union Pacific-----------------·_-

Milwaukee- - - _. - _.- - - - -_. - - - - -_.--

Ipercentages do not add to 100 due to exclusion of other carrters.

Ton- mile figures for the same area in 1960 show that appli
cants moved 44.83, 81.15, 82.60, F.41~ 20.55, and 23.22 percent
of the total ton-miles for the States of Minnesota, North Dakota,
Montana, Washington, Idaho, and Oregon, respectively.
As to north- south traffic, there are two major competitive
routes, the Shasta route controlled by the Southern Pacific and
the Bieber or inland route controlled jointly by the Great Northern,
Western Pacific and Santa Fe to provide competitive service
with Southern Pacific-Northern Pacific and Union Pacific-Southern
Pacific routes via Portland. Based on 1960 data, applicants
together accounted for 73.5 percent of the traffic moving through
these gateways.
After merger, the New Company would be the dominant trans
portation enterprise operating between the Northwest and Twin
Cities. The Milwaukee would be relatively weaker than it is
328 I.C.C.
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today and the Union Pacific, although directly competitive, would
be handicapped by its circuitous routes. The available data'
~ates that the lo(Jew Company would handle roughly 61 percent
of the carload traffic moving westbound and 83 percent moving
eastbound from the Northwest. It would move about 67 percent
of the total ton-miles in the four Northern tier States of Min
nesota, North Dakota, Montana and Washington.
Numerous shippers and representatives of cities and States
served by applicants appeared in these proceedings. Most of
them supported the proposed merger, but a large number of
the shippers testified that rail competition is important to them,
particularly in the matter of rates and service.
Although regulation imposes certain constraints upon intra
modal rail competition, competitive ratemaking is far from
dormant. Subject to the requirements of the Act, there is a
broad zone of reasonableness within which the discretion of
carrier management and the interplay of competitive forces
operate. A number of the shippers in the applicants' territory
testified that active and vigorous competition among applicants
and other railroads had brought about a lower level of rates.
These witnesses included representative of such large firms as
General Electric, Rayonier, Inc., A. O. Smith Co., and Zenith
Radio Corporation. Other shippers emphasized the importance
of rail competition in providing cars, particularly wide door box
cars, during periods of car shortages, improved service in the
setting out and delivering of cars to sidings, and the settling of
loss and damage claims.
In sum, it is clear that the shipping public derives substantial
benefits from existing competition between applicants themselves
and between applicants and other railroads. Some shippers
supporting applicants expressed a preference for the preserva
tion of rail competition if feasible, a finding we have made else
where in thiS report. 40
In appraising the present scope of intra modal competition in
the territory served by applicants, we have taken a number of
variables into account. Since there are no exact yardsticks
for measuring the competitive impact of a merger, it is necessary
to rely to considerable extent on such imperfect indicators of
competition as appear in the record and which appear reasonable
in the light of our general knowledge of transportation conditions.
-----...

40 See page 528 infra.
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It is the history of monopolies in this country and in England that predictions
of ruin are habitually made by them when it is attempted, by legislation, to

restrain their operations and to protect the public against their exactions.
(193 U,S. at 351).

The third attempt to unify the Northern Lines was initiated by
applications filed with the Commission in 1927. Prior to its
decision on these applications, the Commission, on December 9,
1929, adopted a plan for the consolidation of the Nation's railroads
into a limited number of systems, as required by the Transporta
tion Act of 1920. Consolidation oj Railroads, 159 I.C.C. 522. The
Northern Lines, together with the SP&S, were placed in System
No. 12, while the Burlington, jointly owned by the Northern Lines,
was placed in System No. 14. In conformity with the national con
solidation plan, merger of the Northern Lines was approved
February 11, 1930, subject to a condition that they divest them
selves of control of the Burlington. Great Northern Pac. Ry. Co.
Acquisition. 162 I.C.C. 37 (hereinafter called the Acquisition case).
Primarily because of the condition reqUiring divorcement of the
Burlington, the merger was not consummated.
The Commission's decision in the A cquisition case is not a
precedent for finding that a consolidation of the Northern Lines
would be consistent with the public interest. In 1930, the Com
mission was reqUired by the Transportation Act of 1920 to develop,
and to act in accordance with, a master plan for the consolidation
of railroads into a limited number of systems. Today, however,
we are not authorized to review merger proposals in accordance
with any preconceived plan to encourage consolidation of the
Nation's railroads. The practical difference between the Trans
portation Acts of 1920 and 1940 is illustrated in the concurring
opinion of Commissioner Lewis in the Acquisition case, supra,
page 71. He voted to approve the merger of the Northern Lines
in accordance with the Commission's master plan, although he
preferred to maintain them as competitors in joint control of the
Burlington.
Although apprOVing the merger of the Northern Lines subject
to divestiture of the Burlington, the Commission recognized at
page 56 of its report in the Acquisition case that "each of the
northern roads is the most active competitor of the other, a con
dition which will be totally removed by the unification * * *"
Chairman McManamy stated in his dissent in A cquisition case,
supra, page 76, a statement in which Commissioner Eastman
concurred, that;
328 I.C.C.
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It is clearly shown that these two railroads serve the same Pacific ports and
the same lake ports and other eastern terminals and together serve all of the
intervening territory. If active and substantial competition does not exist
between these two lines, nowhere in the country can such competition be found.
Officials of these two lines testified that not only are they in active and vigorous
competition with each other but that each is the most aggressive and important
competitor of the other.

In the Transportation Act of 1940, the Congress relieved the
Commission qf its responsibility to shape railroad mergers in
accordance with a preconceived Commission plan of consolidation.
.Section 5(2)(b) of the act authorizes the Commission to approve
unifications which it finds to be "consistent With the public
interest" and also to attach such terms and conditions as it finds
to be "just and reasonable." In determining whether proposed
transactions are consistent With the public interest, the Commis
sion is reqUired by section 5(2)(c) of the act to consider the
following four factors, among others;
(1) The effect of the proposed transaction upon adequate transportation serv
ice to the public;
(2) the effect upon the public interest of the inclusion, or failure to include,
other railroads in the territory involved in the proposed transaction;
(3) the total fixed charges resulting from the proposed transaction; and
(4) the interest of the carrier employees affected.

In this proceeding, we are not concerned with the second and
third criteria. No railroad in the territory involved has asked to
be included in the proposed merger. If the merger were approved
with appropriate conditions, it would not imperil the survival of
any railroad operating in the involved territory. Total fixed
charges resulting from approval of the merger would pose no
problem for the New Company.
Although the merger would result in a net loss of 5,200 jobs
on applicant railroads alone, the adverse effect on individuals
would not be limited to those who losttheir jobs as a resul t of the
proposed merger. As pointed out by the examiner at page 406 of
the recommended report, "the number of employees affected
would exceed the number of jobs abolished, because of the so-called
'bumping' process under which, through exercise of senority rights
established by collective bargaining agreements, an employee
whose position is abolished may displace another, who in turn,
displaces an employee junior on the seniority roster, and so forth
~28
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* * *" We also agree with the examiner's further observation that
"those affected through the 'bumping' process would not reach the
astronomical proportions envisioned by RLEA representatives."
We are required by section 5(2)(c) of the act to weigh the
interests of affected employees on the scale of the public interest.
It is difficult, of course, to devise a common scale for weighing
human suffering and monetary benefits to corporations. Here,
the hardship that would be inflicted upon carrier employees is
substantial but not so great, in our opinion, that, standing alone,
this factor would require denial of the applications if the advant
ages of the proposed merger outweigh its attendant disadvantages
beyond any reasonable doubt.
Accordingly, our primary concern is the probable effect of the
proposed transaction upon adequate transportation service to the
public. More specifically, we must decide whether the dis
advantages of a substantial lessening of competition, coupled With
the adverse effect on carrier employees, outweigh the advantages
that would be derived by applicants and by the shipping public.
Before analyzing and balancing these decisive factors, some
preliminary observations must be made.
First, the Commission is required to approach every transaction
proposed under section 5(2) with an attitude of strict neutrality.
Applicants are not reqUired to prove that the unifications they
propose would promote or advance the public interest. A shOWing
of compatibility with the public interest is sufficient. Chesapeake
& O. Ry. Co.-Contral-Baltimore & O. R. Co .• 317 I.C.C. 261, 285
(1962). However, pursuant to section 7(c) of the Administrative
Proced ure Act,41 applicants have the over all bur den of establishing
that their proposal meets this statutory standard. On the other
hand, the filing of an application under section 5 creates no
presumption that the proposed transaction is consistent with the
public interest. The examiner reached a contrary conclusion, as
indicated by the follOWing statement on page 422 of his report:
The legislative history of section 5(2) and its enactment in its present form
indicates clearly that its purpose is to foster and encourage voluntary proposals
of carriers In the nature of mergers, consolldations and unifications in the
national transportation system.

GREAT NORTHERN PAC.-MERGER-GREAT NORTHERN

unifications. It was the TranspOrtation Act of 1920, not the
Transportation Act of 1940, that embodied a policy favoring
railroad consolidations. That policy was expressed in the
follOWing language amending section 5 of the Interstate Commerce
Act:
(4) The Commission shall as soon as practicable prepare arrd adopt a plan
for the consolidation of the railway properties of the continental United States
'into a limited number of systems.42

The policy adopted by the Congress in 1920 failed because of the
means employed to effectuate it. The examiner's belief that the
TranspOrtation Act of 1940 continued the policy of favoring railroad
mergers is an error which permeates the recommended report
and which may have prompted charges that he was predisposed
to grant the applications.
No such policy is expressed in section 5. To interpret section 5
as implying such a policy is a perversion of legislative history
and intent. The public interest scale is balanced. It is not to be
tipped by the slightest presumptiOn for or against merger.
The second general observation we wish to make is that the
financial strength of the applicants is not a bar to merger. Cf.
Norfolk & Western Ry .. Co. and New York, C & St .. L. Ry. Co.
Merger, 324 I.C.C. 1 (1964). Section 5(2) of the act is not limited

to transactions involVing a union of the weak and the weak, the
strong and the weak or the large and the small. On the other
hand, the properous condition of the major applicants is a highly
material fact. Where carriers are so impoverished that they are
unable, indiVidually, to constantly improve their transportation
services and facilities, the public interest involved in a pooling of
their resources is obViously stronger than in a case Where, as
here, the applicants are financially able to improve their plants
and facilities in step with advances in rail technology.
Our third general observation concerns the interaction of
section 5 of the Interstate Commerce Act and the antitrust laws
and policies of the United States. Even though a proposed rail ]
merger would result in a substantial lessening of competition
throughout a large territory, the Commission can approve such a
114

The legislative history of section 5 clearly shows that the
Congress did not adopt a policy fostering or encouraging railroad
41 5 U.S.C. sec. t006(c).
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merger on the basis of countervailing public interest considera
tions. Mergers consummated under the Commission's authority
are expressly immunized by section 5(11) from the operation of
the antitrust laws. The Commission, however, is obliged to
consider the anti-competitive consequences of a proposed merger
With a view toward accommodating the public policy expressed in
section 5 and the public policy embodied in the antitrust laws.
The nature of the required accommodation is explained inMcLean
Trucking Co. v. United States, 321 U.S. 67, 79-80 (1944), where
the court said:
To secure the continuous, close and informed supervision which enforcement
of legislative mandates frequently requires, Congress has vested expert
administrative bodies such as the Interstate Commerce Commission with broad
discretion and has charged them with the duty to execute stated and specific
statutory policies. That delegation does not necessarily include either the duty
or the authority to execute numerous other laws. Thus, there, the Commission
has no power to enforce the Sherman Act as such. It cannot decide definitively
whether the transaction contemplated constitutes a restraint of trade or an
attempt to monopolize which is forbidden by that Act. The Commission's task
is to enforce the Interstate Commerce Act and other legislation which deals
specifically with transportation facilities and problems. That legislation con
stitutes the immediate frame of reference within which the Commission
operates; and the policies expressed in it must be the basic determinants of
its action.
But in executing those policies the Commission may be faced with overlapping
and at times inconsistent policies embodied in other legislation enacted at
different times and with different problems in view. When this is true, it
cannot, without more, ignore the latter. The precise adjustments which it must
make, however, will vary from instance to instance depending on the extent to
which Congress indicates a desire to have those policies leavened or imple
mented in the enforcement of the various specific provisions of the legislation
with which the Commission is primarily and directly concerned.

In making the necessary accommodation, the Commission is not
reqUired to employ market analysis techniques such as those
described in Brown Shoe Co. v. United States.370 U.S. 294 (1962);
nor is the Commission required to determine whether, but for
the presence of section 5(11), the proposed merger would violate
the antitrust laws of the United States. These questions were
recently settled in Seaboard Airline R. Co. v, United States, 382
U.S. 154 (1965), affirming the McLean case and extending its
rationale to mergers alleged to be inconsistent with the policy of
section 7 of the Clayton Act.
328 I.C.C.
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In short, the Commission is obliged to consider whether and to
what extent a proposed merger may lessen competition and, if it
finds that a substantial lessening of competition would result, to
weigh that unfavorable aspect of merger along with all other indicia
of the public interest, pro as well as con. However, the Commis
sion is not permitted to depreciate the values of competition which
are reflected in the financial health of the merger applicants and
in adequate transportation service to the public. And finally,
although the Commission is concerned with the quantum of com
petition that would exist following approval of a merger, a more
significant question is the amount of competition that would be
destroyed by the merger. As Chairman McManamy said in his
diSSenting opinion in the A cquisition case, supra, pages 76-7:
The fact that a substantial part of the traffic of each line is noncompetitive
is immaterial. It is not with such traffic that the provisions of the statute deal.
Nor may we limit our consideration of the traffic to that which in the language
of the majority as 'exclusively competitive.' No such limitation is contained in
the law. We must consider all traffic for which these lines compete and as to
which their competition will be eliminated.

In the light of the general propositions stated above, we will now
proceed to compare the benefits that would result from the
proposed merger With its attendant disadvantages.
With regard to the nonmonetary benefits, it is clear that many
shippers would receive better transportation service. Practically
all of the significant improvements, however, would result from
expanded routing with more advantageous transit and diyersion
privileges. The increased number of routes would result from
unified operation of applicants' lines and from imposition of the
gateway conditions sought by the North Western and Milwaukee.
In our opinion, the proposed merger would not materially
improve tracing of cars in view of the computer centers now being
developed by progressive carriers. Although merger might
improve freight car utilization and to that extent alleviate the car
shortage problem, that benefit is counteracted by the loss of com
petition which now spurs applicants to meet the demands of the
shippers at common points, F aster service is theoretically
possible under the proposed plan of unification but, as preViously
pointed out,43 competition has already produced faster trans
continental freight train schedules than the schedules originally
-13,s1't> pa~(' :20-1, ~ll.prrL.

,128 i.C.C.
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proposed by applicants. Certain other alleged shipper benefits,
such as processing of claims and reduction of damage due to less
handling, are tOO insignificant to tip the scales for or agaInst
merger.
I
We recognize, however, that the shippers would derive some
indirect benefit from saVings realized by applicants as a result
of merger. For example, to the extent that consolidation aFld
modernization of terminal facilities can be accomplished only
through merger, the shippers would benefit from the reduction in
interchange delays. Thus, in the following discussion of monetary
benefits reasonably attributable to the proposed merger, it should
be understood that applicants are not the sole beneficiaries.
As adjusted by us,44 applicants would realize the following
saVings from the proposed merger which could not otherwise be
achieved:
Estimated savings as adjusted by the examiner -
Add: estimated revenue gains excluding studies VII
and XVII (net) --. -. - -~ - -  - ------ - $10,026,559
Less: cost of North Western and Milwaukee
protective conditions  - -  - -  - - - - - - -- -  21,221,155
Total savings - -  - - - - - 
_
Less: one-third of alleged savings at common
points -  - - - - - -  - -  -  - - 
--
5,282,267
3,641,059
Contingency factor of 12-1/2 percent - - - - -. -
To~l-------------••
_

$45,605,337

(11,194,596)
34,410,741

8,923,326
25,487,415

( )denotes loss

We made two major adjustments in applicants' figures but
accepted applicants' estimates in all other respects. First, we
adjusted applicants' estimates to reflect the cost to them of
conditions that are required for the protection of the Milwaukee
and the North Western. Our estimates as to the cost of these
conditions are somewhat lower than those of the applicants.
Our other major adjustment was to reduce by one-third saVings
attributable to coordination and consolidation of facilities at com
mon points. In our opinion, this reduction was conservative and
proper. We recognize that Vigorous competition between the
Northern Lines makes it impossible, as a practical matter, to
incur the expense involved in effecting coordinations that are
phySically feasible but from which they would derive grossly
44F'or a breakdown

or

these Projected savings, see page 504, supra.
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unequal benefits. Since merger would produce optimum saVings
from coordination of operations at common points, such improve
ments will not be made so long as applicants harbor hopes of
merger. Once it is made clear that their unification is not
consistent with the public interest, it is reasonable to assume
that a number of voluntary coordinations will be effected. For
example, it is inconceivable that applicants would not seek to
realize, even without merger, saVings of $1,871,026 a year from
consolidation of yard facilities at the Twin Cities. In denying the
applications of Southern Pacific and Santa Fe to control Western
Pacific, we pointed out that certain saVings alleged to result from
control, could be achieved through voluntary coordination. Southern
Pacific Co. -Control-Western Pacific Co., 327 1. C. C. 387, (1965).
ThUS, the proposed merger, conditioned to protect the North
Western and the Milwaukee, may result in annual saVings in the
amount of $25,487,415, which could not otherwise be achieved.
Although Milwaukee would be a stronger carrier in the area
extending from the Twin Cities and Head-of-the-Lakes to the
Pacific Northwest, there would be one very large and strong
railroad and one relatively weak carrier, whereas there are today
two strong rail carriers and one relatively weak carrier.
A substantial amount of competition would be destroyed by the
proposed merger. The examiner's contrary conclusion was based
on his failure to treat the territory served by the Northern Lines
as the most relevant competitive area. 45 The examiner limited
his appr aisal to themuch broader territory served by the Northern
Lines and the Burli,ngton, although the lines of the latter are
complementary to and not directly competitive with those of its
parents. In~ddidon, the examiner failed to recognize that in the
long-haul. :rnovementof agricultural, mineral, and forest products,
motor an(jwater carriers are not substantial competitors. Essen
tially, we must decide whether competition between the Northern
Lines is worth between $12.7 and $25.5.million a year to them and
to their shippers.
Obviously, no dollar figure can be placed upon the value of
competition. We do know that the Northern Lines, inclUding the
SP&S, interchange over 70 percent of the north-south traffic at
Portland and Bieber; that the Northern Lines, in 1960, carried
77, 82, 81, and 44 percent of the total rail ton-miles in the States
of Washington, Montana, North Dakota, and Minnesota, respec
~5See lJagoO' 512-13. supra.
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tively;46 that the proposed merger would eliminate competition
between the Northern Lines at approximately 300 common points
which provide traffic accounting for 43 percent of their revenues;
and that rail competition with the New Company would be minimal
in the vast territory extending from the Great Lakes and the TWin
Cities across 1,700 miles of intervening territory to the Pacific
Coast.
Furthermore, the record clearly shows that shippers have
benefited from vigorous competition between the Northern Lines.
This competition has been reflected in rate reductions, in steady
improvement in serVice, and in the location of industries at
common points. The extent to which the Northern Lines them
selves have benefited from competition cannot be measured
statistically. Their continued growth and prosperity certainly
prove that they have not been injured by each other's competition.
To find that competition between the Northern Lines is not worth
between $12.7 and $25.5 million a year, less expenditures to
achieve those savings, would be tantamount to a conclusion that
the value of intramodal rail competition is negligible. This range
of estimated savings is less than 2.6 to 5.3 percent of the com
bined operating revenues of the Northern Lines (including SP&S)
for the year 1964. Moreover, applicants are not short of capital.
In fact, in recent years they have paid increasingly large dividends.
The probable saVings and benefits that would result from
merger are more tangible than those derived from competition
between the Northern Lines, but we are convinced that they are
not as great. We conclude, therefore, that the disadvantages of
an appropriately conditioned merger-a drastic lessening of
competition and adverse effects on carrier employees-outweigh
the benefits that might be derived by applicants and the shipping
public. Applicants have failed to show that their proposed merger
would result in transportation service to the public that is superior
to that which can be prOVided without merger, or that the benefits
reasonably attributable to the proposed merger outweigh the
adverse effects of the merger on carrier employees and the
benefits that shippers derive from the competition to be eliminated.
Accordingly, we find that approval of the proposed transactions
would not be consistent with the public interest.
An appropriate order will be entered.
46 By contrast. the Milwaukee carried only

12

percent

of

the

Washington ,.16 percent inMontana, 4 percent in North Dakota, and
Minnestoa.

ton-miles

in

12 percent in
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COMMISSIONER FREAS, whom COMMISSIONERS TUGGLE. MURPHY,
WALRATH and GOFF join, dissenting:
The national transportation policy embraces the prOmotion of
"sound economic conditions in tranSpOrtation and among the
several carriers."
That great eCOnomies would flow from
applicants' proposal is, in my opinion, clearly established.
Surely the economies to be effected are not only consistent with
the public interest as reqUired by section 5(2)(b) of the act-they
are in the public interest.
A suitably conditioned grant would not lessen rail competition
materially and would substantially enhance competition among
modes. As is conceded by the majority, the users of the service
overwhelmingly suPPOrt the proposal. These are the people for
whom transportation is prOVided and whose needs it, must serve.
Their position is in no way counterbalanced by the testimony and
arguments of affected governmental agencies-Federal, State or
local. Measured by the earning standard of rail lines generally,
applicants are not now in dire circumstances. But I do not
subscribe to the view that they should sit idly by, complacently
watching the eroding of their position, until opportunity for self
help has passed them by.
It is not necessary here to detail the many shortcomings in the
report of the majority. A number of them are discussed in the
accompanying separate expressions. Repetition would serve no
useful purpose.
I am strongly of the view that, With appropriate conditions, the
merger should be approved.
COMMISSIONER TUGGLE, whom COMMISSIONERS FREAS, MURPHY.
WALRATH, and GO"FF join, dissenting:
The majority has caused the Commission in this case to abdicate
its duty under the national transportation policy and the carrier
consolidation provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act. On
that, I give this separate expression, not for any lack of harmony
with the dissents of Commissioners Freas, Walrath and Goff, but
rather to emphasize the Commission's excur sion here into a
transportation netherland.
The majority's points of departure are two: (1) it misapplied the
law, and (2) it fumbled the facts. The law (section 5(2» declares
that a rail merger shall be lawfUl, if consistent with the public
interest. This is no ordinary statement of law; by reference to
328
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what preceded it in the law, it constitutes a drastic and dramatic
change in public policy. From the first days of carrier regulation,
the law favored, fostered and facilitated competition. Competition
was to be the device for promoting the development of a trans
portation system honed to peak efficiency by economic combat,
providing ever-available, high-quality service at the lowest cost
consistent with efficiency. The heat of competition was fired up
by public policy, but the heat merely brought prostration to the
transportation industry.
At that point, Congress rever sed its field. By the Transporta
tion Act of 1920, with subsequent modifications from time to
time, it prescribed as a remedy what had theretofore been
proscribed as a poison, viz., carrier consolidation. Competition,
enthroned on irrefragable presumption, was deposed. Though not
anathematized (as consolidation had been), it retains significance
chiefly as an aid in attaining the objectives of the national trans
portation policy. McLean Trucking Co. v. United States. 324 U.S.
67, 85-86 (1944). In other words, regulation was to be based on
facts, causes and effects, and not merely on a preconceived notion
that the presence of competition alone will make all things right.
After concluding that competition had failed and would not
suffice for bringing into being and maintaining the kind of trans
portation sy stem it considered necessary, Congress introduced
its new policy in the transportation legislation of 1920, and has
continuously pursued it since, without retreat. Under that policy,
the Commission is admonished to place no reliance upon a
presumption that merely because competition exists, transporta
tion will be proficient and consistent with the public interest.
Indulging in such a presumption would be, in effect, a reversion
to the pre-1920 policy which Congress abandoned as seriously
inadequate.
Yet the determinative element in the majority's decision today
is the preservation of competition for the sake of competition,
without inquiry into actual effects upon transportation. With the
chaff blown away, that decision apparently turns on the finding
that the present competition between the two Northern Lines is
worth more than the $12.7 to $25.5 million per year in saVings
said to be attainable from the merger. Thus the Nation's
antitrust policy is given full force and effect, notwithstanding
that it is, in some respects, the antithesiS of the transportation
policy. Apparently of little weight are the numerous factors with
328 I.C.C.
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which the transportation policy is concerned: economical and
efficient operation; better, faster service at lower cOSt; greater
and more variegated car and eqUipment supplies; more dependable
schedules; expanded transit and diversion privileges; easier; faster
tracing and location of shipments and eqUipment; effective
centralized control and management; less damage and faster
claim service; reduced delay in switching, yarding and inter
changes; and attractive enterprise for continued investment and
reinvestment.
The majority acknowledge that the Transportation Act of 1920
embodied a policy favoring carrier consolidations; but they view
the act of 1940 as changing that policy. They suggest that con
solidations are less favored under the latter legislation. The fact
is, as noted by the Supreme Court in County oj Marin v. United
states, 356 U.S. 412, 417-418 (1957), that
* * *the result of the D94Q7 Act was a change in the means, while the erui
remained the same. The very language of the amended "unification section"
expresses clearly the desire of the Congress that the industry proceed toward
an integrated national system* * *

Plainly and simply, the act of 1940 was intended to eliminate
certain obstacles to carrier consolidations, i.e., "to facilitate
merger and consolidation in the national transportation system."
County of Marin, supra. at page 416. The Supreme Court has
gone to great lengths to make this clear. See, e.g., Schwabacher
v. United States, 334 U.S. 182, 191-193 (1947), and Maintenance
Employees v. United States, 366 U.S. 169, 173 (1961). It is an
exercise in futility for this administrative agency to attribute new
meaning to a law when the highest court has repeatedly and
consistently construed it otherWise.
Prior to 1940, a proposed consolidation had to comply with a
government-masterplan and promote the public interest. As a
result of the act of 1940, a proposal need not conform to any
preconceived plan, nor must it promote the public interest. It is
sufficient, if the proposal is consistent with the public intereSt.
Once a transaction is shown to be consistent with the public
interest, this Commission has no choice but to approve it. Section
5(2)(b) prescribes that the Commission "shall enter an order
apprOVing and authorizing such transaction, upon the terms and
conditions and with the modifications* * *" it finds to be JUSt and
reasonable.
328
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It is important, therefore, to clearly understand this standard
consistency with the public interest. As defined in Pacific Power
& Light Co.
v. Federal Power Commission, 111 F. (2d) 1014,
1016, it

* * *does

not connote a public benefit to be derived or suggest the idea of a
promotion of public interest * * * the thought conveyed is merely one of com
patibility.

This is the meaning the Commission has given the term repeatedly
in a long line of cases begun as early as Scott Bros., Inc., Collec
tion and Delivery Service, 2 M.C.C. 155, 164 (1937).
Moreover, the term is further limited in the sense that our
concern with the public interest is not in reference to the general
public welfare, but rather in "direct relation to adequacy of
transportation service, to its essential conditions of economy and
efficiency and to appropriate provision and best use of transporta
tion facilities." See United States v. Lowden, 308 U.S. 225, 230
(1939).
Ignoring these standards, the majority clearly has erred in
imposing the standard that the advantages of the merger must
outweigh its disadvantages "beyond a reasonable doubt." It thus
imports the extreme evidentiary burden heretofore imposed only
in criminal cases, and, nowhere in our system of jurisprudence,
applied to civil proceeding-either in court or before administra
tive agencies. Still far afield, the majority, with demagogic over
tones, suggests a standard that would attempt to weigh human
suffering against monetary benefits to corporations. While cham
pioning the cause of humanity as against corporate profits may on
proper occasion be lauded, its emphasis in this decision is
misplaced. As a legal-technical matter, it has little relevance
here; and as a factual matter, the likelihood of human suffering
is nowhere in eVidence.
The majority is further at odds with the law in its refusal to
weigh the transaction in a fact frame likely to ensue after the
application of just and reasonable modifications and conditions.
The law, particularly sections 5(2)(b) and 5(11), confers the power
to approve a merger either as applied for or as qualified by such
terms and conditions as the Commission deems just and reason
able. McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 321 U.S. 67, 74-75
(1944). Thus the Commission can participate in the attainment of
an adequate transportation system, by imposing such conditions
328 I.C.C.
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as might be appropriate to make the transaction consistent with
the public interest. The record here is pregnant with feasible and
worthwhile suggestions by which thiS transaction could bring a
much improved transportation system to the territory involved.
But the majority is content to rely on data relevant merely to the
present competitive situation. And in doing so, it permits
oppOrtunity to pass us by. As aptly stated by the poet;
For all sad words of tongue or pen, The saddest are these: "It might have
been."

Finally, I cannot accept the substitution of the jUdgment of
States appearing as advocates for the judgment which the law
reqUires this Commission to exercise. The majority labor to
create the impression that "vitally affected agencies of govern
ment," are better informed, more sophisticated in these technical
matters and, more prudent than the Shipping public and the general
public.
The simple answer is given by the Department of Agriculture
when it called upon the Commission to recognize that, except for
itself and another Federal agency, all parties have approached
this proceeding from the point of view of self-interest, and that
"Even the State commissions and the States look at it from a local
poim of view."
But even accepting the majority's premise, it should be noted
that only 3 of the 11 intervener States were in outright oppOSition
to the merger. All the others would approve the tr ansaction as
presented or with appropriate conditions. In addition, about 400
municipalities, ciVic groups, firms and indiViduals supported the
merger in one form or another, all interested in but one thing
better, cheaper transportation. This objective, I SUbmit, should
also be the Commission's.
On the facts, we are told that the existing competition between
the two NOrthern Lines produces greater benefits to the public
than the merger would. But there is a notable lack of specificity
as to eVidence supporting -such a concIUsion. The recent speed- up
in Northern Lines scnedule~ted as an example of what
competition can do. I cannot overlook the fact that the speed-Up
was only possible through increasing motive power while decreas
ing y oad.
e
sures ll<etRarfeqiiTre expenditures
C1ispropCJr'fionate to the gains; and they must be deemed inefficient
in view of the fact that the merger could produce even faster
schedules without shortening trains and adding locomotives.
328 I.C.C.
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The evidence is clear and overwhelming on the harm perpetrated
by the competitive situation as it is today in applicants' territory
and will continue to be as a result of the majority's decision.
Gateways are barred; routes are restricted; transit, stop-off
and diversion privileges are severely curtailed; shippers are held
captive to the Northern Lines over great distances; shipper access
to markets and sources of supply is limited;!l:e Milwaukee,
notwithstanding its superior grades and shorter route, is t'iaiTl-"
Strung ana-short-hauled, and is continuously losing effecllY..~
as a cornpeUtCfr In this territory, ~ily as a result of
~uperable interchange restrictions imposed by the Northern
Lines; C&NW is subjected by the Northern Lines to similar
handicaps. All this could be changed-and all the railroads
involved, the shipper s, the economy of the territory and the general
public would be the beneficiaries-if this merger, properly
conditioned and modified, were to take place.
The curtailment of competition between the twO Northern Lines,
feared so much by the majority, bears closer scrutiny. What
would be its real, practical effect? 'Yest of Montana, the UP
provides effective competition to portla'nd, and the Milwaukee;-tO
'~ast
OJ North Dakota, the Soo Line, Milwaukee, C&NW
....
--,
~nd other railroads are effective competitors. Across Montana
and North Dakota, where the majority insist NP and GN must be
retained as competitors, inter se, those two railroads are as
much as 200 miles apart-hardly in a position to compete for the
same shippers. On the other hand, the Milwaukee intertwines or
parallels at close distance the NP route for almost the entire
distance. An improved, ratemaking Milwaukee could provide
competition of an intensity not heretofore seen in the territory.
On transcontinental traffic, which has little relevance to the
4-State tier placed under the majority's misroscope, there are
numerous effective routes both north and south of the Northern
Lines. We stern Pacific with its connections, UP, D&RGW, Soo
Line, the Milwaukee, and even SP and Santa Fe vie for the same
transcontinental traffic as the Northern Lines.
Intermodal competition, present and prospective cannot be
summarily dismissed. More than 240 motor carriers serve
practically all points on the Northern Lines. The average length
of haul for classes I and II motor carriers in the territory is
over 400 miles-about the same as the Northern Lines average
length of haul. Add to these, private and exempt motor carriage
all fully capable of handling grain, frUits, meats as well as forest
328 I.C.C.
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and mine products-and it becomes apparent that motor carriers
are a competitive force to be reckoned with.
The Columbia and Snake Rivers from Lewiston, Idaho to the
sea, and the Missouri River from Fort Benton to the Mississippi
River, in themselves and in combination with motor carriage, will
bring effective intermodal competition into the heart of the vast
grain, forest and fruitlands of the northwest.
~ Milwaukee railroad, freed of its present shackles and.
capable of Increasing its traffic in the amount of $10 milli2!:!
or more per year (using the more conservative estimates
provided by the record); and with the ever-increasing in.teJ;:..--=:-
"modal competItlon; there can be little doubt that after the merger
'(With appropriate colliitti.Qum. the competition in the terri tor¥::,_
wO_uld be more effective than it i.s toda~
The merger's effect on rail employees reqUires attention.
This Commission has the power, if it would but exercise it, to
insure no loss of employment as a result of this merger. While
it is true that Over a 5-year periOd, 5,200 positions would be
eliminated, no jobs would be lost. Even under the applicants'
proposal unmodified, almost immediate re-employment by the
applicants would be available for 4,260 employees through normal
attrition. These jobs would not require substantial change of loca
tion. Almost 1,000 jobs would be opened in new locations.
If the Milwaukee were to grow, as would be likely, other jobs
wo~ be created. In addition, improved transportation in tile'
ffea would redound to the benefit of the entire economy there,
thus opening up other employment Opportunities.
Regardless of what the Commission does in this case, automa
tion and technical advancement are going to eliminate jobs.
Our task is not to freeze men in unneeded jobs, but to enCOurage
the creation of an atmosphere of mobility in which employees can
conveniently move into new, essential and remunerative employ
ment. The opportunity to undertake this task is at hand in this
case. A denial of this application spurns that Opportunity.
COMMISSIONER WALRATH, whom COMMISSIONERS TuGGLE, MURPHY
and Go FF join, dissenting:
The majority has chosen to disregard the real meaning and
legislative intent of the plain wording of section 5(2)(b);
328 I.C.C.
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* * *If the Commission finds

that,subject to such terms o:nd conditions and such
modifications as it shall find to be just and reasonable, the proposed transac~
tion is within the scope of subparagraph (a) and will be consistent with the
public interest, it shall enter an order approving and authorizing such trans
action, upon the terms and conditions, and with the modifications, so found to
be just and reasonable; * * * LEmphasis addedJ

Though not as binding as the statutory mandate in legal authority,
the well known line from a time-honored hymn suggests itself
as the basic theme or text for this dissenting expression - that
the moment of decision comes "Once to every man and nation."
While that may understate this Commission's chances, assuredly
the opportunity for the bold and imaginative, not to say dynamic,
statement of regulatory policy and exercise of transportation
statesmanship offered by this case comes with rare frequency.
Indeed, it is the nature of the basic transportation law and industry
that such opportunity is almost confined to cases such as this,
arising under section 5(2) and involving far-reaching proposals
submitted by significant segments of that industry, but (and most
importantly) subject to such reasonable conditions as this Com
mission may impose)
The majority's out-of-hand rejection of that opportunity here
smacks of an affinity for the status quo indicating a casual lack
of appreciation of its realities as spelled out on this record (both
by witnesses in support of and in opposition to the applications),
as well as an apparent leaning toward regulation by slogan (in
the west and northwest) and represents an inconsistency difficult
to explain away. Such characteristics are emphasized by the
report's repeated tendency vigorously to march up to many of the
fundamental issues only to fall away in apparent confusion and,
ultimately, to seek refuge in the obsolete application of the
generally valid concept of competition. Such treatment, ifit were
not so injurious to the potential of the national transportation
system, would, all things considered, not be without a certain
lIt should be noted that even those who compose the majority here, in since
voting to approve the Pennsylvania R. Co.-Merger-New York Central R. Co.,
the report in which is also released today, emphasize the New Haven as part of
a viable system in the Northeast. In similar vein, the majority in the Norfolk
and Western case preserved the opportunity, in a broad sense, of including at
an appropriate time. several of the East's smaller railroads. So, too, in the Sea
board-Coast Line case were we careful to assure the opening of the Jackson
ville gateway and of possible ultimate inclusion of the F.E.C. All of these
cases are illustrative of a forthright recognition of our responsibilities under
the Interstate Commerce Act. It is difficult to understand an llarea" approach
to Our responsibilities when there is little or nothing in principle or in relevant
fact to distinguish the opportunities presented by the respective cases.
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humor; but the administrative process, the transportation commu
nity, and the Nation are entitled to more.
Probab'1y the most notable thing about applicants' proposal
is the degree of its public acceptance and support in an area
noted for antipathy and even hostility toward large railroads.
Recognizing the right, indeed, the duty, of State and local govern
ment officials to express their Viewpoint of the public interest,
. and to emphasize possible adverse local effects, the fact remains
that the proposal in its principal aspects has the overwhelming
support of those most directly affected by the amount and quality
of railroad service. It is noteworthy, too, that much of the con
siderable pUblic support evidenced is for far more than the plan
as proposed by applicants. That support would impose on appli
cants' plan such suitable conditions as could cause it to affect
beneficially the entire balance of transportation in the Western
and Northwestern United States, With ramifications reaching
into Canada and the remainder of this country.
Under the status quo, the Milwaukee is destined to a rn.argiJ:@!
arid -steadily deteriorating existence, With its shippers and
service area:s:-as well as those of applicants, surely paying the
price of its inability to reach Portland (except' through a left
fhrn<ted mterchange wirtr UnIOn Pacific at MarenKa), its inability
to---ootain a long haw on transcontinental traffic that does not
both originate and terminate on its own lines, its inability to
offer stop-off service except at points on its own lines, and its
various other natural and artificial handicaps fully developed of
record. What Portland traffic it now has is shown to come from
loyalty fohts paST ertorts and hope for its improved future a"Sa
result--or these proceedings, but, in u~ate self-interest, its
Portland supporters cannot stay With it unless relief is fon.!:!.::
~oming here. ,
So, too, under the status quo, will the Western Pacific and
C&NW and their shippers and service areas continue as at pre
sent, with the Western Pacific forced to litigate at every turn
for an equality of competitive opportunity on traffic to and from
the area served by Northern Pacific, and the C&NW haVing to
forego its long hauls on transcontinental traffic in favor of the
Northern Lines and to suffer from outmoded arrangements at
its interchange points With them. And for what? In order, accord
ing to the report, that the affiliated Northern Lines (in fat and
happy, but hardly naive or accidental, joint control of the SP&S
on the west and the Burlington on the east, to say nothing of the
328 I.C.C.
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Midland in the middle) will continue to split the lion's share of
the northern transcontinental traffic and revenues between them
and so preserve a facade of competition; surely this record
makes it clear that what the area really needs is the solemniza
tion of their common-law marriage and the use of their healthy
desire therefor to benefit and uplift the surrounding countryside,
replacing the present "family" competition with the genuine and
authentic competition possible under a combination of this
Commission's section-5 conditioning power and the ability of the
other railroads in the territory to make such conditions work for
the public good. 2
Confined to railroads the proposals, as modified by appro
priate conditions warranted from the record evidence in these
proceedings, bespeaks an entire new prospect for intramodal
competition in the efficient and economical movement of trans
continental, western, and Pacific Coast traffic. It has long been
recognized, and this record leaves no doubt, that the transconti
nental routes of the Northern Lines under present conditions
have a virtual lock on traffic routed through Spokane and the
Twin Cities. 3 Even though Milwaukee has the shorter route
(between Twin Cities and Seattle), its handicaps make its trans
continental traffic and service almost nominal as against those
of applicants, between whose principal lines it lies (and is
pressed), and of the other strong transcontinental railroads
to the south. 4 On the West Coast, the Western Pacific occupies
a comparable, though not as hopeless, position; obtaining 20
percent of its total freight revenues from Bieber gateway traffic,
however! its stipulation with applicants would not only retain for

it the opportunity of keeping its Bieber traffic, but Would gain
for it and its patrons and connections an equality of competitive
circumstances now denied them. 5
Nor would the benefits of a SUitably conditioned transaction be
confined to an increased tempo in intra modal rail competition.
The record is statistically replete on the subject of the growth
and vitality of other forms of transport, principally motor
. (common, contract, private, and exempt), and establishes beyond
doubt that the renewed vigor the proposal, as conditioned, would
bring to rail tranSportation and rail competition would enhance
the ability of the area's railroads, indiVidually and as a group,
effectively to compete with those other transport modes to the
ultimate public benefit.
It is true, as argued by Justice and others, that much of the
Northwest's traffic is such that neither the motor nor the water
carriers could under present conditions completely replace the
railroads in its efficient tranSportation. Given intelligent rail
consolidation in an atmosphere of competitive equality, however,
they should not have to. But if they did, history would seem to
indicate that they could give a good account of themselves.6
(footnote 4 continued)

tho~e

Ir
two conditions (Portland entry and elimination of dual basis of
SWitch charges) are put in, then wc wjjJ have a strOng and vibrant effective
Milwaukee competitive
that is Superior-yes, I repeat, superior to
the situation that exists today. Not ',ne per&on has been able to tell us that.
the Mil wallk ee wo
not he
ti tor and d0 a betteL.Joh_
if-they ·,:oulrl.!n·· fact-tap tfi(;'
thr0.Y.R!:Lthc Portland
access lo the ,"Ii;;""er and other products that would be available

~itllation

uI~

a'na'~"-r,-ilv-c'

paucity of the Milwaukee's share of that market. Wringing hands over the North

ern Lines' shares, separately or in combination, will not help the Milwaukee or
its shipperS Or the areas it serveSj using the leverage afforded by the applica
tions, however, the Milwaukee could have the opportunity of increasing its
share to the great benefit of the entire transportation system and the u:::>E:rS
thereof, even to reversing the trend of agricultural-commodity diversion to un
regulated carrier services which threaten applicants and other reguJated carriers
alike.

4 This is not an imagined situation. The representative 0 f the largest group of
shippers

in the case (fundamentally in support of applicants)

merely reflected

the record when he said at oraJ argument before us:
footnote 4 continued on next page)
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area,w.~.:.:e no~h.ing b,,~

gale~

~he MillUa1~kee.

non~compet't,ve

compe~i~ion, bu~

concerned. LEmphasis addetL../

ditions sought by other railroads, particularly Milwaukee and C&NW, are not far

3 The impressive and startling) and discouraging, factor in the gateway statis
tics set forth in the report is not that, IlAfter merger, New Company would be
the dominant transportation enterPrise operating between the Northwest and
Twin Cities" (the affiliated Northern Line applicants are now), but rather, the

c;;ITto~lJ.i"~~f11ar_ket

through that
disaster fOr
With
the
Portland gateway and-rne-eT'Tnlna:TIon---ol
the
switch-which again is temporary iSic, contrary.? to the applicant's Position,
but we believe that would do a world of good fOr the "hippers and the rail
roadS-we will not diminish.
will improve it materially for all

2 The report is technically correct in noting that there is no question here of
inclusion of other railroads in the territory, but it should be noted tha~ the con
removed in spirit from inclusion petitions under section 5(2)(d). and in view of
their importance to the case, are entitled to a broader consideration than they
rece lye.

a_mi;r'c_!tft=lli~e

It seem" clear that ir additional conditions were added, the Position of the
U. S. D~partm~nt of Agriculture would not be Ji~similar.

wp
5
is even now handicaliPed in competing with SP by the refusal of NP to
join it in through routes and joint rate" on the &ame level as those between the
SP and NP, re:>ulting in several f0rmal comlilaints by the WP Over the past 2
decades, capped by Western Pacific f? Co. v. United
U. S.
, in
'which thc SlIlJremc Court only reeently remanded to the lower court, for dec ision
On the emrits, OUr order in Western I-'aeific H. Co. v. Camas
R. Co.,
316 I.C.C. 79.5 (the POrtland Gateway cuse,), On the
of law that Wp
a connecting carricr within the meaning of section 3(4) even thollgh havi0g
no PhYsical Connection at Portland ur evcn entering t[,at city, bllt merely by
being
"interior se!'ment" of a through route to and through that P0int (via
Bieber) whose other participants (CN and Santa Fe) arc will ing to IJUrticipate

0ta~es,

PrOlJo~ition

i~

Prr~irie

~n

in the nece~sary arrangements.
Sc

12~

(1~55),

,e Pac'fic /nland Ta"iff IJurc:a" v. Unil.c:d Stu.us,
I,'. SlIlJfJ. 172
in which the Court reversed this
finding that certain rail rnt"s On
petrolcum products easthollnd from North Coast point" W('re jlJ"t <lnd
for the rea""n, intcr alia, or their IIndetermine,1 efrect. On I,ighwil,- and barge
(~ontinllcd on nt=:xt pat=!e)
6
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Justice raises the point, of course, not as an indication that
rail service as such would go out of existence if the proposal
is consummated, but to emphasize the importance of rail service,
and, therefore, the importance of competitive rail service, an
importance which, in this territory, should not be depreciated.
That importance, however, through this Commission's condi
tioning power under section 5, could be recognized to such an
extent that rail competition would actually be enhanced, as would
the opportunities of shippers and areas to realize the benefits
of that competition in the form of rates and service with all the
tangible and intangible factors those terms embrace.
Thus, consideration of these applications does not begin and
end with the proposal itself, complex as that is, but is interwoven
with the entire transportation system in the affected territories,
Which, with connections, includes much of the Nation and not merely
the considered operating areas, although the interests of the
latter are extremely important in any ultimate disposition. Such
general concepts as equality of competitive opportunity, through
routes and joint rates, coordinated transportation, reduction
of paperwork, elimination of duplication, and efficient use of
rolling stock7 and other transportation facilities are latter-day
transport cliches, all looking toward better transportation at
lower costs passed on to the consuming pUbliC, but their generally
recognized desirability does not carry the day for them or their
proponents in legal confrontation with specific terms of the law
and interests vested thereunder. They are all elements, implicit
or explicit, of the national transportation policy, in whose light
all provisions of the act are to be administered, but neither
jointly nor severally do they automatically negate or overcome
the more limited specific prOVisions of the act in the context of
the usual case.
Thus, in ordinary circumstances this Commission's authority
to direct through routes and joint rates is limited by the qualifica
tions written into sections 15(3) and (4) conditionally prohibiting
the shorthauling of originating carriers and outrightly prohibiting
route-and-rate establishment for the purpose of assisting a
(footnote 6 continued)

carriers, the court, cit.ing testimony of World War II shortages of rail equipment
which left the outbound grain and inbound petroleum-products traffic of the Jn~
land Empire t.o apparently exclusive barge and truck movement. and of service

advantages of those modes. Evidence herein pertaining to intermodal competi

participating carrier in meeting its financial needs. Under most
of the specific statutory prOVisions there is, and properly so,
a vast difference between what is generally, or even specifically,
desirable as a measure of the general public good and what is
lawful or unlawful. Under section 5, however, this Commission's
latitude for the intelligent and reasonable conditioning of its
approval of any transaction submitted by voluntary applicants
-encompasses the whole spectrum of the public interest in trans
portation.8
In any such situation, the applicants mayor may not consum
mate an approved transaction, the voluntary nature ofthe process
being maintained throughout; if they do consummate, however,
they are bound to observe "such terms and such modifications
as (we) shall find to be just and reasonable."
The majority's report here, in seeming to assume that an
appropriately conditioned approval would not be acted on by
applicants, is not only overly paternalistic in making applicants'
decision for them, but, indeed, seems to exhibit an underlYing
and unhealthy fear of what that decision would be. It would be
refreshing to see more confidence in the jUdgment deCisions of
the new management now heading our Nation's railroad industry.
The restrictive wording and the generally strict Construction of
the statutory through-route and joint-rate provisions make for
few real breakthroughs in situations such as those in which the
WP and the Milwaukee find themselves; see the Portland Gateway
case, supra, in which Justice sided with the Wp.9
Thus, there is here the opportunity to refashion in the public
interest considerable railroad structure and practice Which, in
one sense, has "just growed" and, in another, has been con
structed primarily in response to private-interest demands,
sometimes coinciding in serendipic fashion with the pUblic inter
est but sometimes in derogation thereof, and to do it, not by fiat,
for which there is no authority, but merely by giVing the applicants
a choice (or, as in the case of the stipulations, by approving what
consessions applicants have already voluntarily made).
This is not to say that this Commission should look on itself
as "the new empire bUilder," as Minnesota regards the examiner
8 And, as evidenced by the Penn-Central decision supra, there is unanimous
Commission agreement that this is proper in the east. See also Our NOrfolk and

tion for such traffiC' confirms that the motor and barge success was not just a
wartime phenomenon; cr" Schaffer Transp. Co. v. United States, 355 (1957).

Western and Seaboard-Coast Line reports.

7 It is passing strange that only days after issuing the most far-reaching car~
service order ever put out by this body, designed primarily to get carS ba.ck to
the Northern Llnes (by name), th~ majority should here belittle the plans of
those very roads to obtain better car supply and usage.

9Causing the \\'P some wonderment here
tacked the IVP stipulation,
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as having done, but only to indica te the strong belief that
the
record herein requir es acknow ledgme nt and exerci se of its
far
reachi ng author ity and respon sibility under the law, rather
than a
backin g-and- filling approa ch which leaves the innoce nt reader
confus ed (and the knowle dgeabl e one annoye d) before plungin
g
into the ultima te decisio n on the basis of a single aspect
of the
case.
It is true, as it has always been true, that the Northe rn Lines
are compe ting railroa ds and that approv al here would elimin
ate
what compe tition there is betwee n them. And, althoug
h it is
now settled with some finality that section 7 of the Clayto
n Act
is not contro lling of our action on propos als submit ted
under
section 5(2) of the Interst ate Comm erce Act (Seabo ard Air
Line
R. Co. v. United States, 382 U.S. 154 (1965» , we
remaiQ under
the duty to "estim ate the scope and apprai se the effects
of the
curtail ment of compe tition which will result * * * and consid
er
them along with the advant ages of improv ed servic e, safer opera
tion, lower costs, et cetera , to determ ine whethe r the consol
ida
tion will assist in effectu ating the overal l transp ortatio n policy,
"
McLea n, and to treat the proble m as "one of accom
modati on of
section 5(2) and the antitru st legisla tion," Minnea polis & St.
Louis.
Procee ding in that vein, it is appare nt that the elimin ation
of
compe tition betwee n the Northe rn Lines as spelled out on
this
record would not so much advers ely affect any result arising
from that relatio nship as it would the compe titive effects
as
betwee n them, on the one hand, and, on the other, other
rail
carrie rs, particu larly Milwa ukee and C&NW. Grante d that
there
is some marke t and cross- countr y compe tition betwee
n the
Northe rn Lines in the great geogra phicall y interm ediate
area
they serve, such compe tition is insigni ficant compa red with
their
termin al-to-t ermina l compe tition, particu larly as indicat
ed by
applic ants' station and traffic figures as restate d by opposi
ng
forces , and here made the sole determ inant of the case
in the
ma jority' s report . 10
lOThose ligures, however , as usect in the rna..jorit y's
report, bear further exami
nation. It will be seen that the importan t stations
are those in class 2,
which,
although account ing for only 7.47 percent of all
stationS in the four States, pro
duce about 38 percent of groSS revenue s and
28 percent of total tonnage and,
when coupled with class 1 stations therein, account
for respecti ve approxim ate
percenta ges of 11.72. 44. and 33. The class 1
stations , at which all rail com
petition would be eliminat ed, produce percenta
ges of revenue s (6.61 percent)
and tons (5.60 percent) only slightly in excess
of their number (4.25 percent) ;
the

importan t differen ces come

from class 2 stations ,

(footnot e 10 continue d on next page)

where

there

would con
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Withou t condem ning that compe tition as wastef ul, it would
ignore reality not to note that what transp ort compe tition
there
is betwee n the Northe rn Lines preven ts such desira ble things
as
throug h routes and joint rates, With attenda nt shippe r privile
ges
and public benefi ts, betwee n them, appare ntly to their immed
iate
advant age as indiVid ual railroa ds, but hardly to the benefi
t of
railroa d traffic or the direct and indirec t users of railroa
d
servic e among the public; there is indicat ion on this record
that
such manife station s of the "comp etitive " spirit actuall y
result
in the divers ion of traffic to motor movem ent, includi ng
private
and exemp t carria ge. The real advers e effect
of the Northe rn
Lines' consol idation would seem to fall not so much on
those
shippe rs immed iately depriv ed of compe titive rail servic e thereb
y
as on those shippe rs and areas depend ent for rail servic e
on the
smalle r and weake r railroa ds which would suffer the brunt
of New
Compa ny's consol idated streng th in the overw eighte d routin
g
battle which would inevita bly follow. As even applic ants
must
recogn ize (the report shows signs of doing so, but ultima
tely
washe s its hands of the matter ), it is those shippe rs and
those
areas which have the most to gain or lose as the result of
appli
cants' propos al. And it is those intere sts most of the condit
ions
sought herein are primar ily design ed to benefi t, althoug
h they
would not be withou t simila r effect on others as well, particu
larly
those shippe rs and areas which have, or would have, the
direct
advant ages of applica nt-Mil wauke e compe tition.
It is true that applica nts might feel as they did follOWing
the
Acquis ition case, that the price put on their propos
al by appro(footnot e 10 continu ed)
Unue to be availabl e, after merger, the
service of at least one railroad other
than New Compan y. Yet. the report, almost
shouting l'Eurek a,'· seizes on the
percenta ges atone as the basis of the reason
for disappr oval, overlook ing the
fact that those percenta ges can't help being
disprop ortionat e because of the
nature of the principa l class 2 stations
as termina ls and the duopoly of the
Northern Lines on rail transcon tinental traffic
moving across the northern por
tion of the nation, and assumin g that the
whole of the revenue and tonnage per
centage s reflect competi tive traffic as between
the Northern Lines, when this
record makes it clear that much of such
traffic is not really cOmpet itive at all
but depends for its routing on shipper location
and preferen ce. with the originat 
ing or termina ting carrier having a strong
advanta ge in obtainin g its long haul,
especia lly as the game is played in the conside
red area.
The report notes, too, that "Applic ants also
state that, with few exceptio ns,
all points now served by more than One railroad
(would) continue to be served
by more than one railroad after merger."
Applica nts do more than state that;
they show it. If the report's point is that
there is more to the competi tive pic
ture, well and good; but applican ts' shOWing
should not be watered down and
vitiated by the implicat ion that it is no more
than a content ion.
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conditions would be too great; if so, they would be free to
disregard any approval given or to contest the reasonableness
of any conditions. Having gone through the study, discussion,
and agreement necessary to formulate the proposal with a showing
of considerable transportation statesmanship (begun, in its modern
phase, over a decade ago), however, their appreciation of the
overall situation and the fast approaching future might well con
vince them of the desirability, indeed, possibly the inevitability,
of the conditions which we might have decided were in the public
interest to impose. (Here again, it is not amiss to suggest that it
would be refreshing to see some evidence in the report of a
belief that modern management is completely capable of rational
decisions consistent with the public interest as well as its own.)
Nor should we be unmindful of the problems consummation of
the proposal, even as conditioned, would bring to individual
employees and their families and State and local governments
throughout the affected area. Although our primary concern is
for the public interest as directly related to "adequacy of trans
portation service, to its essential conditions of economy and
efficiency, and to appropriate provision and the best use of trans
portation facilities," N. Y. Central Securities Co. v. U. S., 287
U.S. 12 (1932), we are directed by the governing statute to include
as a specific factor in the overriding public-interest test "the
interest of the carrier employees affected."
As argued by Minnesota, factors other than employee in
terest and the three additional specified considerations (ade
quate service, effect of inclusion or exclusion of other railroads,
and total fixed charges) are encompassed in the language "the
Commission shall give weight to the (indicated) considerations,
among others" ffimphasis addeg, and certainly we are not
restrained from considering thereunder a transaction's effect
on the political entities through which our governmental system
functions. It is clear, however, that our primary concern is and
should be with transportation; indeed, with no intent to exclude
the human values involved, it is significant that the Supreme
Court has seen the ultimate benefit of labor-protective conditions
to the overall transportation system as one of the bases upon
which the statutorily expressed Congressional policy thereon is
bottomed. United States v. Lowden, 308 U.S. 225 (1939), Inter

priate
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state Commerce Commission v. RaUway Lubor Assn., 315 U. S.
373 (l942}.1l
From the foregoing, it is apparent that even with a broad view
of our jurisdiction and duty under the governing statute, it is
difficult to get appreciably distant from the fact that our primary
charge is as to transportation, "its essential economy and
efficiency," and that, although nothing transportationally touching
the overall public interest is irrelevant to our consideration,
our paramount concern must be as propounded by the Congress
and interpreted by the Supreme Court.
. Returning to the majority's report here, it is its own worst
enemy, both in its nonfeasant treatment of the overall issues, and
in that certain of its specific affirmative statements draw
questioning attention to themselves. The report couldn't be more
correct in (and this separate expression hereby adopts its state
ment at the beginning of its discussion on the competitive aspects
of the proposal that, "The most siqnificant issue in these proceed
ings is the effect on the competitive balance of transportation
service and facilities in the territory served by the Northern Lines."

[Emphasis adde~ From that point on, however, agreement is
hard to come by except as to the report's sprinkling of surface
obeisances to conformity With the law of the land in these
matters. 12
Not content with a general unbalanced presentation of record
data, the report compares the (arbitrarily) reduced saVings
possible here With applicants' gros s revenues, when it is clear
that those saVings would show up in net revenues.
The report also seems to proceed on the theory that the
rationale behind the merger provisions of the Transportation
Acts of 1920 and 1940 was different because the prOVisions them
l I l t is appropriate to point out here that impressive circumstances of record

indicate that attrition conditions, long sought by Jabor interests, would, with
appropriate modification in their terms and flexibility in their application, be
desirable and without undue harm to the interests of either management or
labor. Indeed, negotiated agreements of a tentative nature, reported
in th e
press since closing of the formal record, indicate that the:: parties thenlselves
have been voluntarily resolving those issues as contemplated by section 5
although the Brotherhoods concerned have not ~hanged their position of oPPOSt·
lion to the proposal,
12 T he

rationale

Supreme Court may be surprised to read that it Olextended

in Seaboard,

lil

IHcLeanrs

382 U.S.

154 (1965) "to m.rgers alleged to be incon'
sistent with the policy of section 7 of the Clayton Act." lts per curiam. order
therein does not read as if it were of the opinion that it was going beyond Mc·
Lean and Minneapolis, but, rather, seems to indicate Some wonder that, with
those guideposts in place and lighted, there should have been so much question
about the specific issue of law involved thf:re.
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selves were differe nt, and even attemp ts an illustr ation
of the
"pract ical differe nce" therein . The true "pract ical differe
nce,"
howev er, would appear to be that the later provis ion is practic
able
and workab le where as the earlie r one was not.
In this connec tion, the report appare ntly adopts at face value
a conten tion by Justice that the exami ner interp reted section
5
as < 'favori ng" rail merge rs. Actual ly, as both the report
and
Justice make clear in their small print, the exami ner's
words
were (at page 422) that the form and history of section
5(2)
indicat e that its purpos e is to «foste r and encou rage" volunta
ry
propos als by carrie rs, and (at page 419) to "foste r and prOVid
e
for the volunt ary union of carrie rs into a sound and adequa
te
nationa l transp ortatio n system ."
The exami ner did not make
those statem ents in a vacuum . The one made at page 419,
three
pages before the one at page 422 quoted in this report , went
on
to cite "Coun ty of Marin v. United States, supra, " followe
d by:
"Trans action s such as involve d herein must be consid ered
in the
light of the nation al transp ortatio n policy, as declar ed in the
act.
Cf. Detroi t, T. & /. R. Co. Contro l, 275 I.C.C. 455 (1950); Spokan
e
Interna tional R. Co. Contro l, 295 I.C.C. 425 (1956);
St. Joe Paper
Co. v. Atlant ic Coast Line R. Co., 347 U.S. 298,
315 (1954), and
Seaboa rd-Coa st Line case, supra. "
In Marin, the Suprem e Court said:

The congres sional purpose in the sweepin g reV1SlOn of §
5 of the lCA in

1940, enacting § 5(2)(a) in its present form, was to facilitat
e merger and con

solidatio n in the national transpo rtation system. Ljfmpha sis
addeqJ

In Detroit , this Comm ission said (cited and substa ntially
repeat ed in Spokan e Interna tional) :
The provisio ns of section 5(2) of the act do not contemp late
the unificat ion of
only those railroad s that no longer can continue under separat
e ownersh ip.
The purpose of the law is to foster and prom ote the volunta ry
union of carriers
into a sound and adequat e transpo rtation system for the future,
and such union
is permiss ible if it is otherwi se consiste nt with the public interest
. [E:mpha sis
addeQ

In St. Joe, the Suprem e Court said:
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report and Suprem e Court and Comm ission cases if they
believ e
the exami ner's langua ge said more than it purpor ted to say;
the
point is that propos als may be made and, if consis tent with
the
public intere st, approv ed.
Thus, it is clear that there is no basis for the report 's impli
cation that there was a change in 1940 of Congr ess' 1920
policy
with respec t to rail unifica tions. 13 Wheth er that policy can
fairly
tie stated as "favor ing," it surely contem plates unique accept
ance
of approp riate unifica tions as a means of insurin g
a sound
transp ort system , as this Comm ission and the courts , especi
ally
the Suprem e Court, have always recogn ized.
The report 's reachi ng back to the Pearsa ll and Northe
rn
Securi ties cases is forgiva ble, and even helpful and
inform ative,
as a matter of histori cal backgr ound, but to place any relianc
e on
those cases for the result here, as this report does, is
to do
violen ce to history . Not only were there no motor carrie
rs at
the time (nor compe titively effecti ve barge operat ions)
but, in
truth, there was no Milwau kee as even a nomina l transc ontine
ntal
carrie r. The dissen ts in the Acquis ition case, also relied
on b
the report , 'ale more In POInt In that Milwau kee was a factor
at the
"tIme (but motor carriag e as an interci ty activit y was still
in its
~ and the interst ate highwa y comple x as we know
it today
undrea med of; our rivers were not improv ed, and moder
n,
superh orsepo wer, barge transp ortatio n was not even on the
draw
ing boards ).
The railroa ds will undoub tedly be happy to hear that althou
gh
their "share of the transp ortatio n marke t fell from 45 percen
t in
1959 to 43.02 percen t in 1963, long-t erm trends are favora
ble."
This is the face of a fall from 66 percen t in 1946!
The report states that the "appli cants are highly prospe
rous
by railroa d standa rds." Thus, on the one hand, and overal
l, the
13Altholl~h

"(:r(~

appar~nlly likp. tu Qverlo(Jk jt, tllp. Court, in
Marin,. jn~lurle d a very significa nt sta.tf:Jn0
nl which is still the settled law or
th,- land, leading liP to it by n"tin~ that
"afte, 20 y~arS or t,ial, the f1~2Q.7
apProac h appea.rc' d inadetlu atp.o,:
the f0.porl

wf)ulrl

• * 'the result of the act ~f 191...QI \Vat) a
changt~ in the meanS while the end
t.h(: .samC':. The very langurtge I> , * expre~~~
s
(:lE:urly t.he desire
of Congres s that th4: indll~try proc~cd t~)ward
all illt~grated nat.jolla l t.rans
portation ,sytitem. · ....
r~maine d

Hence, for the first time (in 1919, prelimi nary to the Transpo
rtation Act of
1920), governm ent encO'lQ'agement of railroad consolid
ation was discusse d.
LEmpha sis addeQ

The majori ty and Justice are clearly right in believi ng that
in
any specifi c case the act is neutra l and is weight ed neithe
r for
nor agains t a propos al, but they misrea d both the exami
ner's
328I.C .C.

In t.hp. Pe"fln-Ce nt.r·ul CrU=;l:, the Commis sion
correctl y u!-;c::-; that. PronOUll r.cment. t.o
hl)I~t.er it!'; appr()VaJ of thf' r~a:5tern
m~rgf':r, u.s it in principle rlid in the
sout.h in
the . '""euhvard
.
-CoCLst. I-,i-n.c: ca.se:. l\'I\YOnl: e,;onfu,sc d by obviou.s
ly lllt.:on:-$i ,stcnt ern
ph;l:-;i:-::. on H(-.::>tab li::;hcd Y ' Ip.gal prineiplf'::~.
rl,:pendin g: on gcograp hYI has good
rca;-;on.
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applicant carriers are pictured as prosperous; the qualification,
on the surface, seems a natural one. On the other hand, the quali
fication, when understoOd, runs deep. The record ---~~-shows that
applicants' rates of return are low by anL-.-Sj;andgrd: Grear
NoYthern's -fiIgnesrmtcrwwestlrlthe 11 yws between 1951-61
were 4.74 (1956) and 2.4 7 (1961), Northern P~_cific's 3.99 (1957)
-~-----------~Bl.\r11rigton s 4.65 (1952) and 2.14 (1960), and
SP""&--s>5:4o (1953) and 1.72 (1961). Another indication of what
"by railroad standards" really means is apparent from the listing
of 352 domestic corporations in order of rate of return on equity
in the January 1, 1966, issue of Forbes, where the first ranked
railroad, Norfolk and Western Railway, is listed as No. 272 with
a return ~---"JelCe1IL and the two hf!'gest applicants here are
listed as NelS. 335 (Great Northern) and 339 (Northern Pacific),
with returns of 4.3 percent and 3.6 percent, respectively. The
first 324 companies listed had returns ranging from 6 to 50
percent and the first 232 were at 10 percent or better .14
After stating that "The market criteria of Brown Shoe can be
applied here, if at all, only with great caution and substantial
qualification," the report throws caution and qualification to the
winds and, trying in euphemistic desperation to avoid use of the
technical terms connected therewith, proceeds to treat railroads
as if they were banks or even shoe companies. Unless used in the
nature of a defense mechanism, such ambivalence is difficult to
reconcile with the apparent single-minded determination to deny
the applications. Indeed, the strident insistence apparent in the
statement that "we wish to emphasize that we have not appraised
the proposed merger by the standards of the antitrust laws,"
would seem to qualify as a classic example of protesting too much,
especially since it is followed a few pages later, after the most
superficial survey, with the statement that, "In this case, rail
transportation must be considered a distinctive market in its own
right," with citations which appear to fall far short of lending
that conclusion any real support. Among the achievements of the
order in Seaboard was the Supreme Court's recognition of the
reality of intermodal transport competition.

--

HIt. should be noted that the Commission uses substantially similar data for
the Pennsylvania and New York Central railroads to buttresS its approval of the
merger of those roads; this separate expression accepts the relevance of such
data in both cases, as they would be relevant in any case.

328 I.C.C.

Simplification of overly garbled issues can be helpful in the
treatment and disposition of a case such as this, but over
simplification is dangerous both for thiS case and for the future.
The report admits, in another ambivalent display, that, as a
result of a conditioned merger, Milwaukee "would be a stronger
carrier in the area extending from the Twin Cities and Head-of
the-Lakes to the Pacific Northwest," but proceeds to play down
that result with the statement that then "there would be one very
large and strong railroad and one relatively weak carrier,
whereas there are today two strong rail carriers and one
relatively weak carrier." "Very large and strong," "strong,"
and "relatively weak" w®--respect to what'? Each otbE:J:? In
~ that would seem to be the meaning, but what relevancy
does it have to the actual situation? Even assuming that the
Northern Pacific (aside from its tre mendous land holdings) can be
called a "strong" railroad,15 its present common interests with
the Great Northern are overlooked in the comparison. More
importantly, so are the interests of shippers and cons umers in
haVing the Milwaukee made stronger in its own right in order
adequately to serve them, to give them an alternative and
genUinely competitive rail service (thus having for the first time,
some influence as a rate-making carrier), and to enlarge and
broaden their sources and markets, results which, as a practical
matter, can derive only from the instant proposal.
While it is easy to agree with the report that the important
competition lost by the merger would be that between the North
ern Lines,16 it is difficult to follow it beyond. In depreciating
the value of motor and water competition "in the long-haul move
ment of agricultural, mineral, and forest products," the report
not only ignores the record here, but is reminiscent of the
attitude of too large a segment of rail management for too many
years of rising rates based on the apparent belief that there
actually was such a thing as captive or noncompetitive traffic. It
is more than mildly ironic that, haVing learned the truth the hard
way, and with what should have been some assistance from this
Commission's increasing admonitions to the contrary, railroad
15Were it not. for its natural"'resources earnings, the Northern Pacific would
somet.imes be close to toe line.
16Appl1cants, in their insistence on inclusion of Burlington statistics in
the competitive picture on the ground that Burlington is an integral part of the
proposal~ seem to overlook the ir own testimony and argument in other re
spect.s leading t.o the correct conclusion that Burlington is essentially comple·
mentary to , rather than competitive with. the Northern Lines.

328 I.C.C.
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management should now be told by a majority of this body that
there really is such traffic after all.
Of course, the report is not wholly wrong; to the extent there is
SOm e such traffic, there is more of it in this area than in most of
the rest of the country. But even here it must be looked at in the
undisputed record-based perspective which establishes the follow
ing formidable competitive forces:
Mississippi River between Twin Cities and St. Louis;
Illinois Waterway between Chicago and the Mississippi just north of St.
Louis;
Missouri River between Sioux City, Iowa, and the Mississippi just north
of St. Louis;
Columbia River between the sea and a point above Pasco, Wash.;

(All the above being presently navigable and busy with barge
traffic. )
Programs under way to improve eXisting waterways, and to extend barge
navigation
(1) up the Snake River from the Columbia to a point above Lewiston, Idaho,
and
(2) up the Missouri beyond Sioux City as far as Fort Benton, Mont., scarcely
35 miles east of Creat Falls (the very heart of the key State of Montana);
Airline domination of long-haul, common carrier passenger traffic and
increasing airline success in obtaining highly rated freight traffic;
Coastwise movement of petroleum products by tanker and inland move
ment thereof by extensive and expanding pipeline, barge, and truck;
Busline inroads in mail and express formerly handled by rail;
248 class I motor common carriers serving points on applicants' rail lines,
212 of which, sin~veningyears 1948-58, had by 1959
increased their operating revenues by almost 330 percent ($1,489,214,000) and
t ~by ~lmost 247 percent (23,085,155,000), and which by the latter
year had ana~th of haul of 402.4 miles, against average hauls by
applicants in 1960 of 461 miles (NPj, 330 miles (GN), 32"3 roUes (BUrIlngton),
~,355 miles;
"
-'~---";'--"':"'Showing of the Tolan Group"tcomposed primarily of hundreds of supporting
shippers) that Washington intrastate rail revenues dropped from $13,658,861
in 1946 to $10,275,000 in 1960, whereas intrastate truck revenues more than
doubled (from $30,861,525 to $65,949,000) in the same period, illustrating the
reality of truck competition far better than theoretical arguments can be made
to emphasize its limitations (see last indented item below re Interstate High
way 90-94 for a glimpse of the immediate future);
Showing that exempt truck competition on grain into the Twin Cities and
Head-of-the-Lakes now extends to 400 miles, with no limit where otherwise
empty "backhauls" are involved;
328 I.C.C.
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Showing that a processor of animal and poultry feed at Omaha, Sioux City,
and Des Moines, receiving annually the equivalent of thousands of cars of
raw materials, has resorted to truck rather than rail movements in many
instances because of the difficulty of Shipping to points on other railroads
from Milwaukee transit;
Showing of one of the nation's largest shippers (mail order house) that
trucks benefit from failure of railroads in this territory to liberalize routing,
et cetera (eVidence also that there is a close limit to the real Shipper benefit
generated by the type of competition now existing between the Northern Lines);

(Finally, and of utmost
directly involved)

importance to the entire area here

Construction of Interstate Highway 90-94 between Chi~o and Seattle via
Twin Cities, being, between the latter points, 241 miles shorter than the
route of the Northern Pacific (Which it roughly parallels) and 119 miles shorter
than the route of Great Northern, and which will allow a reduction in truck
transit time from 60 to 36 hours between those points.

Even applicants have no real plans for meeting the expedited
motor serVice, described last above, except by increased operat
ing efficiency and improved service through the proposal here
rejected. It cannot be overemphasized that their present faster
schedules ~
are the result of light trains and extra POwer. I 7
- How ~
Can the CommiSSion, on this record, treat intermodal
competition in low key?
• The report's effect is not helped by its failure to bridge the
gap between premise and conclusion with reasoned explanation.
As they have had occasion to say, reviewing courts must be able
to tell what an administrative decision means before they can be
expected to perform their own function. And neither childish
fear of a bogeyman nor a determination to reach a particular
conclusion despite the overwhelming strength of the record in
other directions is easy to garb in the cloak of reason. The
different receptions given Opportunities relating to the trans
portation systems of the east and south, theoretically subject to
the same principles of law applicable here, will not make the
judicial responsibility any easier to discharge.
Ironically, the report's saving grace may thus lie in its very
deficiency, since a judicial remand could result in this Commis
17A fact the report points out in its first mention thereOf hut disregards
with paSSing remote reference in its conclusion that fa!".;tcr service is are ..
suit of competition4

328 I.C.C.
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sion's facing the real issues presented by the record and, in time,
a more mature jUdgment. 18
The report's comment on applicants' "attempted correlation"
between their traffic volumes and revenues (the latter dropping
far in excess of the former) between 1947-60 ~~d the obvious
~of Intermodiil competition in that period, terming it
"specious because changes due to long-term shifts in traffic * * *
were not distinguished from those attributable to cyclical changes
in the economy,"19 not only seems to miss the point of the com
parison, but brings to mind the fighter who, being assured in his
corner after each round that his opponent wasn't laying a glove
on him, finally pleaded with his manager to; "Watch that referee
then, because someone out there is really clobbering mel"
The report's irresistible impulse toward ambivalence asserts
itself again, however, and it concedes that "applicants have lost
a significant amount of traffic in recent years to other modes of
transportation," but it then indicates a be lie / that such "diver
sionary losses * * * have been more than offset by increases in
traffic resulting from exploitation of the rails' inherent advan
tage in high-volume, long-haul movements." Such a belief,
innocent enough in itself (although probably ill-founded) causes
complications when applied uncritically to things that matter.
Indeed, two sentences later, the statement is made that, "The
extremely long hauls of applicants tend to greatly reduce effective
motor carrier competition." This in the face of the aforemen
tioned traffic-revenue showing and the additional showing, detailed
above, that as a group the three largest applicants in 1960 had
average hauls less than those in 1959 of the class I motor carriers
in the area! And what will happen to those statistics when the
remaining unfinished segments of Interstate Highway 90-94 are
completed?
Switching from the "long-haul, lower-rated prod uction of the
west," to manufactured articles, the report has applicants
enjoying Ita similar advantage on interterritorial movements"
thereof. It is not clear what advantage that advantage is similar
l8Here it should be added that even those political entities who sincerely
oppose the instant Proposal, without fully considering what H appropriate"
conditions would do to improve transportation in their areas, may well have
second thoughts as the next decade unfolds, especial1y if the underlying
thesis of this separate expression is correct and the interests of the shippers
and consumers are of overriding concern when measured against short-term lo

cal

laxation and

other political

considerations in the

context of this

case.

19During a period of unparalleled growth and prosperity in applicants' operat
ing area!
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to. but if it is, as it seems to be, that such traffic is "generally
not attractive to motor carriers," this Commission, as the SOurce
of motor-carrier operating and merger authority, should know
better. But strained conclusions make for strange supporting
arguments.
The report's contention regarding water carriage in the area
served by the Northern Lines overlooks recent plans for the
development of the Snake and Missouri Rivers, listed above, but
its statement that Columbia River tonnage "is extremely small
in relation to that moved over the inland waterways in other parts
ot the country," is probably correct if it be in contemplation of
the Great Lakes-Mississippi River-St. Lawrence Seaway complex,
but what does it mean in the context of this case? So is population
in this area "extremely small" when related to the Eastern area
of our nation, but are its productive capacity and transportation
reqUirements any less important to Our national economy and
security?20 .
The report's conclusion that the record "does not establish
that intermodal competition poses such a threat to the future
successful operations of applicants that the only means of pre
serving the advantages of rail transportation in the area is to
permit the merger here proposed," seems to imply a consider
ably heaVier burden than the statutory one of establishing con
sistency with the public interest, but it is not inconsistent with
the report's generally confused rationale.
The report attempts to salvage what it can from the "large
number of shippers" who "testified that rail competition is
important to them, particularly in the matter of rates and serv
ice." The fact that such shippers were in support of applicants
or the conditions sought by the other railroads is not without
bearing on the matter; nor is the fact that appropriately con
ditioned approval here could open the whole area to genuine rail
competition and give the shippers an actual voice in the optimum
routing of their traffic, with some substantial pressures to pre
servation of competitive service to meet their transport require
ments. 21
20The report apparently overlooks. too y the fact that. as recently as Febru~
ary 23, 1966. a majOrity of the Commission approved as lawful reduced rail
rates below fully distributed COsts because of "competitive necessity." The
competition referred to was barge a.n.d truck-barge movernents 0/ grain on the
Columbia and Snake rivers and tributary areas which rail carriers. inc Iud ing
the NOrthern Lines, sought to meet. See Grain-Idaho. Oreg., rVash'.9 to ports
in Oreg., Wash., 326 I.C.C. 358.
2lThe record makes it clear that the shippers and receivers dependent upon
even the Northern Lines have not been able t.o a(.;~omplish rate and service
adjustments to meet their needs,

328 I.C.C.
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Confessing that in measuring the competitive impact of the
proposal, "it is necessary to rely to a considerable extent on such
imperfect indicators of competition as appear in the record and
which appear reasonable in the light of our general knowledge of
transportation conditions," the report appears to rely too much on
what can only be taken to be theoretical assumption in failure to
appreciate the full meaning of the record or a misreading of
specifics thereof. Having attempted to view that record ob jectively
. and without evangelical enthusiasm to reach a particular result,
it is the conclusion of this separate expression that it leads
inevitably to approval, but approval subject to appropriate con
ditions which would actually enhance intramodal competition,
realizing at the same time that nothing can or should stiftle (nor
discount) intermodal competition. The nation needs a viable
transportation system composed of all modes, and conditioned
approval here would help considerably in its achievement.
It is not the purpose of this expression to imply that the Com
mission is bound to approve the proposal, with or without con
ditions; obviously, each of us must decide that question after an
examination of the law and the record and the interaction of each
on the other. It is its purpose, however, to say that the record
and the applicable law are not to be disregarded (nor regarded
lightly because the area of concern is sparsely populated) in the
ultimate disposition of any case, let alone one whose modern
history stretches over a decade and in which much dedicated
effort has been devoted to erecting what now turns out to be a
facade of preliminary due process. The constitutional require
ment applies to the ultimate decision as well as to the steps
leading to it.
Finally, it seems fair to say that from the report's tenor, one
would never guess that 70 years have elapsed since the Pearsall
case, 62 since the Northern securities case, and 36 since the
A cquisition case, nor that more than the law (case and statutory)
has changed since. And since the report relies so much on the
A cquisition dissents, it may not be amiss to point out here that
Mr. Justice Holmes, speaking for the four dissenting justices in
Northern Securities. said, inter alia:
A single railroad down a narrow valley or through a mountain gorge monopolizes
all the railroad transportation through that valley or gorge. Indeed every rail
road monopolizes, in a popular sense, the trade of some area.
328 I.C.C.
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Even he had no conception at that time of late 20th Century
reality. It is difficult to understand, however, the majority's
reluctance today to recognize that the same economic factors
exist in the west as demonstrate their influence in the east and
south, especially when the shippers in thiS case establish beyond
argument that the forces diverting traffic from railroads to trucks
and from the common carriers to private and exempt operations
.will prevail under the status quo to the steady detriment of the
applicants, un-united, and to the inexorable deterioration of their
competitor rail lines less fortunately Situated. Can we do less
that grant each of them an opportunity to compete on terms under
which the shippers will have more than a Hobson's choice? De
voted to the free enterprise system as a way of life, can we shrug
off our responsibility in one area while aggressively exercising it
in others? Clearly, as a national body, our proper role must be to
concern ourselves with the national transportation policy, it being,
as it is, our specific charge.
The hymnist whose words were invoked at the start hereof had
sound advice for those who would dispose of this case on the basis
of surface appearance and carefully chosen platitudes:
New occasions teach new duties, Time makes ancient good uncouth; They must
upward still and onward, Who would keep abreast of truth.

This challenge we have met in all recent similar cases. Must
we falter now?
dissenting:
I agree with the other dissenting expressions and would approve
the merger subject to conditions. These would include access to
Portland and to northern traffic through Sumas for the Milwaukee;
gateway openings to the North Western at Oakes and Crawford in
the east; together with conditions throughout perhaps even more
extensive than those recommended by the examiner. Thus, we
could ens ure not less, but more meaningful competition, coupled
with better service to the public. Conditions, inclUding those con
cerning attrition, could be imposed adequately protecting employ
ees in the event that they and management were unable to attain a
voluntary settlement.
COMMISSIONER GOFF.
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29,884,1 98

37,777,9 46

~

...,CfJ
...,;l>
M
()

o

~
~

M
~

()

M

58.837
209.375
161,218
139,547

51,479
201,930
37,829
634.399

383,815

5 1,546
228,740
63,802
425,676
796,674
37.608,2 72

59.592
230,670
e

__ e

... _ _ _ _ _ _ _

__

925,637

568,977

674,077

35,918,8 21

34.974.4 12

29,210,1 21

o

~
~

Ci3

CfJ

oZ
~

M
"tI

vo
t\:J
co

.. _
Rent for leased road and eQuipm ent----- - .. _--·
••
Interest on funded debt ••••••. ••••••• •••••• -.••
Interest on unfunde d debt ••••••• ••••••• •••••••
••
Amortiz ation of discoun t ••••••• ••••••• •••••••
----------...
-----------oha.rges
fixed
Total

(;

Income after fixed charges

()

- - - - -
Ope rati ng ratio - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - ... - - - - .. - - - - ...
(

$4,346
785.857
462,461

11,021.1 48

Fixed charges

.....

H

...,Z

()

-_ .. ••

--

1964

1960

1959

1958

e_e __

e

_

1.695
8,195,88 7
3,576
139,865

2,07 I
8,261,04 2

_.- ....... - ... _----158,026

3,854
8,337,07 2
472
145.509

1,188
8,009,07 4
------- .--_ .. _.
131,681

8,841,02 8

8,416,13 9

8,486,90 7

8,141,94 3

27,577,7 98

26,558,2 73

20,723,2 14

28,866,3 29

75.04%

77.45%

78.87%

77.86%

o

...,

::0

CfJ

) DenotEls contra

nt
Norther n Pacific Railwa y Compan y compar ative income stateme

vo
tV
co

C)
~

M

()

1959

1958

o

1960

...,;l>

1964

Z

Railway operatin g income

.....
Railway operatin g revenu e······· •••• _ . . . . . .
Railway operatin g expense s
Net revenue from railway operatio ns ••••••• •• -.-.
Railway tax accruals
Railway operatin g income " " "

b

••••• " . .

••••••

$174,91 5,492
. 147,871, 058

$184,80 0,791

37.182.6 11

27.044,4 34

27.059,0 06

21.J39.2 02

25.492,0 66

20.212,0 04

18,.950,1 57

14,902,4 97

11,.690,5 45

6.832,43 0

8,.108,84 9

$179,10 7,731
143.066 .032

$183,60 8,782

36,041,6 99

~~6,426,.J71

157,2410~

from locomot ives
from passeng er·train ca.rs .. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
from work equipme nt •.••• - •••••• -.,.
facility rent income ·· •••• · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total rent income

00

...,~

::r::

M
::0
Z
"tI
;l>

()

Rent income 1

Rent
Rent
Rent
Joint

o

,.

.,

246.989
92(\.124

253.1 J4
957.507
74,700
4.365,86 9

254,.430
913.552
102,313
4,546.12 2

227.471
1.084.86 1
183,797
4.645,78 0

4,604,96 0

5,651.lq O

5.816.41 7

6.181,90 9

6.629.47 g

82~766

I

s::

M
::0
C)

M
::0

I
C)

Rents payable

Hire of freight cars·deb t balance
-..
Rent for locomot ives ••••.•• ••••••• • - ••• -...
Rent for passeng er'train cars
·................
Rent for work equipme nt . . ··
..••
Joint facility rents
Total rents payable
...
Net rents . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net railway operatin g income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,186,32 1
62,514

855,43,~

::;;l

-............
. ........ -. 59,713

591,654
53.548
585.449
1,432,
1,096,28 5

3,015
\.177.71 6

66,759
647,751
5,718
1,.283,13 3

2.328,36 8

2,.938.44 4

2.858,79 9

1,858.36 5

3,322,82 2

2.877,97 3

3 .. 283,110

4,770,61 4

14,.56S.5 18

10,115.5 40

12•.519,.4 63

18.225.3 19

508,,87.~

~

475,005
6,219
1,317,92 8

M

...,;l>
Z

o
;:0

...,

:r:

t'1

::0

Z

See foot-note at end or chart
QI
QI
~

<.n

a>

o

Northern Pacific Railway Company comparative income statement-Continued
1964

1960

1959

1958

Z
>-3

/

Other income
Income (rom lease of road and equipment

Miscellaneous rent income

- -

...

-- •••••• - •••••• - •• - ••• -

Income (rom nonoperating property

_ ...

Dividend income-----------------·--------------
Interest income - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....:------_ _
Income from sinking and other reserv"" fl,nrls - - - - - - - 

________________ .1

$47.081
1,489,083
9.115.847
6.356.530
3,211.459
113,156
1,380,30 I

17,672,263

21,713,45 7

?L~12,nIA

35,897,582

36,281,9 7 <

9..1

Miscellaneous income ..... -------

____ • __ • _____

I.

____ ._____

$46,693
1,886,611
8,404.803
6,986,559
3,547.428
208,428
932,096

$45,964
1,371,432
5.722.257
6,603,23 1
2,667.261
69,917
1,192,201

;628,

I '5-~

$38,006
1,688.651
8.668,651
6,400.843
3.755.306
343,534
2.237,273
?~,

132.348

~",O 11,811

tIl
~

~;.
>-3

ttl

o

o

~
~

ttl
~

o

t'1

o

Miscellaneous deductions from income
Miscellaneous rents •• -.- •• ----.- •• - •• · - - · · - · · · · · ·
Miscellaneous tax accruals •••••••••••••• ---.-....
Miscellaneous income charges.- •••••••••• · · · - · · - · -

30,391
661,702
2,085,874

29,579
711,481
593,609

30,627
683,912
932,674

29,803
885,873
526,411

Total miscellaneous deductions-.- ••• - · · - · · · - · - · ·

2,777,967

1.334,669

1.647,213

1,442.087

Income available for fixed charges- ••• -- •• ·-----·-

33,119,615

34.942,306

29,980,945

34,569,724

49.618
10.924.586
1.966
131,469

49,768
1 1,009.193
1,878
105,302

49.618
11,256,439
10,927
116,767

49.618
10,877,100
618
141.731

__ .... --.- .. ------1

11,107.639

11.166.14 I

1'.'33,7"

, '.069.067

_._ ••••••••••••••• 1

22,011,976

23,781,165

18.547.194

?~

~
~

tn
[j)
.....
o

z

~

Fixed charlles
Rent for leased road and equipment---- ... ----------· ..

Interest on funded debt •••• - •••••• - •••• - •• -- ••••••
Interest on unfunded debt •• -- •••• -.- ••• - •• ----- •••

w Amorti7:.aLion of discount on funded debt - - - - - - - - - - - 
l\)
())

...

o

.. __ o_a.

.

·_

o

~

.-J
[j)

.500,657
85.32%

84.54 %

79,74%

79.87%

t'1
'1J

Ilncome for 1964 also includes $714,640 for hire of freight cars.

Chicago, BW'lington & Quincy Railroad Company comparative income statemems

Cl

::0
t'1
;l>

1958

$'258,027,700
200,263,598

-

1959

$263,072,883
209,875,069

1960

$251,135,890
203,951,532

1964

$267,379.529
21 (,258,619

57,764.102

53,197,814

47,184,358

50,120,910

27,403.280

27,339,438

25,178,072

21,204,576

30,360,822

25,858,376

22,006,286

28,916,334

177,810
1,451,453
41.104
779.659

139.111
1,368,610
145.917
828,502

93,316
1,423,519
59,240
867,468

27,187
1,592.412
75,665
889,040

2.450,026

2.482,140

2,443,543

2,584,304

4,817,495
84,980
1,039,396
272
3,195,902

4,654,351
(617)
1,061,073
48
3,183,635

3,252,317
4,640
1. 118,395
57
3,441,922

3,069,767
80,245
1,098,093
88
3,252,227

.-J
Z

~

>-3

::r:

ttl

~

Z

'1J
;l>

o
I

J

3::
tIl

::0

Cl

tIl
::0

I
Cl
~

tIl
H
R
R

R
J

N

-

;l>

.-J
Z

o

~

.-J

9,138,045

8.898,490

7,817,331

7,500,420

::r:

(6.688,019)

(6,416,350)

(5,373,788)

(4,916,1 16)

::v

23,672.803

19,442.026

16,632,498

24,000,218

tIl

Z

()t

0>

c...

a>
tV

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company comparative income statements-Continued

Z

1964

1960

1959

1958

>-3
l"'J

Other income

;:tl
(f)

Income from lease of road 'and equipment----------Miscellaneous rent income ----------------------Income from nonoperating property ------------.--Separately operated properties---·-------·-------Dividend income·-----····------·-------·-------Interest income-------------·--·---------------Release of premiums on funded debt---------·----Miscellaneous income ---.------.--.------------.

$7,724
732,649
364,467
12,073
992,127
793,078
21
634,363

$6,787
783,071
409,087
12,205
723,198
1,290,237
21
2,764,870

$6,910
8'(5,862
33"4,672
13',5.45
753,370
1,238,197
20
573,244

$7,710
932,094
501,283
8,787
398,909
1,886,357
23
1,177,367

Total other income-···-···--···---··-----------

3,536,502

5,989,476

3,795,820

4,919,359

Total income-·--·----·----·----·-·--·········-

27,209.305

25,431,502

20,428,318

28,919,577

31,072
137,226

29,446
153,492

33,210
181,523

30,377
236,915

Miscellaneous deduction from income

Miscellaneous rents-·-------------- .. --

--- .. ---

Miscellaneous tax accruals --------"'".--- --------Separatel y operated. properties-loss - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
Miscellaneous income charges---·-----··--------·

>-3

;..
>-3
l"'J

o

°
3:
3:

t'j
;:tl

o

l"'J

o

0
3:

s:

en

(f)

180,049

203,564

108,072

417,937

Total miscellaneous deductions ----.----.----.-.

348,347

386,502

322,805

685,229

Income available for fixed charges ----------.---..

26,860,958

25,045,000

20,105,513

28,234,348

oz
;:tl

tTl
"0

Fixed charg es
DO

tV
0:>
>-<

n
n

Total fixed charges

°
~

Rent for leased road and equipment ------------ •• Interest'on funded debt --.-.- •• ---.----.-.-'-----.Interestonunfundeddebt·-----··----·-------·.···
Amortization of discount on funded debt - ••••• - •• --

57,632
7,247,259
1,704
62,631

-.--.--.------.--- •• - •• ----

Net income after fixed charges ' - ' - - " - " ' - " - - - "

56,623
7,228,783
1,441
.62,010

57,293
7,484,585
1,245
69,252

65,389
7,492,327
809
87,345

7,369,226

7,348,857

7,612,375

7,646,545

19,491,732

17,696,143

12,493,138

21,367,648

77.6170

78.9970

81.2170

81.25%

Operating Tatio ------- .... --------------- ..:---------

>-3
r:t:J

GREAT NORTHERN PACIFIC & BURLINGTON LL'lES. INC,
Pro forma geTleral oatemct deet as of Augu.Jl Y/, 196J aller giving effect to muge, 01 Nort,hun Pacific Railway Compor.¥, Great Northern Railway Company and Pa.cilic COade
R. R. Co" into th« Grtal Northt:NI Pacific & Bvrlt"-nglOll LilltfJ Inc.

DO

tV
0:>
>-<

o

G.N.P. & B.
Lines, Inc.

o

North~rn

Pacific
CoaSl

Great.
Northern

Pacific

AdjuSl.nlents and
eliminations
Combined

Noles

Amounl

Atler
Bdjus tments and
elimloallons

701
702
703
704
705
106
101
708
709
710
111
712
713

Total ourrent assets -- ..••.••••.• --- ••••••• "-

7151 Sinking funds

Sp,ciol/Un4,
••••• --- •••••••••••.• -- ..•••••• --.

$1,000
""'-"'--'--

..... -.------.

........ _-_._.... ---_._ .. -.
......... --.-....... -.--- ..
..-... _--_ .. _.
...... -.---- ..
... _ .. _-_ .. - ..
... __ ... _----..... _---_._.._ ...

:i19,640
518,304,413 ... _-- ....... _._-----.,.
11,308,826 . ... _. _ ...... _ ..... .- .... -.-----6,262,189 " " - - ........ --- ...
........ - .. _ ..... -- ....... -.---- . ...... _-.---- ....... _-- .... .. _- _ ...... _-----2,678,928
645,290 . ..... -------
3,324,218
A
2,759,344
....... _._-_.3,97~,365
18,340
6,750,049 ... 6,478,121
......... _--_.
5,221,612
97,527
11,797,260 . ...
1,985,817
2,309,532 .._ ... _----_ ..
4,295,349 . .. _-- ......... __ ._
11,300,706
5,039,280
160,177
16,500,163 . ... _- ........ __ ._-
$1,158,666
!f1,348,274
258,183

810,464,965
19,960,552
6,004,006

$(79,35&)

416,468

21,980,624
297 ,8~9

216,857
161,775
22,749,734
164,409

107,264,439

76,910,377

8'7

1,000

_

.... -

5
---_._-

3,244,860
6,750,049
11,797,260
4,296,349
16,~00,163

7:12

123 Re4ervt'

Cor

adJualtllent

ot

Invasl,.meta In .!Joouritlea -oredit

Totlll inveslmenLS --- •.

:::::::::::::: 1 ______

·····················---··1-···-·-··-····\

Propertu3

~~~ ~:;r~::~o:;;i~;~:~::~r;fr~~;t;':'-::::::::::::::::::::::-_::::::::::1

'-8_:_:~;!:~~~
113,~W,Hiti ~

875,838,92'
I
2,054,077

M
::0

... _-- _ ..... _----_.- ....... __ ._- .....
._-.-- ......... _ .. -9,076,606
.. -.-- ........ -- .. -3,155,570
_.- .. ........ -_.- ..
12,232,176

C)

"'-

380,891

184,556,707

._--

....... -._--.345,287,141
B
(1,931,000
............. 5,049,874 .. _._- ...... _-----.
.......... - .. 6,318,353 ... _-- ...... _------I1U.~15.4y61_-...... - ... _..+_-'-===
34<.018.882
(1,931.0001
175,866,121
967,728
6,318,353

887,~~~:d ______ ~,_83_2-'d

1,7",891,,,61-J---------_
....
• -- -- ••••••••• -. - -.
~,376,015

"0

>

184,477,349

... -

44,7.55,227
462,401

/nV'-3lf7Unl,

7211 Olher
JnvesUt1llnta In .. Uili .. toed oompanles •••••••••••• -.-.-._
Inveslmentl!l • - - - ••••• - .••••• - •••••••••••••••••

Z

(7',JOB)

162,62~

133

.... _-.---_ ..... - -- ....... -.-.-.- -....
. ..... _--- ....
.. _-_. 7,971,791 .- - ••• 1.104.815 . .... _------9,076,606
1,185,925
1,9S9,S45 . ..... -._----3,155,570
...... -------.
9,157,716
3,014,460 . ....... _-_._12,232,176

.... __ .. - ....

::0
>-3
::z::
tTl
::0

633,330
162,622
44,755,227
162,401

24,869

... _ ... _-_._ .
.... - .... -.--.

518,30-1,413
11,308,826
6,262,789

....... _-_ ....
....... _---.-....... _---
- ...... _-_.--

633,330 "--

~:~ ;:~Ir~~o:n~n~t~:~;;~:~:~~n.d.~::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... ------.
ToUlI speei.e.1 funds _._. __ ••••••• _•.••••••.••.. __ •

;..

>-3

o

a4.Ul3

Cosh····-----·······
Tompore.ry cash invflstments -- - •.•.... - ..•.•••.••• - .-
Specle.l deposit.:!. ••.. - - - - - -. - - ••.•.... - ....••••. - - - -.
Loans and noleS receivable - .- ..•.••• --- ..••.. --- --'
Trame and car service balance-debIt •.• - •••..••• --- .•
Net balance receivable from agents Bnd condUClOrs _•. -.
Miscellaneous BCCountl!l receivable·· -. - ••..•. - • . . -. -
lntere~t and dividendS reoelvable ..••. --- ••.•.•... -- .•
Accrued aocounts receivable ••••.••.•.•••.••••••. -._.
Working fund advances
.-- .•••••.• - ••••••••••• --.-.
Prepayments - •••• ---- .• ----- •.•.•• - •••••••.••.•• - ••
MDt.erlnl nnd Buppllea --- ----- •.••.•. - •• -.-.
Otner ourrent nssClt.:!. - - -- - - - .• - •.• ,. -- - .•.

~

tTl

Z

..l.Ys~t"
CUT'unl

Cl

o0,
s::

l"'J
::0
I

Cl

::0

343,356,141
5,049,874
6,318,353
342,087,662

1,765,891,996
2,378,015

t'j

>

>-3

z
o

::0
>-3

::c

t'j
~

Z

<Jl

""

c..>

PIO forma general balance 6haL

(1.5

of AugU3L 31,1961 afLer giving effect to f1Ierger of Northf'.Tn P(Jdf~ Railway Company, Great NorLhtm Railway Company cmd Pacific COOS!
R. R. Co., into tht Great Northern Pacific & Burlington Linu, Jllc.-Conlinued
/l:orthern
Po.ciric

C.N.P, & B.
Lin<ls, Inc, ,

Great
Norlhern

Pil-oific
Canst

After
adjul'itmenl..S and
elimintlollons

AdjuSL'tlenLS and
eliminations
Notes I
Amount

Combined

en

....

0>

A"uts
PropertiAs-Con,

~~:I~:~~:~~~I::::j;r:~.;n\;~~i'l'::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::-_:.--Totallranspor\.&tion

~operty .

~_ •.

•• _.

•••• _..

1 A~rued deprecitHion-road and equipment __ .~.'_
" . ' •..••••..•. -.735
736 Amortization or defense projeCl.S-road and equipment ,.,_ ...••••••• _.. _

S(~::~:::::)

S(:::;;:~~;)

.---- 7~-.~;~

s~::;~:::~:)

------ -:::::::::::::

~~,.~~2;.~~~

865.380,0'23

876,253.936

2,753.938

1,744,387,897

•••• -- - ••••..•• -.....

1,144.387,897

(\36,583,989)
(38,029,799)
(112,613.188)

(173,0 4 3,737)
(173,943)
(46,327,267) .-- • . . . -.....
(219,371,004)
(173,943)

(309,801,669) - .. -.(82,357,068)
.-.-...........
(a92,158,135) .....•• ,. - .••• -- - •.• -

(309,801,669)
(82,357,068)
(392.158,735)

Recorded dvpro::cio.tion Bnd amortization·······
Total
prOpol-rty
less recorded
deprecla·
tlon tnl.ndport,ation
nnd amOrllz.alion
•..•.....
_••..• _ ...
_...... _

692,166.'23~

...•.••.••. -

;~~I~~~~:;':~~Op~:o~:;~~~~r.~~(~~~~~~-~;;;i~~;-~'~~;~~-::::::::::::___
Miscellaneous physioal property less recorded deprecia.
tion _._ ••.•••• _..•..•••••••• _._ ...••. _•......••••.. - •••• ----.....
Total properties less recorded depreciation and
morli~atlon
- .. -. - .•••••• -. -. - - •••• - ..

656,88:.1.932

~;:;~::~;:)

13i~;::~::)

20,487,960

12,947,-'86

713,25-1,195

..669,830,418

2,:n9,995

__ .

1.352,229,162

8B_'.':~6

7411

Tola) other asseLS and deterred churges •• -

1.0001

TOTAL ASSETS

-

881,~66

34,317.012

- ... -.

3,461.561

1,386,546,114

1.386,546.114

4,365,389
3,503.058
5,324.934.

4,365.389
3,503,058
5,324,934

:;:~:~:;~~)

::: :::::::::::
. •• -.......

34,311,012

3.450,989
2,235.713
3,244.,170

4,2:54,163

8,930,87'2

8.3'6

13,193,381

1,007 ,433.879

929 :26\ ,623

3,850,798

1,940.547,100

79,358
31,541
4.622:

79,358
13,817,595
7,90•• 463
730,470
4,639,348
3,803,991

28.536
4.325

20,651.729
6,600,512

216,891

78,384,880

8,346

13,193,381
1.938,536,742

(2.010.358)

/"i.rJbili.t~.s and

152
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914,400
1,267,345
2,072.4\8

..•••.. -._- .•...•...
Ithareholdu,,' ~9ui.l.y
ClP'rent li.rJbili.l.~s
TtaUlc and C(t,f servioe3 b&lance oredlt •• --- •••...••• ~
6,567,578
7,216,416
Audited &ccoun18 and wageS payable •.•• -···--···-···
6,090,932
1,808,909
Miscellaneous accoun18 payable .• - - ••..•.• - •. - - - ••• 
<1.13,692
316,578
Inleresl mat..ured unpald .. ·.····-··········-·-·---···
4.602,070
37.218
Dlvidonds matured unpald·····-··-······-·--··-··---
1,312,434
2,291,563
Unmatured Interest Bccrued ••.•....... --- ••••..• - •.•.
Unmatureddlvidendsdec);)red .• -.- .• - •••..•. --- ...•• - -- ...•.••... -- •••••••. -- ..••.•.•• - ...•... --.-Acorued accounts payable ••... _ .. __ ._ ••••• _.. __ ._ •• _ .- •••••.• __ .. _.
9.695,329
10,927,864
Federal income taxes accrued ••..•• __ ._ ••••••••. _. • • • . . __ •••• _ .• _
3,838,469
2,957,696

l.a:;2,229,162
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OUia a.ssrta and drj.rrrt! C"04'g~.

OtherassetoS .. - ... -- ••••••••.•. -- •.•• - •• 
742 Unnmonlzed discount on long·term debl .,. - ••
743 Olher deferred charges········ - - ••. - •.•... 
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Pro forma general balance sheet as of Augu.st 31, /961 ofler giving effect to mt.rger of Northern Pacific Railway Company, Great Northern Railway Company and Pacific Coou
R. R. Co., into the Greal Northern Pacific & BurlingtO'll Linu, Inc.-Conlinued
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Arter
adjuslments and
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Amount

Long·tum deb' due wi.l.hin one yltor

I Equipmenl obligatIons and
Held by or ror company

olher debt - - ••..• _•..•...••
-- ••• - •••. -.---- ••• ---.-.--.-

Ao<ually ou....nd'n. _. .....

~ == ====::: ::::: I

........ ..... 1....

Long-tt,m debt due clle, one

...

1

~.1: ~~~~ ~9_6.0.l._ •

1l.••7.960L

~~,.9:.6:~~~

$19,484,554

~ .... _.---- .... -I

19.'6••

$19,484,554

~J~:::r::::::::::::1........ -::::~:.-5-::-

year

16:51 Funded debl unm&Luf~d --------.-------- •• --------- ••
Held by or for compnn)' ------ •• ---- ... --- •• -.-------.-.

-------.----.-.--.-----.----

Aotually oul.6tanding -.----- ••••• -.-.-.- •• -.-- •• ---- • • -.----- ••• -.-.

288,882,857
178,613,176 --------------(80,808,000 -----.--- ••• --.- ••••••• -------.

467,5:56,033 -.---- •• ----------..
(80,608.000 -.--.- ... ----------..

461,556,033
(80,808,000)

208,2-7-( 857

386,948.003 ---.: •••••••• ------..

386,948,033

178,873,116 .---.---.-----.

1661 Equipment obliglllions-.--.--·-·-·-----···----·-··-·· --.-.--.-- •• --79,961,750
56,143,638 ---- •• -.---.-...
138,105,385 .-.- ••••••• ------....
Hold by or for company ---- ... -.-.--.--- •• -.----.----. ---------.----- -.--- •• ---.---- ••• -------- •• -.- •• ----.-----.- ••••• -- •• ---- •••••• - •• - ....... -----.--.AClually OUl.9t.andlng ------.--.-.------ •• -.-------- ••

- .. -.-----.--.--

79,961150

58,143636 ----.-------

-

138,105,386
---------.-----.---.

138,105,386 -'--- •• ---- •• ----...

138,105,386

T018\ funded debt. and equipment. obligalions OUl

1691

Amo:=~ygll;l~':o-:ff-I~i-D~~-;;~;~~~~:::::::::::: :::
Total long-term debt due orUlr one year ----.------ ••

:::::: ::::::::: _.
- •• ------ •• -.--

.:.8~::~~:~~1• •
288,236,607

~3..~,.8.1_6~~~:
238,816,812

-. -··---;;~,~-o~
230.,000

525,g~~,~,~ --~-- .. ····-·(;;~·~O~) .
525,283,419 .- •• -.

230,000)

.~~::~~~,_4.l.9_.
525,053,419

Rtls.nJr.s
771/ Pension and welfare reserves --.---- ••••••• ---.- •••••

----:- •• -- •• ----

10,014,200 .-------•••• ---- .--.------- •• -

m~::~~;:~:~;:i~~~~,:v~:.::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ ::::::::::::::: .----.. ---;;;:;;~
Total reserves •• -.--- •• ~_._.
O~ht!.r

• __ •• _ ••

._._. -.------ •••• -.-

11,206814

:~m:~~~

::::::::::::::

3521,800 - •••• ---------

~

10,014.200 ----
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•• --..

JO,014,200

:::::: ::::::::::::::

:~m:H!)

14,728,614 --.-- ••••• --------..

14,725,614

lwhilit1.u and de/"errtd crr.dit3

ml ~~£~g~~~:~~f~~~~~:~it~~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ----·----,-·m:m -·------;·~-i;:m ::::::)~:~g -·----;:m~i~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -------·--;~m:mTOlll.l other liabilllies and deferred credits ' u __ - - - - • •
Shor~hotdrr'"

! • - - - • • --.-:-:...:..:..:...
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Note
I. The combined general balance sheet as of the date of merger is sUbject
to approval of the Bureau of Accounts, Interstate Commerce Commission.
II. This pro forma general balance sheet reflects the sum of the amounts
carried and the balance sheets of the four companies as of August 31, 1961,
adjusted to give effect to the merger as shown by notes below:
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A. To effect net debit balance in traffic and car service balances
debit upon transfer of credit balance reflected in accounts of
Pacific Coast (See Note C).
B. To eliminate book investment in affiliates as follows:
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Name of affiliate common stock
Pacific Coast
G.N.P. &'B. Lines, Inc.
G.N.P. & B. Lines, Inc.
Investment advances
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Notes to pro forma general balance sheet of the Creat Northern Pacific
,& Burlington Lines, Inc. (New Company) as of August 31, 1961 after
giving effect to Northern Lines merger
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$79,358

Amount
$1,700,000
500
500

Held by
Great Northern
Great Northern
Northern Pacific

230,000
$1,931,000

Great Northern

C. To transfer to current assets credit balance in traffic and
car service balances-credit (See Note A).
D. To eliminate investment advance payable to Great Northern by Pacific Coast
E. To set up capitalization of New Company at time of merger
equal to the sum of the stated value of the capital stock of the Great
Northern ($267,861,424) and the par value ($29,967,705) plus pre
mium ($224,027,213) of the Northe r n Pacific outstanding in the hands
of the public:
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GREAT NORTHERN PAC.-MERGER-GREAT NORTHERN
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Great Northern
6,073,135 shares @ 1/2 share
Total common stock capitalization
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Amount

5,993,684

253,998,980

6,073,135
12,066,819

267,896,714
521,895,694

3,036,568
12,066,819

30,365,680
491,530,014

Less preferred stock-$10 par value:
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Northern Pacific
$5 par value $29,968,420
Great Northern
without par value
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F. To eliminate capitalization of merged companies:
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328 I.C.C.

Common stock actually outstanding
Premium on capital stock
328 I.C.C.

298,866,209
224,031,121

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION REPORTS

GREAT NORTHERN PAC. & B. L.-MERGER-GREATNORTHERN R. CD. 569
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Note
G. The $699,364 reflects
adjustment giving effect to the
merger of the respective roads as follows:
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$1,701,000
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(1) Pacific Coast par value stock held by Great Northern
1,000,000
(2) Difference between book investment by Great Northern
and par value of Pacific Coast stock liability
700,000
(3) Cancellation and retirement of 200 shares of New Company
common stock upon effectuation of merger
1,000
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H. The debit adjustment or reduction in shareholders' equity of
$1,701,000 is made up as follows:
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(1) Difference between book investment by Great Northern par value
700,000
and par value of Pacific Coast Stock liability
(2) Retirement and cancellation of fifteen (15) Northern
Pacific shares of common stock held by directors as qualify
ing shares:
15 shares @ $5 par value $75
15 shares @ $37.38 premium $561
Charged to other capital surplus
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Inc. aM th, CJaiCQ9o,
tfftcl to mtrgtr of Grtal Northull Pacific & Burlington LintS,
Pro fomla gtnual balcmct ~htU a~ of AU9u"l 31, 1961 aft~r giving
Burlington (j Quincy Railroad Company-Co nlin ued
C.N.P. &

e.

Lin~:5,

Inc;.

Adju,slll\enLS and

Gent-ral
bahl.noe
.sheet

ellmlne.tlon~
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Amount

aeneral
balance
ohact

Burlinll:lorl
AdjuSlmenLS and
oli""II",tio,,",
Note.sl

.

Adju!HmenL!l lind
ol,,,,inallon8

,
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Noles

COmbIned

Amount

A

mou nt

Arler
,.djU~lm~nt&

nnd

eliminations

••••••• $1,765,891,99 6
Road and equipment properly' - •••••••••••• •••• -..........
2,376,01.:>
-._...
Improvarnenl.S on l"U~Uld J:rOperly·· ····--.···· ••••••• - ••••••
(9.262.688)
_....
••
••••••••••••
-.··:·
•••
-····
•••
Acquisitlon adjusI..Toenl· ·.14.617,426
•• -- •• -.
Donallons and grants-credit .· •• - •••••••••• -- ••••••••••••
1,144.387,897
-....
Total trnnaporuuion property •••••••••••• ••••• - ••••••••••
(309,801,669)
·····-······
AccNed deprecial.ion- road and equlpmen t····-··-·····
(82.357,066)
~
•••••••••••
••
Amonlzation or4erense proJects-road and equipment
(392,l58,735)
···
··········.···
Jon·····-···
Reoorded dflpr'eClll.tion and tt.mortiut
Total uMsporLatlon property Ie" recorded dop!"ecilltion Md
1,352.299,162
amortizD .tlon·---·· -············· --······_··- ·······--·--.

•••••• • •••••••• -...
•••••• •••.•••••••• •
••••••••••• •••• _...
• •• -.........
•••••

••••• •••
!l.f1scelJaneo\ ls physical property loss recorded dCJlfeclalion•
n·····
TOLaI properties less recorded depreciation and t\morliz,atlo

1.119.412
(101,904)
29,632,617
9~5,493,134

(223,616,273)
(35,70,999)

•••••• - •• - ••••••••
••••• •••••••••••• •
••••••••••• •••••••

259.362,172)

••••••••••• •••••••

68(i,130.962

--- •••••••••• ••••• 2,038,360,124

•••••

•••••••••••• •

••••••• -- ••••••• -..
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~~~:~~~~5.1• •
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•••••
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LSSOL$ ·········-··· ····-········ ············· ···········

---····
Totol olber asset.s lUId 4e(tlUed charges·--- .. ············
·····-··
Tot.D.l ft.Ssel.S ············· ············· ·············

4,365,389

•••••• -.- .•• _ •• --

696,259,413
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13.193,381

••••• - -.-- ••••• -.--

5,831.846
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S09.394,IOO)

(~33,417.942 ) ••••••••• _.........
(l18,102,9U) •• -.- •••••••••••• •
(651,520.907) ••••• •••••••••••• •
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837,061.140
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570.000.000

52,7,(0.000,23 9
3.49:;.427
(9.J64.~92)

44,250,043
2,689,881,031
(53~,417,9~2 )
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GREAT NORTHERN PAC.-MERGER-GREAT NORTHERN

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION REPORTS

Notes to pro forma general balance sheet of the Great Northern Pacific &
Burlington Lines, Inc. (New Company) as of August 31,1961 after giv
ing effect to the Northern Lines merger and the Burlington merger
Note
I.The final combined general balance sheet as of the date of merger is SUbject
to approval of the Bureau of Accounts, Interstate Commerce Commission.
II. This pro forma general balance sheet reflects the amounts shown in pro
forma general balance sheet, giving effecttothe merger of the Nothern Pacific,
Great Northern and Pacific Coast into New Company, and the Burlington, as of
August 31,1961, adjusted to give effect to the merger as shown by notes below:

A. (1) To purchase new Burlington first and refund
ing mortgage series of 2010 4 percent bonds to be
pledged under the New Company's consolidated mort
$70,000,000
gage
(2) To deposit with trustee of Northern Pacific
refunding and improvement mortgage sufficient funds
to redeem at a redemption price of 110 the $17,631,000
par value outstanding refunding and improvement
19,394,100
mortgage series" A" 4 1/2 percent
89,394,100
B. To reflect investment in $70 million Burlington
first and refunding mortgage bonds.
C. To reflect reduction in Federal income tax
liability applicable to premium paid upon the redemp
tion of Northern Pacific refunding and improvement
mortgage series "A" 4 1/2 percent bonds. (See
916,812
Note E).
D. To eliminate Northern Pacific refunding and
improvement mortgage series "A" bonds called and
17,631,000
redeemed
E. To reflect charge to retained income-unappro
priated as a result of net premium costs ($1,763,100
less Federal income tax reduction of $916,812) in
curred in redemption of Northern Pacific refunding
and improvement mortgage series "A" 4 1/2 per
cent bonds.
846,288
(See Note C).
F. To reflect receipt of cash by Burlington from
sale of $70 million Burlington first and refunding
mortgage bonds to the New Company.
G. To reflect issuance by Burlington of $70 million
new first and refunding mortgage 4 percent bonds and
cancellation of $29,869,000 Burlington first and refund
ing mortgage bonds ($19,729,000 4 percent series
1998 and $10,140,000 4 1/2 percent series 1970)
held in treasury.
328I.C.C.

Note II-Continued
H. To effect new debit balance in traffic and car
service balances-debit upon transfer of credit balance
reflected in accounts of Burlington. (See Note J).
I. To eliminate book investment of new company,
in Burlington as follows:

$2,347,826

Amount

Common stock - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Other secured obligations - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Burlington first and refunding mortgage bonds - - - -
Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 

$218,491,429
398,602
70,000,000
288,890,031

J. To transfer to current assets credit balance in
traffic and car service balances-credit. (See Note
2,347,826

H).

K. To reflect the elimination of the New Company's
liability with respect to Burlington first and refunding
..mortgage bonds upon concurrent pledging of same
under the new consolidated mortgage.
L. To eliminate amount payable to Burlington to
New Company (See Note I).
M. To set up capital stock liability equal to par
value of Burlington common stock outstanding in the
hands of minority stockholders:
Common stock-without par value

48.033 shares

@

3.25

Shares

Amount

156.107

$4.803,300

70,000,000
398,602

N. Giving effect to the merger of the respective
roads, results in adjustments representing:
(1) Differences between book investment of New
Company and par value of Burlington common
stock liability
($218,491,429 less $166,035,800)
The $52,455,629 has been debited to other capital
surplus, to the extent available
And the balance has been charged to retained
income-unappropriated

52,455,629
38,919,803
13,535,826
52,455,629

O. The net debit adjustment or reduction in stock
holders' equity of $218,491,429 is made up as follows:
(1) Elimination of Burlington common stock held
by New Company.
(2) Difference between book investment of New
Company and par value of Burlington common stock
liability

328I.C.C.

166,035,800

52,455,629
219,491,429
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GREAT NORTHERN PAC.-MERGER-GREAT NORTHERN

Note III

577

Note V-Continued

III A total of 112,150 shares of common stock and 56,0'/5 shares of preferred
stock has been reserved for issuance against warrants outstanding under Great
Northern's Restricted Stock Option Plan, and a total of 100,077 shares of
common stock has been reserved for issuance against options outstanding under
Northern Pacific's Restricted Stock Option Plan.
IV See notes to financial statements of individual companies.
V Long-term debt is as follows: (Note 1).
(a) Northern Pacific (Note 2).
Due within one year:
Collateral Trust Bonds 4 percent - - - - Miscellaneous obligations - - - - - - - - .- Equipment obligations - - - - - - - - - - - - Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Due after one year:
Prior lien mortgage - - - - - - - - - - - - - General lien mortgage -- - - - - - - - - - - St. Paul-Duluth Division mortgage - - - - St. p. & Dul. RR. First Cons. Mortgage-_
Collateral Trust Bonds 4 percent - - - - Miscellaneous obligations- - - - - - - -. - Equipment obligations - - - - - - - - - - . - -

$1,300,000
50,853
10,207,107
--------- -96,195,300
53,585,900
253,000
1,000,000
39,376,000
233,657
79,961,750

$11,557,960

__

270,605,607
T~~---------------------------_--_Total Northern Pacific debt - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 282,163,567
(b) Great Northern:
Due within 1 year:
Miscellaneous obligations- - - - - - - - - - 10,276
Equipment obligations - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7,916,318
Total- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7,926,594
Due after 1 year:
G.N.Ry. Co. Genl. Mtge.
5 percent Gold Bonds Ser. C. - - - - - - - 14,154,900
G.N.Ry. Co. Gent Mtge.
4 1/2 percent Gold Bonds Ser. D. - - - - - 14,508,000
G.N.Ry. Co. Gent Mtge.
3· 1/8 percent Gold Bonds Ser. N. - - - - - 37,500,000
G.N.Ry. Co. Genl. Mtge.
3 1/8 percent Gold Bonds Ser. O. -- - - - 37,500,000
G.N.Ry. Co. Gent. Mtge.
2 3/4 percent Gold Bonds Ser. P. -- - - - 40,000,000
G.N.Ry. Co. Genl. Mtge.
2 5/8 percent Gold Bonds Ser. Q. - - - - - 35,000,000
Miscellaneous obligations - - - - - - - - - 10,276
Equipment obligations - - - - - - - - -.- - - - 58,143,636
Total - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 236,816,812
Total Great Northern debt - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 244,743,406

(c) Burlington (Note 3.)
Due within 1 year:
First and refunding mortgage 3 1/8 percent
Series 1985 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $1,271,290
Equipment obligations - -- - - - - - - - - - - 11,977,372
Total- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Due after 1 year;
First and refunding mortgage 2 7/8 percent
45,230,000
1970 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - First and refunding mortgage 3 1/8 percent
Series 1985 - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38,681,710
First and refunding mortgage 3 percent
Series 1990- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 21,565,000
First and refunding mortgage 4 3/8 percent
Series 1978 --------------------- 21,975,000
Equipment obligations- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81,627,232
Total---------------------------------Total Burlington debt - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Great Northern Pacific & Burlington Lines, Inc.
(New Company) Long-term debt (Note 4) - - - - - - - - -

$13,248,662

209,078,942
222,327,604
749,234,577

Note 1. Does not include New Company consolidated mortgage bonds referred
to in Note 2 (***)
Note 2. Does not include the following:

$17,631,000
1,000
28,000
5,555,000
3,524,000
71,500,000

principal amount to N.P.Ry.Co.'s Refunding & ImprovementBonds
Series "A". (*)
principal amount of N.P .Ry.Co.' s Refunding & Improvement Bonds
Series "A". (**)
principal amount of N.P.Ry.Co.'s Prior Lien Mortgage Bonds. (* *)
principal amount of N.P.Ry.Co.'s General Lien Mortgage Bonds.
(* *)
principal amount of N.P.Ry.Co.'s Collateral Trust Bonds. (* *)
principal amount of N.P.Ry.Co.'s Refunding & Improvement
Bonds Series "E". (* * *)

Note 3. Does not include the following mortgage bonds and equipment trust
certificates heretofore reacquired and held in treasury:
* Actually outstanding at date but which under plan of merger will be redeemed
(see Note 0 of nntes to pro forma general balance sheet).

"'''Heretofore reacquired and held in treasury.
**"'Nominally issued and pledged under N.P.Ry. CO,'s collateral trust inden
ture; after merger under the plan of merg(;r these bonds will be released frOm
pledge and cancelled and $71.500,000 principal amount of New Company new
consolidated mortgage bonds will be deposited and pledged in substitution there
for. (See Note I).

328 I.C.C.
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Total special funds··· .. • .. ••••••••••••••••• ·1

Insurance and other funds

I

Special funds
. Sinking funds·.······· •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••
Capital and other reserve funds········· ••••••••

Total current assets ~

-

Accrued accounts receivable- - _

Working fund advances········· •••••••••••••••
Prepayments········ •••••• •••••••• •••••••••••
Material and supplies·······················.··
Other current asset s· .. ••
• .. • .. •

710
711
712
713

..
709

•••

Interest and dividends receivable······· ••••••••

. Miscellaneous accounts receivable.. •

I

I
708

707

706

705

..

Special deposits··.··.· ••• ••••• •• ••••• •••• ••••
Loans and notes receivable··············.·····
Trafric and car service balance .. debit~- ..... - ...... - ....
Net balances receivable from agents and conduc·

-

703
704

"

Cash·······························.····.
Temporary cash investments- _

701
702

I

$1,664,156

----

I

I
9.303.8671

350,165
2,408,170
3,565
2,021,134
823
8,928
2,696,931
130,606

-- ...........
.....................

19,389

..................

,16/
I
I:.t 1,1

121,116

f··r -........
j
- .
19,069,2 11\1
- I

q,OOl,lOd

>.m

14,:~~,3~~

,,,,, "." ... ~ 1
.&t<J't,u't.&t,'::tl.J',

~O!\.142
,u,_

11,543,226
19,010,700
4,420,624
24.243,565
767,180
418,014
63,33],707

$20,102,154
82.557,685
6,574,737
1,670
897,034

0

.. _ ..... 0

.........

.... _

~

....... 0" ......

(897,034)1

243,049,271

11,893,391
21,418,870
4,424,189
26,264,699
768.003
426,942
66,017,638
915,748

......................

$21,766,310
82,557.685
6,594,126
1,670

1,732 _........ .................... - ..
1,732
14,327,419
14,327,419 .......... ... _....................
4.861.183
4861183
..
1
I
I.
,
19.190.334
19.190.334

243.946,305

...........
:1
--

............'1

.......................

$(897,034)
11,893,391 _......... ....................... '"
21,418,870 .........
4,424,189 -_ ...... .. - .. - ..............
.....................
26,264.699
768,003 .. -- ....
....................
426,942
66,017,638
. - -- - --- - 915,748

......... -

~~

........... - ..............
-- .. - .. - .... - .....

~

........ ... ......

····r·······..·
_-

$21,766.310
82,557,685 .- .....
6,594,126 ....
1,670 .-.....
A
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Pro forma general balance sheet as of August 31,1961 after giving effect to merger of Creat Northern Railway
Company, Northern Pacific Railway Company, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company and the Pacific
Coast R. R. Co. and the lease of the Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railway CompanybyCreat Northern Pacific
& Burlington Lines, Inc.-Continued
G.N.P.&B.
Lines, Inc.

S.Po&S.

Adjustments
and
eliminations
Notes I
Amount

Combined

After

[j)

$166,69<\.,47~ 1 $39'695' 423 1 $206,389,898

----- - - - - - - - - - . - - -- - - - - - - - - - - . -

$206,389,898
19,594,250

--- - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - . - -

1~,247, 713

~40,917

19,~94,250

--

8,929,360

1~,247,713

---.-

19,053,333
0'0

R
0~3
" "V"VI"'''

~n.n
I
1,,,,<,1,,,,,;,,<:1,,,01

1

fl"7n

H

31,306,9801I

210,736,435

-----

210,736,435

2.740'000'239i 128,918,610 2.868.918,849
Improvements on leased property· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3.963,330
3.495.427
467,903
Acquisition adjustment- - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(9.364.592)
(9.364.592 - - - - -- - - --,0,043j (11,897.318
~fi.129 ..~61
Donations and grants - credit - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - l-..i..4.:.lfi
195 2 807 388 226
Total transportation property -- -- -.-- - -- -- - - - I 2,689,881,01..2 1](117.507,
I
-

735

Accrued depreciation - Road and eQuipmenl--------

736

Amortization of defense projects - Road and

737
738

Recorded depreciation and amortization - - - - - - - - - - I
Total transportation property less recorded
depreciation and 8lT1ortization--------- -.---- --I
Miscellaneous physical property----------------Accrued depre'ciation - miscellaneous physical

\"""," "~'''''I \~"""o'''''~:1

1

, ......

~ • .., n~n.1 ,nf

"t)d

\~~"

r ........ "1

, .......

" .lO,
- Ju:t,~O{',.
.~~ --" (2,386,795)
equipment- --------.: - --- - -- - ----- --- - --- - -- -- - ~\l

CXJ

I

propert y -------------------------------------,

()

o

>-l
tIl
()

o

3:
3:
tIl
()

Road and equipment property- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

h

~

~

;0

Properties

C»

tIj

;l>

721 IInvestments in affiliated companies- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
722 Other investments- _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Reserve "for adjustment of investment in securities 
credit-----------···_--------- - -------------Total investments..

733
734

Z

>-l

and
eliminations

>-l

723

732

o

adjustments

Investments

731

(Xl

-'oIU,9U7l~23,725,327)
\.n_
OR 0
J· V
q

f)

10AI
~1 0'1
..

"'lei
'lR(\
vu .... 'uvv'~
....

q

and amortization - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -

-- --

(118102965)
(/151,520.90'7)

2 386 795
23.725,3_2L

B

I

-----

53,909,127

B

(93781868) 2038360 124
(6,119.887)
47,789,240

tIl
()

o

3::
3::

[j)
[j)

o

z

~

ttl
'0

o

;0

no·"7771
\• V,()":iQ.

( 952,831) .

(4,296,608)

B

44'445' 463

l (~'I67'056)1

49,612,519

~-----I

Miscell~ne?us physical prope.rty less recorded

dePreclallon- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total properties Jess recorded depreciation

( 128.918.610) 2.740.000.239
(467.903)
3,495.427
(9.364.592)
--- - --- (11R79 318\
44 250 04.~
1017507,195) 2689881031
21,338,532
(533.417.942)

I

I

- -0, II~,~~'(

4'I"(~~':.l4U·1

B

•

100,.74)

g~g 1!:t,l"'1').
... , 1.d.1.QQl)
__

V l .,.aT
· ........... "' ....

-- - -

'H

(120489760\
(675 246 234\

!

.....

--""

B
B

2,082.805,587 (98.948,924) 2,181,754.511

(3,343,777)

952.831
(5,167,056)

I
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VJ

44,445,463

2,082,80~,~87

- - - - - (98,948,924)

( ) Denotes contra
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Pro forma general balance sheet as of August 31,1961 after giving effect to merger of Creat Northern Railway Com
pany, NorthernPacific Railway Company, Chicago,Burlington &Quincy RailroadCompany and the Pacific Coast
R. R, Co_ and the lease of the Spokane, Portland andS eattle Railway Company by Great Northern Pacific & Bur
lington Lines, Inc.-Continued

G.N.P.&B.
Lines, Inc.

S.P.&S.

.. ----.-.-.-----+----='--'--~.-_J __.

I

Other assets and deferred charges
741
742
743

1!
I!

Other assets----------------------------------Unamortized discount On long-term debt- - - - - - - - -. - Other deferred charges-------------------------Total other assets and deferred charges---------Total assets----------------------------------I

Combined

;

o

•••

._

T
..

eliminations

~.N~~~L-~~~~~ eliminations

I

$~.225.897

$187.137 I
$5.413.034 ;-----I
- - - - - - _ - -I
4.105.548 L - - - - 370.326'
10,064.1081..---557.463
19,582.690 '-----2.534,971,92~ 140,238,350 ;2.675,210.2751-----4,105.548
9.693.782
19,025.227

0

Alter
adj ustments
and·

Adjustments
and

-

------------

I

i

I

I

h·

1,606,897. A
2 I , 4 ~ 7 , 4 1 I '- - - - - 
11,588,874.-- - - -
2,145,170 '--- --
4,639,348 :
4,461,440
3~,492,837 ----8.692,979 ----26,243,864 ----.
11,372,586 .. ---I
1,4
------

__

?_9_7-,~~~:.1

709,863
21,457,411
11,588,874
2,145,170
4,639,348
4,461,440
35,492.837
8,692,979
26,243,864
11,372,586
126,804,372

I

I

and other debt- - - - -- - -. - - - - 34,067.041
1.055.967 !
B
(1,055.967)
Held by Or fOr company----------------------_ --(1,333,825 ----------J
Actually outstandlng- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -l-_~3~2"-!..73~3=2:.!1~6:...L.__'I~O~5>!.5"'9~6~7...:;_~~=~~I._~_.i_.lo..l.J=~=~I._=~=~~

( ) Denotes contra
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Lcmg-term debt due after 1 yetJ1'

j

::0
>-l

;0

Traffic and car service balance - credit------------I--------------" 1,606,R97
Audited accounts and wages payable--------------l
20,357,859)\ 1099552
Miscellaneous accounts payable------------------;
11,208,187
'380:687
Interest matured unpaid -- - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
1,049,931
I ,09~,239
Dividends matured unpaid---------- --------______
4,639,348
._
Unmatured interest accrued----------------------4.406,870
~4,570
Unmatured dividends declared -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - _- -1- -- -- --- --Accrued accounts payable----------------------32,633,057
2,859,780;
Federal income taxes accrued ----00-------------8,692'9791-----------'
Other taxes accrued---------- --- ... ------------25,110,219
1,133,645.
Other current liabilities- --.--- -----------------9,992,849,
1,379,737:
Total current liabilities·---------- --,91,
,61 ,17

IEquipment obligations

o

3::
M

Current liabilitie s

764

>-l
Z

I

Liabilities and shareholders' equity

752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
763

;t>

:r:

$5,413.034
4,105.548
-----------10064.108
------------. 19582690
(99,845.958) ;2.575.364.317
------------

o

::0
M

::0
Z
c.n

00

Pro forma general balance sheet as of August 31,1961 after giving effect to merger of Great Northern Railway Com·
pany, Northern PacifiC Railway Company, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company and the PacifiC Coast
R. R. Co. and the
of the Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railway Company by Great Northern Pacific & Bur·

~ease

lington Lines, Inc. _Continued
Adj ustments

G.N.P.&B.
Lines, Inc.

Combined

S.P.&S.

and
eliminations
Notes I
Amount

After
adj ustments

and
e1 imlnatlons

1 1I ear
Funded debt unmatur;a--.--.-.-- ••.•. ·----- •• ---by
or
for
comp'my.
_.•
._.
._.
• __
765
Actually outstanding.--- •. -- _._ .•
._._._______
Equipmentobligations.----.-. _.
.___________
766 Held byorforcompany.-.--.- ••• -.--.-·--------Actually outstanding.- ._.
.
.

~ld

(YJ

z
>-j

ir,
~

en

>-j
;J;>
>-j

"\

LonIJ- term ?{ybt due after

""
""

$648,233,918 $54,710,000 $702,943,918
B
($54.710.000) $648,233,918
(151465 175) ---.-.----. (151465 175) - •• -- ---- ... -.-- (151465 175)
496768748
54:-710000
551478743
(54.710000
496768743
219,762,618
4,011,493
223,774,111
B
(4,011,493)
219,762,618
00
130000> ---.------(300 ), ---.- ----.-----'(30000)
219732618
4011493
223744 III -"'(4011493)
219732618

Total
funded .debt and equipment obligations
out--.-.
standing.
.
- -. -. --'

716,501,361

58,721,493

775,222.854

- - -.-

(58,721,493)

716.501,361

769

Amounts payable to affiliated companies.------- •. Totallong'term debt due after 1 year--- •.•. ---.-·

177000
716678361

.-- •• -.---.
58.721493

177000
775399854

C
D

31 126774
(27594719)

31303774
747'805135

771
772
773
774

Pension and wellare reserves-'
• __ -. --'
Insurance reserves •
._.
•
••
••
•••
Equalization reserves-.------ .• -----.-.-.--·-·-·
Casualty and other reserves-- .• --.-.-.----·-·-·--·
Total reserves
•
.
-

~

C1

~
~

M
::0
C1
M
C1

o

~
~

......

Reserves
10,014,200' -., - ••• - - 5,772,697 .--.-.- •• -246,000 --- ••••• --3.5431.07
144446
19576004
144,446

10,014,200 -' -. - • - - ••• - - - -. -\
5,772,697 ---.- --- •••• ---.246,000 ---'3687553 •• -.- .- ••••
19720,450 -.---- •• -.------- ••\

-.-.-.----··i

----·-1

10,014,200
5,772,697
246,000
3687.553
19,720450

en

[j)

.....

o
z

::c

M
"d

o

Other liabilities and deferred credits
Other liabilities------ •
._..
782 UnamortizedPremiumonlong-termdebt--.------...
783 Other deferred credits- ._ ••.. -----.--- .. -.------.
784 Accrued depreciation _ leased property
785
Total other liabilities and deferred credit---.

v:>

l"
CP

C1

n

1,444.287
169,504
180.--.-.---.3,211,927
238,595
621,800
23 939
527R 194
432038

1,613,791 .---" -.------.--.
180 --'.' ---.-------3,450,522 ---.-- -' •• "'-'-"
645 739
p.
(23,939)
5710232
(23939)

1,613,791
180
3,450,522
621 ROO
5 686 293

::0

j

Pro forma general balance sheet as of August 31,1961 after giving effect to merger of Creat Northern Railway Com
pany. Northern Pacific Railway Company, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company and the Pacific Coast
o
~ R. It, Co. and the lease of the Spokane, Portland and Seatt~e Railway Company by Great Northern Pacific & Bur::0
~
OS tington Lines, Inc,-Continued
;J;>

v:>

>-j

n_-""'1

----..'----.-1G.N.P.&B.

S.P.&S.

After

and

actjustments

::0

and
eliminations

:t

eliminations

Lines, Inc.

Z

o

Adj ustments

Combined

Notes I

Amount

>-j
~

::0
Z

Sha.reholders equity

'U
791

~

Capital stock:
Capi tal stock issued

C1
I

Proposed new issue

:s::

Common stock (12,222,926 shares· without par- - -value) •••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --Preferred stock (3,036,568 shares· $10 par value) Total.·.···.········---·---------------------·

I

$496,333,314
30..165 680
,26698994

•••••••••• 1$496,333.314 I ••••••• ·····-····1$496,333,314
••••••••••
30365680· '." ••
30365680
52669899£ •••••••
526,698.994

···········1
···········1

Merging companies:

794
795
796

797
798

Common stock •••••••. - --. - - - - - -. - - -. -. - - - .. - -.
Held by or for company'- - -- -- -- -- - - -- --. -- -- - - Total·.· •• •••• ••• ···---------·----·-··----··
Total capital stock···-- .. ---· .. ---- .... ··---·
Capital surpl us:
Premiums and assessments on capital stock·----·-Paid·in surplus····-"" - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other capital surplus····_···~······. . ••••••••••
Total capital surplus·.·.··.··········.··.····
Retained income:
Retained income'. appropriated······ ••••••••••••
Retained income· unappropriated·····.········.··
Total retained income· •••••••••••••••••••••••
Total shareholders' equity···········.········
Total liabilities and shareholders'
e q u ity- • •.•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••

~

::0

o

~

::0
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Notes to Pro Forma General Balance Sheet of the Creat Northern Pacific & Burlington Lines, Inc. (New Company) as of August 31,1961 after
givi1l(/ effect to lease of Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railway Com-
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D. 'l'he pro forma balance sheet as of August 31, 1961, after giving effect to
the merger of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific, Burlington and Pacific
Coast shows total long-term debt of $749,411,577. After giving effect to the
lease of the SP&S the newflgureis$780,538,351. The difference of $31,126,774
represents an intercompany indebtedness of the New Company to the SP&S as
indicated under Note C above.
See Note V of the notes to the pro forma general balance sheet of the New Company as of August 31, 1961, covering long-term debt of that company in the
hands of the public. The SP&S long-term debt outstanding in the hands of the
publiC consists of equipment obligations amounting to $4,874,371. This amount
does not include $54,710,000 SP&S first mortgage bonds owned by the New
Company and$193,089 ofSP&S equipment obllgations owned to the New Company.
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accounts.
C. Represents net liability of the New Company to the SP&S for excess of
assets over liabilities of the SP&S to be recorded in the accounts to the New
CompaJlY, as follows:

Currept assets
Capital and other reserve funds
InvestJllents
Other lilssets
Other deferred charges
C urrept liabilities
Casualty and other reserves
other liabilities
Other deferred credits
Net Liabil1ty of New Company to
SP&S (note D) Account No. 769, amounts
payable to affiliated companies
Total

'Il".

~

~

pany
A. Transfer debit balance in Traffic and car service balances-Dr. to
Traffic and car service balances- Cr. as the net balance becomes a credit
after recording SP&S accounts on books of the New Company.
B. R.epresents property investment accounts, depreciation reserves, funded
debt, equipment obligations and shareholders' equity to remain in the SP&S
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